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PREFACE 

The tablet Bo 2002 belongs to a group of Bogazkoy tablets which, at the conclusion of Th. 
Makridi's and H. Winckler's excavations before the First World War, were not sent to Berlin for 
conservation and publication but were permanently kept in the Istanbul Museum. In 1926 Mrs. 
L. Ehelolf spent some time in Istanbul with her husband, Dr. H. Ehelolf, for the purpose of 
photographing these tablets as well as selected texts from Assur. The glass negatives in the 
format of 5" x 7" (13 x 18 cm.), executed in the superb quality which was the hallmark of Mrs. 
Ehelolf s photography, were incorporated in the Berlin photograph archive with the siglum K 
(for "Konstantinopel"); to the best of my knowledge they have been kept there to the present 
time. A number of texts published in the KUB series were copied from such photographs, but it 
soon became obvious that the tablet Bo 2002 could not be published on the basis of photographs 
alone because of the number and extremely small size of the additions which the ancient scribe 
had squeezed onto its surface. It was for that reason that in 1933, when I first went to Bogazkoy 
on behalf of the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft, H. Ehelolf instructed me to copy the text from the 
original in Istanbul. However, a first inspection made it immediately clear that this task would 
take much more time than I could spend in Istanbul due to the circumstances of that time. In 

1934, the hospitality of Dr. and Mrs. K. Bittel enabled me to devote several weeks to this task. 
In the Eski §ark Eserleri Miizesi the curator, Mr. Haydar Siimerkan, most obligingly gave me a 
well lit working space in his own office, and I have the most pleasant memory of the time that I 
shared his room with him. Upon my return to Berlin in late 1934 I handed the completed hand 
copy to H. Ehelolf for eventual inclusion in one of the KUB volumes. When I left Berlin in early 
1936 to assume my job at the newly founded Faculty of Languages, History, and Geography 
(Dil ve Tarih-Cografya Fakiiltesi, later part of Ankara University), Ehelolf returned my copy to 
me because by then it would have been difficult, if not impossible, to include a work of a non-
Arian in an official publication (he had published KUB 28 in 1935, but this was to be the last). 
He suggested I might publish the text in Turkey. 

During my first few years in Ankara I saw no possibility of having the cuneiform hand copy 
of a Hittite text published in Turkey. The opportunity came when in 1940 the first class of 
students graduated from our Faculty, among them Mrs. Muazzez £ig and Mrs. Hatice Bozkurt 
(she later resumed her maiden name Kizilyay), who had majored in Hittitology and were both 
appointed to the tablet collection of the Istanbul Museum. This then made it possible to prepare 

ix 
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X THE HITTITE INSTR UCTION FOR THE ROYAL BODYGUARD 

and, in 1944, to publish the first volume in the IBoT series1 in collaboration with the two ladies 
and to include my hand copy of Bo 2002 in it as number 36. 

In the mean time S. Alp had been preparing his Berlin dissertation on the functions of 
certain Hittite officials, among whom the MESEDI was the most prominent.2 Quite naturally he 
used the text Bo 2002 for his work; he included in it several sections of the text in transliteration 
and translation using both the K photographs in Berlin and the original in Istanbul. His treatment 
of the text greatly contributed to its understanding. Among other things he showed that the 
MESEDIs were bodyguards and that the huluganni could not be a litter, because the text 
mentions its wheels. During the years when Alp and I were colleagues at Ankara I asked him 
whether he would like to prepare an edition of the whole text since he had already covered 
great portions of it, but he declined this offer. 

During the war and post-war years it was not possible to find a place for publishing a text 
edition either as a monograph or in a journal, and even in the United States it was not easy 
during my first years at the University of Chicago (since 1949) to place such an edition. Besides, 
the text demanded a great deal of work for which I did not find the time. In the early 1960s I 
was planning to resume and complete my work on this text when Mrs. Jakob-Rost informed me 
of her plan to edit it. Although I replied in the affirmative to her question as to whether I had 
plans of my own, she found it impossible to drop her work on an edition of the text, which then 
appeared in 1966.3 This made me postpone my own plans, especially since my understanding of 
the text differed so much from hers. 

Regardless of any chances for publication I made this text the subject of several advanced 
classes or seminars: On one occasion in Ankara, with both B. Landsberger and S. Alp 
participating, Landsberger contributed the reading NIMGIR.ERIN.4 On another occasion in 
Chicago, F. Josephson was among the participants. During the spring semester of 1972, which I 
spent as guest professor at the University of Munich, we read the text in a seminar in which A. 
Kammenhuber and K. K. Riemschneider took part. Miss Kammenhuber also let me excerpt 
from her file collection references to the occurrences of many of the difficult words, so that I 
could supplement my own incomplete word files. I have gratefully used these references, 
although by now the files of the Chicago Hittite Dictionary, begun by H. A. Hoffner and 
supplemented by the dictionary team under a grant from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, make it easy to find more occurrences. 

In the spring of 1979 an invitation by the Institute for Advanced Studies of the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem gave me the opportunity to read and discuss the greater part of the text 
in a group which included, in addition to some advanced students, many colleagues from the 
fields of Assyriology, Biblical studies, and Hittitology. While I learned much from all of them, I 
shall mention only the Hittitologists: Galina Kellerman, Aaron Kempinski, and Itamar Singer. In 
addition the hospitality of Lhe Institute and of the Archeological and Assyriological Library of 

1. Istanbul Arkeoloji Miizelerinde Bulunan Bogazkoy Tabletlerinden Segme Metinler. 

H. Bozkurt, M. £ig, H. G. Giiterbock (Istanbul, 1944). 

2. Untersuchungen zu den Beamtennamen im hethitischen Festzeremoniell (Leipzig, 1940). 

3. "Beitrage zum hethitischen Hofzeremoniell (IBoT I 36)" in Mitteilungen des Instituts fur 

Orientforschung 11 (1966) 165-225 (CTH 262; henceforth referred to as "Jakob-Rost" and page 

number). 

4. Compare JCS 15 (1961) 71 n. 23 and FsOtten74. 
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PREFACE xi  

the Hebrew University gave me an opportunity to devote some time to a revision of my earlier 
translation and the preparation of the commentary. 

After my return to Chicago, however, other obligations kept me from completing the work. 
Recently my colleagues urged me to make my interpretation available to other Hittitologists and 
to the Hittite Dictionary project in particular. My eyesight, however, had deteriorated 
considerably, but my colleague, Theo P. J. van den Hout, has very generously helped me to 
complete this manuscript. His assistance was not limited to technical help such as the retyping of 
my old (partly only penciled) manuscript, the reading to me of file cards and of passages in 
literature, and the consulting of photographs; he actively engaged in the discussion of many 
points that came up while I went through my old translation and commentary. Especially to the 
last part of the commentary, which was written recently, he made important contributions. The 
places in the commentary where an opinion is expressed in the first person plural give an 
approximate idea of his participation even though they do not cover all instances. 

A first concordance of the text was prepared by Philo H. J. Houwink ten Cate in the 1960s 
using our first computer program (cf. Houwink ten Cate in the preface to his Records), but the 
Glossary here presented has been prepared by van den Hout in conjunction with the preparation 
of the Hittite Dictionary files. 

Needless to say, I am deeply grateful to all the above mentioned scholars who in one way 

or another contributed to my better understanding of the text. 

Chicago, June 1990 H. G. Giiterbock 
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IBoT I 36 

SYNOPSIS 

The text seems to begin (§1) by describing how the guards take their places in one 

courtyard of the palace in the morning. The addition to §1 first mentions the lifting of the 

doorbolts, i.e., the opening of the palace gates, but then is expanded into general rules about the 

opening of various doors. 

The §§2-3 specify where the guards are lined up in the courtyard. Here two groups are 

mentioned: the Mesedi and the goldspearmen. Later in the text there also occur spearmen 

without the addition of the word 'gold.' They all seem to be some kind of guards. The addition to 

§3 speaks of the authority of the commander-of-ten of the goldspearmen over all guards 

apparently including the Mesedi. A special stipulation concerning the MeSedi towards the end of 

the addition is too fragmentary for interpretation. 

From §§4-5 we learn that the officers of the guards have to pay homage to their Protective 

God, when they arrive at the palace. They have to dispose of their staffs while doing so. 

Similarly, all Mesedi must deposit their staffs with the gatekeeper. This prompts an excursus 

about the duties of the gatekeeper. This leads to regulations for going to the toilet (§§6-8), for 

the gatekeeper's duty of preventing illicit passage (§§9-10), and for the privilege of using the 

main gate (§11). 

With §12 there begins what might be called 'la sortie du roi.' The first paragraphs (§§12-

12a) describe the immediate preparations, the opening of the main gate, and the readying of the 

light cart (huluganni). The §§13-16 describe the line-up of various groups for the procession, 

which will march in front of the king. §17 adds another group of men who will be near the king. 

In §18 the king finally comes out and sits down on the cart. So we learn that the huluganni had a 

seat. But the chair at the beginning of the paragraph serves only as a stepping stool and not as 

seat on the cart (see Commentary). When the king's vehicle starts to move to the exit the 

responsibility for his protection passes from the chief of the palace attendants (GAL 

DUMU.E.GAL) who had helped him mount the cart, to the chief of guards (GAL MESEDI) 

(§19). In §20 the king finally leaves the palace through the gate building (kaskastipa). The 

§§21-26 describe the groups who march in procession behind the king. The §§27-28 seem to 

deal with soldiers who have to keep people (even peaceful ones) and animals out of the 

procession. The text does not specify where this procession is going. 

1 
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2 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

From §§29-40 it appears that it is a place where the king acts as judge. This follows from 

the phrases "the king asks for a case" (LUGAL-us DIN AM wekzi, iii 3) and "they pick out 

again one case" (naSta nawma 1 DINAM para karpanzi, iii 11). From this we concluded that 

the Sarkanti- is a person who is brought to trial. Whether he is a criminal or involved in some 

other kind of lawsuit, the fact that he is always escorted by guardsmen makes the impression 

that he is the defendant. According to §36 a guard or palace-attendant may have a case (DINU) 

against a SarkantiIn this case the former would be claimant and the Sarkanti- would still be a 

defendant. Finally, according to §37 it also seems that whole groups of foreign soldiers are 

brought to court in a similar way. Since §40 begins with the words "When the defendants have 

been completely dealt with," it seems that these foreigners are included among them. 

At this point one expects a description of the king's return to the palace. Since he came 

from the palace on a light cart, he should return on the same vehicle, but the sentence "Bui 

when he returns by light cart" only occurs in §42a (iii 63). This is preceded by another 

digression (§41): "If the king asks for a chariot" (nil LUGAL-us manGl$GlGlR wekzi). We are 

not told for what purpose he wants it; it could be for any kind of trip. The addition to §49 (iv 

24a-d) speaks of the king's going some place by chariot and describes his return from that trip. 

The technicalities of mounting this vehicle are interesting, if our interpretation taken from the 

context is correct. Note that the chariot is drawn by horses (iii 57) and is driven by a kartappu. In 

contrast the light cart (huluganni) is drawn by mules (§43 iii 67 etc.) and handled by salasha-

men. The lines iii 60-62 (§42), where the cart serves for the transportation of the guards' spears, 

must still belong to the case of the king's trip by chariot. In iii 63 (§42a) the actual return trip of 

the king begins. In §44 the king already approaches the palace which he reaches in §45. 

The description of his arrival continues through §46 until §49. At the end of §47 the cart is 

turned, presumably so that the king can step down from it directly to the door. In §49 he actually 

alights using the stool that was set up for him. At this point the chief of guards entrusts the king 

again to the chief of the palace attendants. 

Up to §52 the king enters the palace (halentuwa) and the safety of the palace is secured. 

§53 entirely written over erasure, speaks of a Mesedi who leaves. This may lead over to the 

following sections (§§54-55) in which the two groups of guards get their meals. The §§56-59 

are very fragmentary. The call to the inner chamber may indicate that they are dealing with 

bringing food to the king. 
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Transliteration and Translation 

In this section the transliteration oflBoT I 36, with facing translation, is presented. 
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4 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

Col. I 
§1 

1  [  ] x x x [  ] x - a n  

2  [  ]  x  x  [  ]  LJ:J ME$ME-5E-DU-TI[MO o o o o o  s a ] - r a - a  

3 [pa-a-an-z]i na-at LtJMESI.DUg-as Lt} ^KIS AL.LUH-as pi'-fra-anl [hu-i]a-fanl-zi 

4 [naHatl-kan an-da pa-a-an-zi na-^at-Sal-an fyu-i-la-as rKAl[-as] Fti-enl-zi 

5 [I]GI.yi.A-$L/-ma-at-kan pa-ra-a ne-e[-anHte"l-eS nu-za-kan ^ha-l[e-en-t]u-wa-as 

6 1 %i-i-la-an EGIR-pa ta-me-es-sa-an-zi na-as-ta sa-an-ha-an-z[i] 

6b (added) [t]a Qu-uk-kat^-ta 

7 fa-ra-ah-zal as-ka-as za-ak-ki-^1^1 kar-pa-an-zi x x-[o-]x-zi-ma xxx lu. meSME-SE-

DI pf-ra-an [hu-ia-an]-zi 

8 na-at fku-ra-anl-ni-it kar-pa-an-zi %a-as-ga-as-te-pa-as<-ma> tURJUDUza-ak-ki-in r U-

UO kar-pa-an-zi na-as-t[a l{j me^ME-SE'D]I l0-^I.DUg 

8b LtJ,MESKISAL.LUH pa-ra-a u-wa-an-zi 

(probably continued in 19b ) 

19b ma-a-an an-dur-za(above line)-ma 1-za I-NA E-ma (on line) ku-is-ki 

20 ^^^za-ak-ke-eS U-UL kar-pa-an-za na-as-ma E.NA«KI$IB ku-it-ki ha-as-sa-an-zi nu 

Gl wa-ak-as-si-zi na-as-ta ma-a-an «GI» 

21 ap-pi'-iz-zi-is DUMU.E.GAL pa-ra-a u-iz-zi na-an-si LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN U-UL pa-

a-i na-as-ta ku-wa-pf pa-ra-a GAL-is DUMU.E.GAL u-iz-zi 2 na-as-su (Col. 

ii) UGULA.10 na-as-ma NIMGIR.ERIN.MES [L^ME-S]E-DI u3-iz-zi nu GI 

a-pe-e-da-ni pi-an-zi ma-a-na-as-rtal [ ] 

21b p[a-r]a-a [u-]iz-zi nu u-iz-zi na-as-su l0ME-5£-D/na-as-ma LU.S[UKUR.GU$KIN ] 

(end of addition) 

1. AK (long form), over erasure, possible; instead of the expected KI there is a large added ZU(?), 

then traces in space before HI.A. 

2. u-iz- do not show in the edition, but were drawn in the original handcopy. 

3. Coll. 
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IBoTI 36 5 

TRANSLATION* 

Col. I 
§1 

1 [missing] 

2  [ . . .  W h e n ]  t h e  g u a r d s  [ g o ]  u p  ( t o  t h e  p a l a c e ) ,  

3 they [march] in front of the gatekeepers (and) sweepers. 

4 They enter and take their stand at the door of the courtyard 

5 with their eyes turned outwards, so that they 

6 cover one courtyard of the palace. Then they (the sweepers) sweep. 

(added) And in the morning 

7 they lift the doorbolts of the gate on the outside, but they(?) ... The guards [mar]ch in 

front 
8 and lift them (together) with a k.\  but they do not lift the doorbolt of the gate building. 

Then the [guar]ds, the gatekeepers (and) 

8b the sweepers exit. 

19b If on the inside (added: on one side in a building) some 

20 doorbolt has not been lifted, or (if) they open some storehouse and the key is lacking, 

(then) if 
21 a palace attendant of the lowest rank comes out, the gold-spear-man does not give it 

to him; (but) when a high palace attendant comes out—either (col. ii) a commander-

of-ten or an army-bailiff (or) a [gu]ard comes—then they give the key(l) to that one. 

B u t  i f  [ . . .  ]  

21b comes out, (then) it will happen that either a guard or a man-of-the-g[old-spear... ] 

*Words of uncertain meaning appear italicized. 
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6 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§2 

9 nu-za L0 meSME-5£-Z)/ SA LJ^ ME-SE-DI ^hi-i-li pe-e-ta-an ap-pa-an-zi 

10 nu fyja-le-en-tu-u-wa-za ku-i§ an-dur-za ku-uz-za nu 12 Lv ̂ ME-SE-DI 

11 a-ra-an-ta GlSSUKUR.yi.A-ia har-kan-zi ma-a-an 12 Ll^ MESME-5£-D/-ma 

12 §a-ra-a U-UL ar-ta na-as-§u KASKAL-an ku-is-ki pe-e-ia-an-za 

13 na-a§-ma I-NA E-$U ku-is-ki tar-na-an-zaGlSSUKUR.HI.A -ma ma-ak-ke-es-zi 

14 nu-k£n ku-e GlSSUKUR.HI.A a-aS-zi na-at-kan pa-ra-a pe-e-da-an-zi 

15 na-at IT-TI L0MESI.DU8 ti-an- zi 

§3 

16 a-a§-ka-az-ma ku-i§ ku-uz-za nu-u§-sa-an LU.MES.SUKUR.GUSKIN an-da a-ra-fan '-ta 

17 1 ^ME-SE-DI-ma ke-e-ezI$-TU LTJME-SE-DI ku-ut-ta-az KA-as ma-an-ni-ku-wa-an 

18 ar-ta ke-e-ez-ma IS-TU LU.MES.SUKUR.GUSKIN ku-ut-ta-az 1 LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN 

19 KA-as ma-an-ni-in-ku-wa-an ar-ta nu UD-az ha-a-li us-kan-zi 

(For added lines 19b-21bt see above after §1; the addition on the reverse probably 

belongs here, after §3 ) 

B-Cl' [ SAL0]ME-SE-DI- mafihi-i-liUGULA.10.$UKUR.GU$KIN-pat 

du-ud-du-us-ki-iz-zi 

D-E T ma-a-an i-da-a-lu ku-is ar-ta na[-as-ma ] x [ J x [ ] 

2' nu-uS UGULA.lO.SUKUR.GUSKIN-pat du-ud[-du-us-ki-i]z-zi n[a- jx-rkil4L-o-J x 

1 DUMU[.E.GAL (?) ] 

3' ma-a-an ME-$E-DI-MA [na-at a-r]a-as a-ri lme-ma-P [mja-fa^-nja^as ] x 

4' ne-e-a[-ri] na-as-za-kan [ ]fkul-ut-ti an-da EGIR-pa A-*NA^ x[ ] x 
5' QA-TAM-MA me-ma-i 

§4 

22 ma-a-ah-ha-an-na-kan GAL ME-SE-DI UGULA.\0.ME-$E-DI-U\ sa-ra-a u-wa-an-zi nu 

GAL ME-SE-DI 

23 ku-it GISPA har-zi na-as ma-a-ah-ha-an A-NA dLAMMA GlSSUKUR US-GE-EN nu ku-is 

24 L^ME'SE-DIGAL nu-uS-si-kan GlSPA ar-ha da-a-i na-'an-sa-anl is-ta[-n]a-a-ni EGIR-pa 

25 da-a-i UGULA. 10.ME-5£-D/-ma ku-in GlSPA-an har-zi na-a[n o o oA]^NA^ rLtnME-5£-

DI pa-a-i 

26 na-an-S[i] LX}ME-$E-DI har-z[i] 

4. Not -S]E-DI; x ends with a vertical wedge. 

5. Coll. 
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IBoTl 36 1 

TRANSLATION 

§2 

9 The guards lake their place in the guards' court. 

10 At the wall which is on the inner side toward the palace, twelve guards 

11 stand and hold spears. But if (the number of) twelve guards 

12 is not available—be it that someone has been sent on a mission 

13 or someone has been permitted (to go) to his house—and (as a result) there are too many 

spears, 

14 then they carry away those spears that are left 

15 and deposit them with the gatekeepers. 

§3 

16 But at the wall which is on the outside, gold-spear-men are standing. 

17 One guard stands near the door on one side, (namely) on the side of the wall of the guard; 

18 but near the door on the other side, (namely) on the side of the wall of the gold-spear

men, one gold-spear-man 

19 stands. And they keep watch by day. 

(added on reverse) 

B-C 1 [... ] But in the guard[s'] court, only the commander-of-ten of the gold-spear 

(-men) is in command. 

D-E 1 If someone stands badly o[r... ]: 

2 only the commander-of-ten of the gold-spear(-men) is in command of them. [... ] 

one [palace] attendant [... J. 

3 But if (it is) a guard, [then on]e says [it] to another; if [ ... ] 

4 turns, he speaks at the wall again to [... ] 

5 likewise. 

§4 

22 And when the chief-of-guards and the commander-of-ten of the guards come up (to the 

palace) 

23 — because the chief-of-guards holds a staff, whatever guard (is) of high rank takes from 

him the staff, when he prostrates himself before the Protective God of the Spear, 

24 and deposits it on the altar. 

25 But the commander-of-ten of the guards gives the staff which he is holding to a [ ... ] 

guard, 

26 and the guard holds it for him. 
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8 THE HIT T IT E  INSTR UCTION FOR THE R O YA L GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§5 

27 [L^ME-$E-DU-T]/M-ma GlSPA.HI.A fhu-ul-ma-an-te-es k[u-i-e-es har-kan]-zi [n]a-at-

kan 

28 [Sa-r]a-a ku-wa-pf u-f\va-ani[-zi nu L]Cr-MESAi[E-5£-D/ GlSPA.HI.A A-NA^I.DUg pi'-an-

zi 

29 [m]a-a-an LUGAL-u§-ma [LU-LAM(?) C/-L/L lam-ni-iz-zi na-an-z]a DUMU.E.GAL 
L^ME-SE-DI 

30 LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN pa-ra-[a U-UL pf-i-e-ez-zi ma-a-na-an] LUGAL-us-ma lam-ni-iz-zi 

31 na-an-za pa-ra-a pi'-i-e-e[z-zi ap-pi-iz-zi-is-ma-as(?)] ma-a-an LU-LUMna-an-za 

32 Zl-itpa-ra-a [/-LfLpi'-i-fe^-ez-zi] 

§6 

33 L^ME-$E-DI-ia-kan Zl-it a-as-ka [U-UL-pat pa-iz-z]i fmal-a-na-an-za-kan 

34 Se-e-Iju-na-an-za-pat ta-ma-a-as-zi na[-as A-]WAl rL^ME-$E-DU-TIM hu-u-ma-an-da-

a-a§ 

35 EGIR-an hu-wa-a-i nu-us-si ku-is L^[MESE]^DP pf-ra-as-si-it ar-ta-ri 

36 nu-uS-§i te-ez-zi DUGkal-ti-ia-wa kat-ta-an pa-i-mi a-pa-a-sa pa-ra-a da-me-ta-ni 

37 ^ME-SE-DI te-ez-zi a-pa-sa pa-ra-a L°tar-ri-ia-na-al-li te-ez-zi 

38 L°tar-ri-ia-na-al-li-is-ma Lt,du-ia-na-al-li te-ez-zi 

§7 

39 LtIdu-ia-na-al-li-is-ma A-NA UGULA.10JME-SE-DP te-ez-zi ma-a-an fGAL ME-SE-DI-

iai 

40 ha-an-da-it-ta-ri $A L0ME-5E-D/-a§ rfil[hi-i-]li e-es-zi na-a[t UG]ULA[.10.ME-S£-D]/ 

41 A~NA GAL ME-SE-DI-ia ar-nu-uz-zi DUGfkal-tP-ia-wa-ra-as kat-ta-an fpa-iz-zP 

42 nu GAL ME-SE-DI te-ez-zi pa-id-du-wa-ra-a§ 

§8 

43 ma-a-an-za-kan ga-ma-ar-Su-wa-an-za-ma ku-in ta-ma-as-zi nu a-ra-as a-ri te-ez-zi 

44 nu-uS-Sa-an a-pa-at-ta A-NA GAL ME-SE-DI a-ri Se-e-hu-na-wa-ra-as pa-iz-zi 

45 nu GAL ME-SE-DI te-ez-zi pa-id-du-wa-ra-aS L^ME-SE-D[I-m]a ku-iS se-hu-na pa-iz-zi 

46 ^TU-^Z-Sa-an-za kap-pu-u-iz-zi nu-us-sa-an se-^e-hu^-na-as-sa ut-tar I-NA E.GAL-L/M 

a-ri 

47 Zl-it-ma-aS-kan pa-ra-a U-UL pa-iz-zi 
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I B o T  I  3 6  9 

TRANSLATION 

§5 

27 All the [guard]s w[ho hol]d staffs 

28 — whenever they come [u]p(?) (to the palace), [then] the gu[ards] deliver [the staffs to 

the] gatekeeper. 

29 But if the king [does not name a man, then the gatekeeper will not] dis[patch] a palace 

attendant, a guard, 

30 (or) a gold-spear-man. But [if] the king names [him], 

31 then he dispatch[es] him. [But] if it is a [lowly(?)] man, 

32 he does not dispatch him at will. 

§6 

33 And a guard shall [not go] outside at will. If 

34 a bodily urge bothers him, he will walk behind all (other) guards 

35 and will say to the [gu]ard who stands in front of him: 

36 "I shall go to the pot." And that (man) will pass the word to another 

37 guard, and that one will pass it on to a man of third rank, 

38 but the man of third rank will tell it to one of the second rank, 

§7 

39 and the man of second rank will pass it on to the commander-of-ten of the guards. If also 

the chief-of-guards 

40 is present (that is, if) he is in the guards' court, then the commander[-of-ten of the gua]rds 

41 communicates it also to the chief-of-guards (saying): "He will go to the pot," 

42 and the chief-of-guards will say: "Let him go !" 

§8 

43 But if a bowel movement(?) bothers someone, then one tells it to another 

44 (so that) this matter, too, reaches the chief-of-guards (in the form): "He will go to relieve 

himself," 

45 and the chief-of-guards will say "Let him go !" B[ut] (if) His Majesty notices the guard 

who goes to relieve himself, 

46 then even the matter of relieving oneself reaches the palace. 

47 But at will he shall not leave. 
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10 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§9 

48 L^ME'SE-DI-mdi %i-lam-ni (added) fan-dal (on line) in-na-ra-*al IU-UV ti-i-e-ez-zi ma-

a-na-a§ in-na-ra-ma 

49 ti-i-e-ez-zi nu-u§-$i-kan Li:ji.DUg ka[r-di-mi]-ia-it-ta na-as-5u-wa-kan Sa-ra-a i-it 

50 na-a§-ma-wa-k£n kat-ta-ma i-it ma-a-an-k[an] LtIME-3E-D/-ma %i-lam-na-az pa-ra-a pa-

iz-zi 

51 na-a§-ta %i-lam-mar iS-tar-na ar-ha GlSSU[KUR-]pat har-zi lu-us-ta-ni-ia-ma-as a-ri nu 
GISSUKUR 

52 IT-TI LtJI.DU8 da-a-i a-pa-Sa-kan kat-[t]a pa-iz-zi 

§10 

53 ma-a-an-kan LtIME~$E-DI-n\a ar-ha mi-ir-zi na-as-ta GlSSUKUR lu-us-ta-ni-ia-az kai-ta 

pe-da-i 

54 na-an LtJI.DUG wa-a§-du-li e-ep-zi nu-uS-Si-kan KUSE.SIR ar-ha la-a-i ma-a-an l0ME-3£-

DI- ma 

55 L°i.DUg ap-pa-la-a-iz-zi na-a§-ta GlS§UKUR (added) kat-ta (on line) pe-e-da-i L°I.DU8-

ma-an U-UL a-uS-zi 

56 nu l^ME-$E'DI L^i.DUg wa-as-du-li e-ep-zi GlSSUKUR-wa U-UL ku-it a-us-ta 

57 ma-a-an-wa[-ka]n §a-ra-a-ma ku-is an-tu-u-wa-ah-ha-as ha-an-da-a-iz-zi nu-wa-ra-an ku-

wa-pf a-ut-ti 

58 na-an A-N[A] E.GAL-L/Mtar-kum-mi-ia-an-zi nu ^I.DUg pu-nu-us-sa-an-zi nu 
GlS$UKUR.HI.A 

59 a-pa-a§ na-ah-§a-ra-az u§-ki-iz-zi 

§11 

60 LtJMESME-5£-DL/-rr/l-ma-kan DUMU.MES.E.G AL-TIM rG ALMa-az KA.GAL-az kat-

ta [/-L/Lpa-iS-kan-da 

61 na-at-kan lu-us-da-ni-ia-az kat-ta pa-is[-kan-d]a nu 1 L^ME-SE-DI ku-is sar-kan-ti-in 

62 u-i-da-a-iz-zi UGULA.DUMU.MES.KIN-za ku-in pa-r[a-a pi]-'i^-e-es-ki-iz-zi nu-kan 

GAL-ia-az kat-ta 

63 a-pa-aS pa-is-ki-it-la BE-LU-TIM-va-km UGULA L/-/M-77-ia GAL-ia-az kat-ta 

pa-is-kan-ta 
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I B o T I  3 6  11 

TRANSLATION 

§9 

48 A guard shall not step into the portico at random. But if he steps (there) at random, 

49 then the gatekeeper will angrily say to him: "Either go up 

50 or else go down !" But if a guard leaves through the portico, 

51 he shall keep (his) spear throughout the portico, but (when) he reaches the postern he 

shall deposit the spear 

52 with the gatekeeper (while) he himself walks down. 

§10 

53 But if a guard steals away and carries the spear down through the postern, 

54 the gatekeeper shall apprehend him on his fault/in flagranti and shall unfasten his 

shoe(s). But if the guard 

55 deceives the gatekeeper and carries the spear down without the gatekeeper seeing him, 

56 then the guard shall apprehend the gatekeeper on his fault (saying): "Since you did not 

see the spear 

57 — if some man should attempt to go up, how will you see him?" 

58 And they shall report him to the palace, and they shall question the gatekeeper. 

59 Such caution regards the spears! 

§11 

60 The guards and the palace attendants shall not go down through the main gate; 

61 they shall go down through the postern. One guard who brings a defendant 

62 (or) one whom the chief-of-messengers dispatches, that one shall go down through the 

main gate, 

63 and the lords and the commanders-of-thousand shall also go down through the main gate. 
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12 THE HITTITE INSTR UCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§12 

64 ma-a-ah-t)a-an-ma LUGAL-us a-ra-ah-za pa-iz-zi na-a§-ta 1 DUMU.E.GAL ^ha-le-en-tu-

u-az 

65 pa-ra-a u-iz-zi nu ()a-at-ti-i-li ta-ha-ia hal-za-i ta-ha-ia-an-ma-za ha-at-ti-li 

66 LTISU.I |)al-zi-i§-§a-an-zi nu l0ME-3£-D/ LUGIS$UKUR.GU$KIN L°i.DUg-ia 

67 ^ka-a-a§-ka-a-a§-ti-pa pa-a-an-zi nu GAL-ia-az KA.GAL-az ^u^za-faki-ki-in kar-pa-

an-zi 

68 nu GlSIG-TIM EGIR-pa ha-as-Sa-an-zi (added) na[-as]-fzai(?) LU.§UKUR[.GUSK]IN X 

x x x x [ o o ] x  

68b LtISUJ-ma GlSga-la-a-ma h[ar-z]i na-as-ta 

69 KA-U§ ar-ha wa-ar-si 

§12a 

(added after marker)  ̂  ̂ sa-a-la-as-hi-es GlShu-Iu-ga-an-ni-in [w]a-ah-nu-an-zi 

LO.MES $E-DI-ma 1 

70 ^ar-ki-u-i ta-pu-us-za ZAG-za ti-en-zi ma-a-an ku-e-da-ni-ma URU-r[i ZA]G-az ti-

ia-u-an-'zil 

71 r[/-£/Ltar-hai-an(?)6 na-atGUB-la-za ti-e[n]-zi uk-tu-u-ri-ma-as-ma-as ti-ia-u-

wa-a[r-]pat [£]ar-fki-u-ii7 

72 ta-pu-uS-za (erasure) 

72b nu L°ME-SE-DI ku-i5 giSGU!.ZA GlShu-lu-ga-an-rnP [ o ] x x Thar-zil(?) 

73 na-aS-ta an-da-ia U-UL ku-in-ki tar-na-i pa-ra-a-ia-kan U-UL ku-in-ki tar-na[-i] 

74 n[a-a]t-kan pa-ra-a $A L^M[E-S]E-DI ^hi-i-la-az u-is-kan-da-ri 

§13 

75 [nu] R2L ^szi-in-zi-fnu-uM-le-e-es a-ra-an-ta giSTUKUL!.HI.A x x x [ ] 

76 [har-k£n-]zi BE-EL ERIN.ME$-as-ma-aS kat-ta-an ar-ta GlSPA-ia [har-zi TUG.HI.A-ma-

a§-ma-a§(?)] 

77 [SIG5-T]IM nam-ma hi-lam-mi-li u-e-es-Sa-an-ta na-at [ ] 

6 .  

7. 

UL much garbled; only if over erasure, 

-i in intercolumnium, damaged but certain. 
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I B o T I  3 6  13 

TRANSLATION 

§12 

64 When the king goes out, one palace attendant comes out of the palace 

65 and calls out in Hattic "Tahayal" Tahaya (is how) one calls the barber in Hattic. 

66 Then a guard, a gold-spear-man, and a gatekeeper 

67 go to the gate-building and lift the doorbolt from the main gate 

68 and open the door leaves (by turning them) back (short addition, mostly illegible). 

68b But the barber holds a galama and 

69 wipes(?) the door (or: sweeps the doorway[?]). 

§12a 

(added after marker) The grooms turn the (light) cart (around) while the guards 

70 take a stand next to the canopy on the right. But if in some town it is not possible to 

stand on the right, 

71 they take a stand on the left—the unchanging (rule) for them is to stand 

72 next to the canopy. 

72b The guard who [ho]lds the stool [near(l)] the cart [... ] 

73 lets nobody enter and lets nobody leave. 

74 Then the departure takes place from the guards' court. 

§13 

75 [Tw]o zinzinuil-ottic'vdls are standing (there); they [hol]d clubs [and ... J. 

76 An army officer stands with them and [holds] a staff. They further(?) wear [good cloth]es 

77 in the manner of hilammi-men, and they [...]. 
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14 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§14 

78 [EGIR-pa-]rmal-kan iS-tar[-na 1 I]KU nu 28 L[U 9.ME$(?) o o ] x [ a-ra-an-ta] 

79 [ o o ] x x-ia? |}ar[-ka]n-zi x x x x x x x [ ] 

(79b-80 traces only) 

Col. II 

§15 

1 fEGIRi-pa-fma^kdn nam-ma i[S-tar-na 1IKU ] 

2 2 LU.MES LI-IM SE-RI a-ra-an[-ta nu-us-ma-as UGULA LI-IM SE-RL] 

3 NIMGIR.ERIN.MES-ia kat-ti-is-mi a-ra-an-ta [ har-kan-zi na-aiLUGAL-ij 

4 pf-ra-an fju-ia-an-te-es 

§16 

5 EGIR-pa-ma-kan nam-ma iS-tar-na 1 IKU n[u ] 

6 a-ra-an-ta (;lSSUKUR.HI.A-ia har-kan-zi nu-us-m[a-as UGULA LI-IMSE-RI] 

7 NIMGIR.ERIN.MES-ia kat-ti-«mi-»is-mi a-ra-an-ta GlS.HI.A 'hari[-kan-zi] 

8 na-at LUGAL-i pi'-ra-an hu-ia-an-te-es 

§17 

9 f21 LU.MES.SUKUR.DUGUD-ma-kan LUGAL-i me-na-ah-ha-an-da ZAG-az a-ra-an-

ta] 

10 [G1SS]UKUR.HI.A U-UL har-kan-zi nu-uS-ma-aS LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN ka[t-ti-is-mi ar-ta] 

11 [GlSSUK]UR.GUSKIN.GAR.RA-ia har-zi 3,4 GlSSUKUR-ma DUMU.E.GAL[ 10] 

12 G l 5US-TW-UH-lfA GlShu-lu-ga-an-na-a§-sa GlSmu-kar har-zi na-'asl [LUGAL-i] 

13 pf-ra-an jiu-ia-an-za na-a§ pa-iz-zi GlShu-Iu-ga-an-ni TGUB-za1 

14 GlSUMBIN kat-ta-an ti-ia-az-zi 

8. Photo shows inserted NA? above "2." 

9. Of LO only upper Winkelhaken visible. 

10. I. Singer: restore [kalmus ]? 
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I B o T I  3 6  15 

TRANSLATION 

§14 

78 [Thereafter] (there is) [one IK]U betwe[en]: (then) two m[en ... are standing]; 

79 they hold [ ... ] (rest broken or illegible). 

Col. II 

§15 

1 Thereafter (there is) again [one IKU] be[tween: (then)... ] 

2 (and) two men-of-a-field-batallion are standing. [A commander-of-a-field-batallion] 

3 and an army bailiff are standing with them. [They hold ... , and they] 

4 are (to be) walking in front [of the king]. 

§16 

5 Thereafter (there is) again one IKU between: (then) [... ] 

6 are standing and holding spears. [A commander-of-a-field-batallion] 

7 and an army bailiff are standing with them. They ho[ld] sticks(?). 

8 They are (to be) walking in front of the king. 

§17 

9 But two high ranking spearmen stand opposite the king on the right 

10 without holding spears. A gold-spear-man [stands] wi[th them] 

11 and holds a gold-plated spear. But the palace attendant of the spear holds a [... ], 

12 a whip and the sistrum of the cart. He is (to be) walking in front of [the king]. 

13 He proceeds to take his stand to the left of the cart 

14 next to the wheel. 
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16 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§18 

15 ^ME-SE-DI-ma GlSGU.ZA ti-it-ta-nu-zi LUGAL-us-kan pa-ra-a 'u-iz-zil 

16 GAL DUMU.MES.E.GAL-ma-an QA-AS-SO fcar-zi LUGAL-uS-sa-an GlSfhu-lu-gaH-an-

ni] 
17 e-Sa LU.MES.SUKUR.DUGUD-ma hi-in-kan-ta nam-ma-atpiVte-an-zil 

18 na-at pf-ra-an Jiu-ia-an-zi na-at-za(erasure) fLUGlSlll[S]UKUR[.GUSKIN] 

19 kat-ta-an i-ia-an-ni-an-zi 

§19 

20 LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN-ma-as-ma-as ku-is kat-ta-an ar-ta-at x x x x [ (?)] 

21 $A GISSUKUR DUMU.E.GAL-ma c '^lS-TU-UH-HA A-NA GAL DUMU.MES.E.GAL 

'pa-a-ii 

22 GAL DUMU.ME$.E.GAL-ma-at LUGAL-i pa-a-i nu GlShu-lu-ga-an-ni-ia 'pi-ra-an ' 

23 GAL MESsa-a-la-as-ha-as hu-ia-an-za GlSPA-ia har-zi ma-a-ah-'ha-an-maif-kajn 

24 GI^hu-lu-ga-an-ni-i§ pa-ra-a i-ia-an-na-i GAL DUMU.MES.E.GAL-ma 'EGIR^-tan] 

25 hi-in-ga-ri nu LUGAL E[GI]R-pa A-NA GAL ME-SE-DI hi-ik-zi 

§20 

26 ME-SE-DI-ma ku-is [added) gi[s"GU1.ZA (on line) [ha]r-rzii na-as GlShu-lu-ga-an-ni 
GlSUMBIN fGUB-lal12[-az] 

27 SA GIS$UKUR DUMU.E.[GAL kat-J'tal-an i-ia-an-na-i ma-a-ah-ha-an-ma-as 'kat-tal13 

28 fyca-a-as-ka-as-t[e-p]a a-ri na-a5 GlSu-i-du-u-li-ia EGIR-an [ti]-'ia-zP 

29 nu-uS-§i-kan ma-a-ah[-ha-a]n l^-me®ME-5E-D/ DUMU.MES.E.GAL-ia ha-an-da-a-an-

fta-ril 

30 nu GISGU.ZA A-NA L[U.GU].ZA14 pa-ra-a pa-a-i a-pa-sa-azGlSf$UKURl 

31 da-a-i na-as-kan A-N[^4 L]lJME-SE-DI an-da 'i-ia-an-na-i' 

11. GlS in traces visible. 

12. Coll. 

13. Coll.; Jakob-Rost: SAG.D[U . 

14. In erasure pa-ra-a. 
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I B o T I  3 6  17 

TRANSLATION 

§18 

15 The guard sets up the stool. The king comes out (of the palace) 

16 while the chief-of-palace-attendants is holding him by the hand. The king sits down on the 

(light) ca[rt]. 

17 The high ranking spear-men bow, then they run 

18 and walk in front and 

19 march with the [gold-sp]ear[-man(?)]. 

§19 

20 The gold-spear-man who stood with them [(does) ... ]. 

21 But the palace attendant of the spear gives the whip to the chief-of-palace-attendants, 

22 and the chief-of-palace-attendants gives it to the king. In front of the cart 

23 walks the chief-of-grooms, and he holds a staff. But when 

24 the cart begins to move out, the chief-of-palace-attendants 

25 bows after it and (thus) entrusts the king to the chief-of-guards. 

§20 

26 The guard who holds the stool (at first) marches on the left of the wheel of the cart 

27 next to the palace attendant of the spear. But when he arrives down, 

28 at the gate building, he steps behind a widuli, 

29 and when the guards and palace attendants are lined up with him, 

30 he hands the stool over to the ma[n-of-the-st]ool; he himself takes a spear 

31 and (from then on) marches with the guards. 
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18 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§21 

32 L° MESME-$FS-£>/-ma ku-w[a-p]i' i-ia-an-ta 'nu1 2 l£,MESM£-3E-DJ pf-'ra-ani (ju-fia-an-

tel-e[§] 

33 GlSSUKUR.HI.A-ia l)ar-ka[n-z]i na-at-kan ha-an-da-a-an-lc-cs 'GUB^-la'l[-az-ma(?)] 

'DUMU.E.GAL115 

34 i-ia-at-ta nu GlS[ka]l-mu-u§ har-zi na-a§-ta a-pa-as-Sa A-NA 2 L[0 MESME-5£-D]I 

35 [lja-a]n-da-a-an-za Fnai-a[t-k]an 3-e-e§ tak-§a-an ha-an-da-a-an-te-e§ fna-as-ta116 x [ ] 

36 LO.MpSjv^.r$£_£,/ DUMUl[.E.GAL-T)IM 3 Sa-a-ri-i-e-es i-ia-an-ta 

37 SA LO.MESMB_r$£_£,/! 2 !  17 sa-a-ri-i-e-es SA DUMU.MES.E.GAL-ia ' 1 sa-a-ri-ya-asl 

38 i4-NAGlS|)u-lu-ga-an-ni-ma-atEGIR-pa 1 IKU fi-ia^an-ia 

§22 

39 1 DUMU.E.GAL-ma pa-iz-zi nu-us-si ^SA.TAM GlSBAN fhul-ii-ti-an 'anl-d[a-m]a-rat-

kdnl18 

40 KuSpar-du-ug-ga-an-ni tar-na-an 1 KUSE.MA.URU.URU-si19 (added) SA LUGlSSUK[UR 

] (on line) IS-TU fG11rGAG.U.TAGl.GA 

41 Su-u-un-ta-an pa-a-i na-a§ EGIR-an-da pa-iz-zi na-as-kan L i } M E 5ME-$E-DU-TIM 

42 DUMU.MES.E.GAL-ia a-wa-an ar-ha pa-iz-zi na-as pa-iz-zi 

43 ta GlSbu-Iu-ga-an-ni GISUMBIN GUB-la-az ti-ia-az-zi 

§23 

44 EGIR-pa-tna-kan i§-tar-na 1 IKU nu LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN GISSUKUR.GA[R.R]A fhar-zil 

45 L°A.ZU-ia GlS[m]u-u-kar har-zi na-at lak-sa-an i-ia-an-' ta1 

46 nu L°A.ZU 1 hu-uk'-ki-is-ki-iz-zi 

15. Coll. 

16. na-as-ta possible but uncertain. 

17. In crack. 

18. Coll. 

19. Coll.; horizontal wedge of §1 is there. 
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I B o T  I  3 6  19 

TRANSLATION 

§21 

32 When the guards march, two guards are walking in front 

33 and hold spears; and they are lined up. [To their] left 

34 marches a palace attendant and holds a lituus; and he, too, is lined up with the two 

gu[ard]s 

35 (so that) the three (of them) are lined up together. 

36 The guards and the palace attendants march in three files: 

37 two files of guards and one file of palace attendants. 

38 But they march one IKU behind(?) the cart. 

§22 

39 But one palace attendant goes, and the quartermaster gives him a stringed bow—it is 

40 incased in a bow-case—and a quiver ( [ a d d e d ]  of a spear-man) filled with arrows. 

41 He follows, and walks apart from the guards 

42 and palace attendants 

43 and takes his place at the left wheel of the cart. 

§23 

44 Thereafter (there is) one IKU between: (then) a gold-spear-man holds a plated spear, 

45 and a 'physician' holds a sistrum. They march together, 

46 and the 'physician* pronounces spells. 
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20 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§24 

47 EGIR-pa-ma-kan i§-tar-na 1IKU nu 2 LU.MES.SUKUR (erasure) fi-ia-an-ta1-r[i] 

48 ma-a-na-at LU.M[ES].DUGUD-TIM ma-a-na-at pf-ra-an ii-in-ti-e§ LU.MES.SIGs-TIM 

49 TOoNfG.LAM.tfI.A-ma-aS-ma-aS KuSE.SIR SIG3- TIM hi-lam-mi-li u-e-es-sa-an-ltai 

50 GAL LU.ME$.SUKUR20-ia-a§-ma-a§ NIMGIR.ERIN.MES-ia kat-ti-iS-mi i-ia-an-ta 
rGiSirpAl.HI.A har-kan-zi 

§25 

51 'EGIR-pa-ma-kanl nam-ma iS-tar-na 1 IKU (erased: nu nam-ma21) 2 LU.MES L[I-I]M 

SE-RI fkat-tai22 

52 i-ia-an-ta GlSSUKUR.HI.A har-kan-zi ma-a-na-at LU.MES.DUGUD-T/Mma-a-na-al 

53 pf-ra-an ti-ia-an-te-e§ LU.MES.SIG5-r/M T0GNfG.LAM.HI.A-ma-as-ma-as KUSE.SIR 

SIGs-TIM hi-lam-me-li 'u-ei-es-sa-an-ta 

54 UGULA LI-IM SE-RI-ia-a§-ma-aS NIMGIR.ERIN.MES-ia kat-ti-is-mi«ya» i-ia-an-ta 

55 GISPA.HI.A har-kan-zi 

§26 

56 EGIR-pa-ma-k5n nam-ma i§-tar-na 1 IKU nu nam-ma 2 LU.MES LI-IM SE-RI2Z 

57 i-ia-an-ta GlSSUKUR.HI.A (added) har-kan-zi (on line) 1U0NIG.LAM.HI.A-ma-as<-ma-

a§> KUSE.SIR SIGs- TIM hi-lam-mi-li 

58 u-e-e§-§a-an-ta UGULA LI-IM SE-RI-ia-a§-ma-a§ NIMGIR.ERIN.MES kai-ti-i§-mi i-ia24-

an-ta 

59 GIS<PA>.HI.A fharl-kan-zi 

20. Written partly over erased [UGULA LI-IM S]E-RI. 

21. Probably only namma was meant to be erased. 

22. Reading likely. 

23. There is no space for kat-ta because the last LI of the next line is written upward. 

24. -i- is a copying mistake, text has -ia-. 
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TRANSLATION 

21 

§24 

47 Thereafter (there is) one IKU between: (then) two spear-men march, 

48 either officers or advanced corporals. 

49 They are wearing good festive garments (and) shoes in the manner of hilammi-mzn. 

50 A chief-of-spear-men and an army bailiff march with them, holding staffs. 

§25 

51 Thereafter (there is) one IKU between: (then) two men-of-a-field-batallion 

52 march (along?), holding spears, either officers or 

53 advanced corporals. They are wearing good festive garments (and) shoes in the manner 

of hilammi-mcn. 

54 A commander-of-a-field-batallion and an army bailiff march with them, 

55 holding staffs. 

§26 

56 Thereafter (there is) one IKU between: (then) again two men-of-a-field-batallion 

57 march, holding spears. They are wearing good festive garments (and) shoes in the 

manner of hilammi-men. 

58 A commander-of-a-field-batallion and an army bailiff march with them, 

59 holding staffs(?). 
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22 THE HITTITE INSTR UCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§27 

60 SA SE-RJ-ma ku-i§ ERINJME$l-az nu tak-su-la-a-an ta-pu-u-sa 

61 iS-lga-ra^-a-an I}ar-zi GUB-la-a§ GUB-la-az is-ka-ra-a-an har-zi ( x x25) 

62 ZAG-§a ZAG-az iS-ka-ra-a-an har-zi ar-ha-ma-as 3 IKU i-ia-fati?-ta 

63 ma-a-an-§i pi'-ra-an-ma ku-wa-pf KASKAL-iS Jia-at-ku-us na-as an-da ipa-izl[-z]i 

§28 

64 inam-mal ma-a-an (ja-an-te-ez-zi-a§ ku-i5 ku-it tar-na-i 

65 na-aS-§u ANSE.KUR.RA.HI.A na-aS-ma ta-at-ra-an-ta-an GUD na-at fhai-an-te-iezi-zi-

a§ 

66 wa-a§-tul ma-a-an ap-pi'-iz-zi-a§-ma ku-is ku-it tar-na-i 

67 fna-at1 ap-pf-iz-zi<-as> wa-aS-tul 

§29 

68 [ma-a-a]n [Sar-]fkan-ti-inl-ma fu-wa-da-an-zil nu x x x x-e 

69 [ o o o ] x x x GI§SUKUR.HI.A na-an hu-u-x [ o o o ] x-an 

70 [ o o o o ] rti^-ijt-ftal-nu-wa-an-zi nuxx[oooo]xx fma^-a-an 

(71-74 traces only, 75 destroyed, then end of column ii) 

Col. Ill 

§30 

1 [L^ME-S]E'DI ku-i§ §ar-kan-du-us [u-i-da-a-iz-zi] 

2 na-aS A-NA LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN EGIR-'anl [ti-i-e-ez-zi ma-a-ah-ha-an-ma] 

3 LUGAL-uS DI-NAM u-e-ek-zi na-at L°ME-$£-D[/ pa-ra-a(?) kar-ap-zi(?)] 

4 na-at-kan A-NA GAL ME-SE-DI ki-iS-sa-ri-i d[a-a-i na-at ku-it(?)] 

5 DI-NUna-at A-NA GAL ME-SE-DIme-ma-i GAL ME-SE-DI-ma [LUGAL-i me-ma-i(?)] 

25. Unclear traces on the right edge; no word required by context. 
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TRANSLATION 

23 

§27 

60 The soldiers who (are) of a field-batallion keep the peaceful (population) 

61 lined up on the sides: the left ones keep (it) lined up on the left, 

62 and the right ones keep (it) lined up on the right. They march three IKU apart, 

63 but if anywhere in front of them the road is narrow, they converge. 

§28 

64 Then, if one of the first (two) lets anything in 

65 —either horses or a raging ox—then it is the first's 

66 fault. But if one of the last (two) lets anything in, 

67 it is the lasts' fault. 

§29 

68 [If], however, they bring in a defendant, [... ] 

69 spears. And him ...[...] 

70 they cause to stand. 

(5 lines lost) 

Col. Ill 

§30 

1 [The gu]ard who [brings in] the defendants 

2 [takes his stand] behind the gold-spear-man. [When] 

3 the king asks for a case (to be tried), the guard [picks] it [out] 

4 and p[uts] it into the hand of the chief-of-guards and tells the chief-of-guards [what] 

5 the case [is]; but the chief of guards [tells the king]. 
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24 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§31 

6 nam-ma GAL ME-SE-DI pa-iz-zi EGIR-an-na-as-si 2 HX}ME$BE-L[U-TI a-ra-an-ta/i-ia-

an-ta] 

7 ma-a-an GAL LtJ ^KUS, na-aS-ma UGULA.10 na-at A-NA GALME-SE-DI [EGIR-

an{?)] 

8 a-ra-an-ta a-ra-a^-ze-ia-az 1-as har-zi ma-a-na-as L^ME[-$E-DI na-as-ma] 

9 BE-LU ku-i§-ki nu §ar-kan-ti-i-u§ ku-i§ L^ME-$E-DI u-H-da-aMz-z[i] 

10 na-a§ EGIR-pa-pat pid-da-a-i na-as pa-iz-zi A-NA LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN 

11 ti-i-e-ez-zi na-aS-ta nam-ma 1 DI-NAM pa-ra-a kar-pa-an-zi 

§32 

12 75-71/DUMU.MES.E.GAL-77M-ma GAL DUMU.MES.E.GAL ar-ta EGIR-an-na-as-si 

13 2 DUMU.MES.E.GAL a-ra-an-ta na-at 3-e-es ma-a-ah-ha-an-ma sar-kan-ti-in 

14 ar-Ija tar-na-an-zi nu-za GAL ME-SE-DI pe-e-ta-an-pat har-zi 2 ££-L£/-77-ma-as-si 

15 ku-i-e-es EGIR-an a-ra-an-ta (added) ma-a-an-na-at BE^LU-TIM^ ma[-a-an 
L t ,  M E S]ME-l$E l-D/(on l ine) na-at EGIR-pa pa-a-an-zi nu EGIR-pa 

16 LTXMESMESE-DI u-e-mi-an-zi 

§33! 

a-ra-ah-zi-ia-az ku-is L^ME-$E-DI har-zi 

17 ma-a-ah-ha-an-ma §ar-kan-ti-in ta-ma-in u-wa-te-ez-zi 

(dividing l ine here])  

18 nu A-NA GAL ME-SE-DI ku-i-e-e§ 2 BE-LU-TI EGIR-an a-ra-an-ta na-at sar-kan-ti 

19 an-dur-za ta-pu-§a i-ia-an-ta a-ra-ah-za-ma-az ku-iS ME-SE-DI har-zi 

20 na-a§-ta ma-a-ah-ha-an §ar-kan-ti-in A-NA L}:]ME$ME-$E-DU-TIM ha-an-da-a-an-zi 

21 a-pa-Sa-kan Sar-kan-ti-in (EGIR-an ar-ha erased) EGIR-an ar-ha pa-iz-zi 

22 na-a§ §ar-tkanl-ti-i a-ra-ah-za ZAG-az i-ia-an-na-i 

§34 

23 ma-a-an DUMU.E.GAL-ma EGIR-an-da me-tmP-an u-da-i na-as GUB-la-az-pat 

24 IS-TU DUMU.MES.E.GAL EGIR-an-da u-iz-zi EGIR-pa-ma-as ku-wa-pf u-iz-zi 

25 na-aS a-ap-pa-ia-pat a-pu-u-un KASKAL-an u-iz-zi A-NA L°ME-$E-DU-TI-MA-AS-

kan 

26 pf-ra-an ar-ha u-iz-zi 
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I B o T I  3 6  25 

TRANSLATION 

§31 

6 Then the chief-of-guards goes, and two officials [stand/walk] behind him— 

7 whether they are chiefs-of-chariot-fighters or commanders-of-ten—they stand [behind] 

the chief-of-guards. 

8 And one (man) holds the outside—whether he is a gu[ard or] 

9 some (other) official. Then the same guard who brings in the defendants, 

10 runs back; he goes and takes his stand with the gold-spear-man 

11 and they pick out the next case. 

§32 

12 On the side of the palace attendants, however, there stands the chief-of-palace-

attendants, and behind him 

13 stand two palace attendants; that (makes) three. But when they release a defendant, 

14 the chief-of-guards keeps his place, but the two officials 

15 who stand behind him (added: either officials or guards,) go back and 

16 join the guards again. 

§33 

17 When the guard who holds the outside brings in another defendant, 

18 then the two officials who stand behind the chief-of-guards walk beside the defendant 

19 on the inside; but the guard who holds the outside 

21 passes behind the defendant 

20 (at the moment) when they bring the defendant in line with the guards, 

22 but he (then) walks on the outside of the defendant, (that is,) on (his) right. 

§34 

23 But if a palace attendant afterwards brings a message (or: brings an additional message), 

he comes from the left, 

24 (that is,) from behind the palace attendants. But when he returns 

25 then also on his return he follows that same route but passes 

26 in front of the guards. 
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26 THE HITTITE INSTR UCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§35 

27 LJ3ME-$E-DU-\A ku-is EGIR-an-da pa-iz-zi na-as ZAG-az iS-TU ME-SE-DI 

28 EGIR-an-da pa-iz-zi EGIR-pa-ia-a§ ZAG-az a-pu-u-un-pat KASKAL-an pa-iz-zi 

29 LU.MESMgj3£l-D£/-77-ma-as-kan pf-ra-an ar-ha l7-r UO pa-iz-zi na-as IS-TU 

30 DUMUc.MES?>.E.GAL pa-iz-zi 

§36 

31 ma-[a-a]n §ar-kan-ti-i§-ma ar-ta A-NA ME-SE-DI-ma na-as-ma A-NA DUMU.E.GAL 

32 [D/]-Nl/na-a5-kan sar-kan-ti-in pf-ra-an ar-ha U-UL pa-iz-zi 

33 EGIR-an(-)ar-ha-a§-kan pa-iz-zi nu-za a-ra-ah-za ku-is har-zi 

34 na-a§ pa-iz-zi a-pe-e-da-ni kat-ta-an ti-ia-az-zi 

§37 

35 ma-a-ranl a-ra-ah-zi-na-an-ma ku-in-ki ERIN.MES-an na-as-su ERIN.MES u^Qa-a-as-

ga ku-u-ru-ra-as 

36 na-a§-ma ERIN.MES URUKum-ma-ha ku-i-na-an im-ma ku-in ERIN.MES LUGAL-us hal-

za-a-i 

37 nu Li:i MESME-SE-DU-TIM EGIR-an-da hu-u-ma-an-te-es pa-a-an-zi ma-a-[a]n-[s]a-ma-

a5 

38 GlSSUKUR.HI.A-ma te-pa-u-e-es-zi na-as-ta A-NA LU.MES.SUKUR«HI.A» 
giSSU[KUR.HI.A] 

39 farl-lja ta-an-zi na-at EGIR-an-da pa-a-an-zi na-at-za hu-u-la-li-fya-u^-wa-ar 

40 haMziMS-sa-an-zi 

§38 

41 GlSPA.yi.A-u-wa-an-te-e5-ma-at EGIR-an-da U-UL pa-a-an-zi (/-[/L-aS-ma-aS a-^a-rai 

42 (lO],^ME-SE-DU-TI-ma-kan ku-i-e-es a-as-sa-an-zi nu ma-a-an GlSSUKUR ku-is 

43 r V l- UL Ijar-zi nu-za GlSPA.HI.A ku-it ta-an-zi na-at-kan $A GlSkal-mu-sa-as 

44 fDUMU.El[.GAL] 26 U-UL ha-an-da-fai[-an]-t[a-r]i pa-ra-a da-ma-a-e-es 

2 DUMU.E.GAL 

45 ti-en-zi 'nu-uSMi-fkanl a-pe-e ha-a[n-da-a-a]n-zi L° ̂ Affi-SE-DJ-ma ku-i-e-^es^ 

46 GlSPA.HI.A har-kan-zi na-at-Sa-ma-as [EGIR-an(?) i-ia(?)-a]n-ta 

26. Coll. 
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TRANSLATION 

§35 

27 And a guard who follows behind (him) goes on the right, behind the guard<s> 

28 and also on his return he follows the same route on the right, 

29 but he does not pass in front of the guards; and he (then) 

30 joins the palace-attendant. 

§36 

31 If a defendant stands (there) but a guard or palace attendant has 

32 a trial-case, then he does not pass in front of the defendant 

33/34 (but rather) passes behind him and goes (and) takes his stand next to that (guard) who 

holds the outside. 

§37 

35 But if the king calls some foreign troops—either troops of the hostile Kaska 

36 or troops of Kummaha or whatever troops— 

37 then all the guards follow them. But if 

38 the spears are too few for them they take spears away from the spear-men 

39 and follow (armed with those). 

40 They call that "encircling." 

§38 

41 Armed (only) with staffs, however, they shall not follow—it's not right for them. 

42 If someone among the remaining guards has no spear, 

43 (such guards,) since they take (only) staffs, will not be lined up with the palace attendant 

of (= who carries) the lituus. 

44 (Rather,) two other palace attendants 

45 will step forward, and these will line up with him. But the guards who 

46 hold staffs will [walk behind(?)] them. 
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28 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§39 

47 ma-a-an ̂ ffA-ZA-AN-NU-rm na-as-ma UGULA NIMGIR.ERIN.ME[S ha-an-da-it-t]a-

ri27 nu-u§-ma-a§-fkanl 

48 a-p6-e fca-an-da-a-an-zi a-pe-e-da-as a-a-r[a ma-a-an-kan GI]shu-lu-ga-an-ni-ma 

49 EGIR-an-da pa-a-an-zi na-at GlSPA-u-wa-an-te-e§ EGIR-an-da U-UL pa[-a-an-zi] 

50 GlSSUKUR.HI.A-za ta-an-zi 

§40 

51 ma-a-an §ar-kan-te-es-ma zi-in-na-an-ta-ri nu ap-pf-iz-zi-an ku-in 

52 Sar-kan-ti-in pf-hu-ta-an-zi na-a§ ma-a-ah-ha-an pi'-ra-an ar-ha pa-iz-zi 

53 nu ME-SE-DI ku-i§ sar-kan-ti-us u-i-da-a-iz-zi nu lA-NA^ GAL ME-SE-DI (added) na-

aS-ma A-NA xxxxxxxx fkuMs LtJ ME-SE-DI an-dur-za har-zi nu a-

pe-rel[-d]a-ni te-ez-zi 

54 liu-u-la-li-it-ta-at-wa GAL ME-SE-DI (added)-ma na-as-ma UGULA.I0.ME-5E-D/ na-

a§-ma ^NIMGIRIERIN.MES (on line) LUGAL-i te-ez-zi ta-ru-up-ta-at-wa 

§41 

55 nu LUGAL-uS ma-a-an giSGIGIR u-e-ek-zi ME-SE-DI-ma giSGU.ZA pe-e-da-i 

56 na-at da-a-i nu-za LUGAL-uS giSGIGIR e-ep-zi kar-su-wa-sa ku-is L^ME-t$E-DUl 

57 nu GlSPA foar-zi nu ZAG-an ANSE.KUR.RA ZAG-az ki-is-Sa-ra-az ZABARsu-u-ur-'zP 

58 e-ep-zi GUB-la-az-ma GlSka-a-pu-iir har-zi GlSPA-za-an an-da har-zi 

59 nu giSGIGIR me-na-ah-ha-an-da ta-me-es-sa-an har-zi na-at U-UL ak-kur-ri-ia-^ii 

27. Compare i 40. 
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TRANSLATION 

§39 

47 But if a hazannu or an overseer-of-army-bailiffs [is presenjt, then 

48 they (i.e., the guards with staffs) line up with them: for them it is right. But [if] they 

follow the cart, 

49 they shall not follow holding staffs: 

50 they shall take spears. 

§40 

51 When the defendants have been completely dealt with—when the last 

52 defendant whom they lead away passes in front, 

53 then the guard who brings the defendants says to the chief-of-guards (added: or to ... or 

to the guard who holds the inside): 

54 "It (sc. the group of defendants) has been encircled!" The chief-of-guards (added: or the 

overseer-of-10-guards or the bailiff) tells the king: "It has been completed." 

§41 

55 If the king asks for a chariot, a guard brings the stool 

56 and puts it down. Then the king mounts the chariot. And the guard who is (in charge) of 

closing 

57 holds a staff and grasps the right horse with (his) right hand by the bit, 

58 but with the left (hand) he holds the kabur while holding the staff. 

59 He keeps the chariot counterbalanced (so that) it does not tilt. 
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30 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§42 

60 L0 M^ME-SJS-DJ-ma ku-e GlS$UKUR.HI.A har-kan-zi na-at A-NA LOsa-la-as-ha x x x28 

61 pi'-an-zi ma-a-ah-ha-an GlShu-lu-ga-an-ni-is par-na-as-Sa pa-iz-zi Lt,sa-la-as-ha-as-[ma' 

62 GlSSUKUR.HI.A A-NA L°i.DU, pa-a-i na-at-kan fihi-lam-ni sa-ra-a pe-e-da-'ii 

§4 2a 
63 ma-a-an GlSl)u-lu-ga-a-an-na-za-ma ne-e-a-ri nu 1 L^ME-SE-DI iS-TU GlSfSUKURi 

64 A-NA^^ME-SE-DU-TIM A-NA DUMU.MES.E.GAL-ia is-ki-da-a-ah-hi nu (added) 
URUni-§i-li (online) ki-is-sa-an 'tei^-etz-zi] 

65 ta-pu-u-Sa 

§43 
66 nu M.ME&ME.SE-DU-TI DUMU.MES.E.GAL-ia EGIR-an ar-ha pit-ti-ia-an-zi 
67 LO.MESja-a-la-aS-hi-iS-ma-aS-sa-an GUB-li A-NA ANSE.GIR.NUN.NA se-er ar-lja 

x30[ ] 

68 na-a§-ta GlSt)u-lu-ga-an-ni-in EGIR-pa ne-ia-an-zi GlSSUKUR.HI.A-ma [ ] 
69 SA LU.MES.SUKUR U $A31 LU.MES LI-IMSE-RI u-e-eh-zi nu ha-a[n-ie-ez-zi] 

70 ap-pf-iz-zi ki-Sa-ri 

§44 
71 nu GlSl)u-lu-ka-a-an-na-az cha-li-tu-u-wa-as pa-iz-zi nu [ma-a-ah-ha-an] 

72 KA.GAL-a$ ma-an-ni-in-ku-wa-ah-hi nu L0 ^ALAN-ZU,- TIM L°[ki-i-U»-as-sa] 
73 SA LU.MES.SUKUR >L-NAGLSSUKUR.HI.A (erasure) REGIRL-an32 [pa-a-an-zi33] 

74 na-a§-ta ma-a-atj-ha-an l0MESALAN.ZU, KA.GAL-as an-da [a-ra-an-zi34] 

75 nu a-jja-a (jal-zi-ia-an-zi LOki-i-ta-aS-ma U-UL [hal-za-a-i35] 

(on tablet here addition B-C, sec §3) 

28. Reading uncertain; see Commentary. 

29. Coll.; traces not clear, but tezzi better than halzai. 

30. Copy correct. 

31. Vand S.A both written over erasure. 

32. EGIR-an written over erased ha-an-le-ez-zi.  

33. Vel sim. 

34. Compare iv 4. 

35. Compare iv 4. 
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I B o T I 3 6  31 

TRANSLATION 

§42 

60 The guards give the spears which they are holding to the 'groom of the chair': 

61 when the cart returns home the groom 

62 will give the spears to the gatekeeper and carry them up to the portico. 

§42a 

63 But if he (the king) returns by cart, then one guard gives a sign with a spear 

64 to the guards and to the palace attendants and says the following in Hittite: 

65 "To the side!" 

§43 

66 Then the guards and the palace attendants run past the rear, 

67 but the coachmen [reach] over the left mule, 

68 and they turn the cart back. The spears 

69 of the spear-men and the men-of-a-field-batallion turn (so that) the fi[rst] 

70 becomes the last. 

§44 

71 Then he (the king) travels by cart to the palace. And [when] 

72 he approaches the gate the chanters and the [reciter(?)] 

73 fo[llow] the spears of the spear-men; 

74 and as soon as the chanters [arrive] in the gate 

75 they call out "Welcome!" But the reciter does not [call out]. 
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32 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§45 

76 ma-a-afo-ba-an-ma-kan GlS(iu-lu-ga-an-ni-ia[-a§ ANSE.GIR.NUN.NA.HI.A KA.GAL-as36] 

77 pa-ra-a ap-pa-an-zi nu Lt, MES' AL AN1.Z[U, LCki-i-ta-as-Sa 37] 

78 |)al-zi-fanif-zi] 

Col. IV 

§46 

1 [LU.MES UR]lJya-ah-t)a-ma EGIR-an Iju-ia-an-te-eS fLU.MES.SUKURi-ma-as<-ma-

a§> GlSrSUKURl[HI.A] 

2 [$A LU.MES S]UKUR.GU$KIN-ia (added above piran) KI.MIN (on line) pf-ra-an hu-

ia-an-te-e§ LU.MES ̂ Ha-ah-ha-ma fEGIR-ani38 

3 [i-ia-a]n-ta nu SIR-i?C/ ma-a-ali-ha-an-ma-aS-ta LtIMESALAN.ZU, fyii-lam-rna-as1 

4 [KA.GA]L-a§ an-da a-ra-an-zi nu a-ha-a hal-zi-an-zi LCki-i-ta-as-ma 

5 [nam]-ma U-UL Ijal-za-a-i ma-a-ah-ha-an-ma ANSE.GIR.NUN.NA.HI.A KA.GAL-as pa-

ra-a 

6 [ap]-pa-an-zi nu li;, MESALAN.ZU, LtJki-i-ta-as-sa hal-za-a-i nam-ma-al-kan 

7 [lu-u]S-ta-ni-ia-az kat-ta pa-a-an-zi 

§47 

8 [&4 ] LU.MES.SUKUR ma-a-ah-ha-an fihi-lam-mar ar-ha Uik-sa-an sa-a-r[i-ia-as-]pat 

(added upward) pa-iz-zi GAL x 

9 [nu?] ku-wa-pf39 LU.MES.SUKUR 40 tGlSSUKURlHI.A ti-ia-an-te-es fku-wa-pf pa-a-an-

zP a-pe-'ei[-da-]'ni41-pati? <pf-di> 

10 [an-d]a-an fpa?-izi-zi L(iME-$E-DI-ma GlSGU.ZA da-a-i na-as-kan A-N[A 

DUMU.M]ES.E[.GA]L-TIM 

11 [GU]B-la-az a-wa-an ar-ha pa-iz-zi na-as pa-iz-zi GlSUM[BI]N GUB-la-az 

12 'ii-ia-at-ta ma-a-a(i-ha-an-ma GlShu-lu-fga-an-nP-in wa-ah-nu-'wa-an'-zi 

13 nu GlSGU.ZA ti-it-ta-nu-zi 

36. Compare iv 5. 

37. Compare iv 6. 

38. Nothing! Traces uncertain. 

39. According to collation kuwapi seems not to be erased but rather to be written over erasure, 

although there is a second kuwapi in the clause. 

40. From here to panzi over erasure. 

41. Coll. 
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I B o T l  3 6  33 

TRANSLATION 

§45 

76 But when the [mules of] the cart 

77 reach [the gate] (both) the chancers and the reciter] 

78 call out. 

Col. IV 

§46 

1 Hahhaeans walk behind—(that is,) the spear[s] of the spear-men 

2 and [those of the] gold-spear[-ma/en] walk in front and the Hahhaeans walk behind— 

3 and sing. But as soon as the chanters arrive 

4 in the [ga]te of the portico they call out "Welcome!" But the reciter 

5 again does not call out. But when the mules reach (this) gate, 

6 then (both) the chanters and the reciter call out. Then they 

7 go down through the postern. 

§47 

8 When only half the file [of] the spearmen has gone through the portico, it goes 

9 into the same <place> where spear-men having deposited (their) spears usually go. 

10 But a guard takes the stool; he leaves the palace attendants 

11 on the left and proceeds to walk on the left of the wheel. 

12 But when they turn the cart, 

13 he sets up the stool (there). 
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34 THE HITTITE INSTR UCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§48 

14 LU.MES ^^a-afc-ha-ma ka-ru-us-si-an-zi (added) x x x [ o ] x 42 -ma-kan (on line) 

[5A E.GA]L-L/M43 KA.GAL-as44 

15 §a-ra-a U-UL u-wa-an-zi ma-a-an 2^hi-l[am-mar-ma] na-at-kan kat-te-ra 

16 KA.GAL-TIM Sa-ra-a li-wa-an-zi sa-ra-a-faz-zi-mai-at-kan KA.GAL 

17 §a-ra-a U-UL u-wa-an-zi 

§49 

18 ma-a-al)-ha-an-ma-kan45 LUG AL-us GlShu-lu-ga-na-az fkat^-ta ti-i-e-ez-zi nu ma-a-an 

19 GAL ME-SE-DI ar-ta nu GAL ME-SE-DI EGIR-an-ta US-GE-EN nu LUGAL-un EGIR-pa 

20 A-NA GAL DUMU.MES.E.GAL hi-ik-zi ma-a-an la[-m]a-is-ma ku-is-ki BE-«L\J-»LUM 

21 ba-an-da-a-it-ta ku-is ha-an-te-ez-zi-[a]n-ni ar-ta nu a-pa-as US-GE-EN 

22 ma-a-an BE-LU GAL-ma U-UL ku-is-ki ha-ran-dal-a-it-ta-ri nu ku-is 

23 LJ^ME-$E-DI(added )-ma (on line) ar-ta nu a-pa-as U$-* GE-EM 

(added) ma-a-na-as-ta GlSGIGIR-za-ma ku-wa-pf an-da pa-iz-zi 

24 na-a§-ta ma-a-ah-ha-an LUGAL-us GlSGIGIR-za kat-ta ti-ia[-zi nu GALME-$]E-DI46 

LUGAL-i EGIR-anda IT-TI LCMESME-5£-D/ US-GE-EN 

24a [ka]r47-$u-wa-§a ku-is L°ME-SE-DI na-as $A GlSGIGIR 

b ZAG-aS GISUMBIN me-na-ah-ha-an-da US-GE-EN 

c ^KARl-TAP-PU-ma GUB-la-as GlSUMBIN me-na-ah[-ha-an-da] 

d US-GE-EN 

42. After collation no reading possible. 

43. -ma-at-kan erased when added ... -ma-kan was inserted. 

44. After GAL there are three horizontal wedges as copied, but no vertical; there is some erasure, so 

maybe only one horizontal is valid? 

45. Over erasure. 

46. Reading after S. Alp; confirmed by coll. 

47. Coll. 
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IBoT I  36 35 

TRANSLATION 

§48 

14 (At this point) the Hahhaeans are silent. They shall not come up to the gate [of the 

pal] ace. 

15 If there are two porticoes, they (may) 

16 come up to the lower gate but they shall 

17 not come up to the upper gate. 

§49 

18 When the king steps down from the cart, if 

19 then the chief-of-guards is present, the chief-of-guards prostrates himself behind (the 

king) and entrusts the king again/hands the king back 

20 to the chief-of-palace-attendants. But if some other official 

21 is present who is standing in the front line, then that one prostrates himself; 

22 but if no high official (at all) is present, then whichever 

23 guard stands (there) will prostrate himself. 

(added) 

24 However, if he (the king) goes somewhere by chariot, then, when the king steps 

down from the chariot [the chief-of-gu]ards prostrates himself behind the king 

together with the guards. 

24a The guard who is (in charge) of closing 

b prostrates himself opposite the right wheel of the chariot, 

c-d while the charioteer prostrates himself opposite the left wheel. 
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36 THE HITTITE INSTR UCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§50 

25 LUGAL-uS-kan %a-le-en-tu-u-wa-a§ [an-da p]a-iz-zi na-as-ta LtJME-SE-DI 

26 LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN L^i.DU8 an-da p[a-a-an-zi] nu-us-sa-an GAL-az 

27 ^ka-a-a§-ka-a§-te-pa-az Sa-ra-fai [u-wa-ajn-fzP nu ^^^a-ak-ki-in pe-es-si-an-zi 

(28: added but except for the nu identical with 29-30 dai, then probably erased) 

§51 

29 nu LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN GlSSUKUR.GAR.RA k[u-it h]ar48-zi na-at fihi-i-li kat-ta 

30 da-a-i l0meSME-5£-D/ ku-wa-pf du-u[n-na-ke-e]s49-ni ti-is-sa-kan-zi 

§52 

31 ujME$ME_$E_Di-ma ku-e GlSrSUKURl[.HI.A50 har-kan]-zi na-at-kan pa-ra-a $A L°ME-

$e-di 

32 fyji-i-li pa-a-fan-zii nu[-za pe-e-ta-an 51] ap-pa-an-zi na-at a-ra-an-ta-ri 

33 GlSSUKUR.HI.A-ia har[-kan-zi-pat kat-ia-ma-at] U-UL ti-an-zi 

§53 

(whole paragraph over erasure) 

34 ku-finl-ma ^ME-SE-DI [ ]-an-zi? na-as-kan pa-ra-a pa-iz-zi 
GlSSUKUR(added)-ia (on line) har-zi 

35 na-aS-k£n E.GAL-LJM(-)x [ ] x52-ma-as ^lu-us-ta-ni-ia a-ri nu GlSSUKUR 

36 IT-TI L0I.DU8 ^[hi-lam-ni da-a-i pa-ra-a-]ma KI.MIN 53 

48. Restored after iv 28. 

49. F. Josephson. 

50. har-kan]- does not fill the gap. 

51. Compare i 9. 

52. Perhaps £.GAL-L/Af-a[z kat-ta u/pa-iz-zi rna-a-a]n?-

53. = paizzi (K. K. Riemschneider). 
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I B o T I  3 6  37 

TRANSLATION 

§50 

25 The king goes into the palace. Then a guard, 

26 a gold-spear-man (and) the gatekeeper enter, they [come] up through the main 

27 gate building and throw the bolt. 

§51 

29 The gold-spear-man deposits the (gold-)plated spear which he holds in the courtyard (at 

the place) 

30 where the guards usually enter the inner chambers. 

§52 

31 But the guards who [hold] spears proceed to the guards' court 

32 and take [their places] (there); they will stand 

33 and hold (their) spears [and] do not put [them down]. 

§53(corr.) 

34 But the guard whom they [dispatch(?)] leaves while holding a spear; and he [comes 

down from (?)] the palace. 

35 But [when] he arrives at the postern he [deposits] the spear 

36 with the gatekeeper [at the portico(?)]. And ditto (i.e., leaves). 
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38 T H E  H I T T I T E  I N S T R U C T I O N  F O R  T H E  R O Y A L  G U A R D  

TRANSLITERATION 

§54 

37 nuku-it-fma-anix [ ] SIGs-at-ta nu L°ha-ag-ga-zu-wa-as-si-es 

38 iS-TU E [L0MUHALDIM 54 ] x 1 uzuUR za-nu-wa-an iS-TU E.GA-ia 

39 1 NA-MA-AN-DU [ GA.KU,55 u-da-i na-at A-NA] L0 MESME-5£-D/-T/M pa-a-i na-at-za 

a-ta-an-zi 

§55 

40 A-NA DUMU.MES.E.GAL-ia [ 1 uzuU]R fza-nu-wa-anl 111 ^NA-MA^-AN-

Dl/GA.KU,56 

41 pf-an-zi na-at-za [a-ta-an-zi] 

§56 

42 ma-a-ab-ha-an-ma du-u[n-57 ]x [ ] 

43 u-iz-zi nu A-NA LtI[$UKUR.GUSKIN58 ]-Uii [ ki-is-s]a-an 
44 lial-za-a-i u-da-an[-du-wa-ra-at(?)] 

§57 

45 LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN-ma [ ] x A-NA LU.MES.SUKUR lu-u-i-li 

46 ki-i§-§a-an hal-za-'a^-i ]x 

§58 

47 LU.SUKUR-ma-za giSSUK[UR da-a-i(?) SA GLSSUK]UR-ma59 ZABAR ikat-tai ne[-ia-

an] 

48 na-a§E L0MUHALDIM pa-iz[-zi ]ki-is-sa-an ftei-ez-z[i] 

49 du-un-na-ki-U§-nai[ ] 

54. Compare iv 48. 

55. Compare iv 40. 

56. Last sign written over erasure. 

57. Possible according to the photograph, on the tablet now broken; probably a form of dunnakessar. 

58. Compare iv 45. 

59. Compare iv 50. 
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I B o T I  3 6  39 

TRANSLATION 

§54 

37 While [ the food ] is done (litt. becomes good), the waiter 

38 [brings] from the k[itchen ... and] one roasted limb, and from the dairy 

39 One pitcher of [sweet milk and] gives it to the guards; then they eat. 

§55 

40 Also to the palace attendants they give [ ..., one] roasted [li]mb and one pitcher of sweet 

milk; 

41 then they [eat]. 

§56 

42 But when [there is the call to the] inn[er chamber, a ... ] 

43 comes and calls to the [gold-spear(?)-]man in [Hittite thu]s: 

44 "[Let] them bring [it]!" 

§57 

45 But the gold-spear-man [ ... ] calls out to the spear-men in Luwian 

46 thus: [" ... "]. 

§58 

47 But a spear-man [takes] a spe[ar], but the bronze (blade)[of the sp]ear is tu[rned] down. 

48 Then he go[es] to the kitchen [ and ... ] says [... ] thus: 

49 "To the inner chamber [ ... ]!" 
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40 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL GUARD 

TRANSLITERATION 

§59 

50 nam-ma LU.SUKUR[ ]x $A GlS$UKUR-ma 

51 [Z]ABAR $A X60[ ] UJx[ ] 

52 [5i4 (?)] E.GAL-L/M[ ] 

Colophon 

53 DUB.l.KAM $A ME-SE-DI is-hi-u-l[a-a]s U-UL '(Ml-77 

60. Or sa-r [a-al There is no word space after §A, but only two horizontal wedges are visible. 
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I B o T I  3 6  41 

TRANSLATION 

§59 

50 Then the spear-man [..., ] but the bronze (blade) of the spear 

51 [is turned] upjward ... ] 

52 palace [...]. 

Colophon 

53 First tablet of the Guard's Rules. (Text) not complete. 
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COMMENTARY 

PRELIMINARY REMARKS ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE TEXT 

The ancient additions are a problem, not only because their small size makes them very 

hard to read, but, more importantly, because some of them raise the question of where they are 

meant to belong. It is one thing to copy them at the places where they are found on the tablet 

and to indicate the direction in which some of them run across columns; but it is another thing to 

determine the exact point to which they were added. Since any person who makes substantial 

additions to a written page will use any space available, regardless where on the page he can 

find it, I assumed that our Hittite scribe had proceeded in the same way, so that some additions 

might be physically remote from the point where they belonged. I therefore took the contents 

and what I found to be the natural sequence of the individual rules and regulations as a guide in 

arranging the additions in the way shown in the transliteration. Thus, I considered lines 19b—21b 

of col. I with their continuation in col. II as a continuation of the addition in lines 6b-8b. 

Similarly, I put the isolated addition on the reverse, which runs from col. Ill into the empty space 

at the end of col. IV (as shown on p. 32 of the hand copy) to the end of §3, col. I 19, because its 

contents are best understood at this point. Since the space after line 19 was already taken up by 

the addition to §1, this was the only free space the scribe found. He may have begun line 1 of 

the addition in the empty space at the end of II 5 or 7 which is now broken; the direction of the 

writing shows clearly that this addition belongs to the obverse, but its contents fit §3 much better 

than §16. 

For the constitution of the text I used, in addition to IBoT I 36, the set of photographs (K 

247-65) which I got from Ehelolf in 1933, and collations of individual spots made over the years 

in Istanbul. But even so I have not been able to read everything. 

TEXTUAL COMMENTARY 

Col. I 

i 2-3 [pa-a-an-z]i fits the space better than [u-wa-an-z]i\ the restoration [sa]-ra-a rather 

than [pa]-ra-a is based on the impression that this opening paragraph deals with the 

guards' going "up," that is to the acropolis, to assume their duties for the day. 

43 
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44 THE HITTITE INSTR UCTION FOR THE ROYAL BODYGUARD 

i 3 For the rendering I.DU8 of the logogram see W. Farber, ZA 66 (1976) 261-75. 

i 3 end While the traces allow a restoration [p]a-a-an-zi, [hu]-iyal-an-zi is preferable 

because this is the normal verb in this idiom and because it fills the gap after piran. 

i4 end The traces are clearly [t]i-f ert-zi. 

i 5 beg. [I]GI fills the space and yields a satisfactory sense. 

i 6 EGIR-pa tame§S~, lit. "press back." Jakob-Rost interpreted this as "absperren," 

which may well be right; my rendering "cover" is less specific but expresses the 

same idea. By standing at the door, facing outward, the guards have the courtyard 

behind them (EGIR-pa) and keep it under control. 

Sanhanzi. The subject must be the l0 MESKISAL.LUH by definition of their 

profession, even though the change of subject is not expressed. The fact that the 

small script begins with the last sign of this word indicates that originally -zi had 

been written further to the right (cf. lines 14, 15, etc.) and had to be erased to allow 

for the addition. The beginning of the addition is very hard to read. At the end of 

line 6 Jakob-Rost read the traces shown in IBoT as [... 1 ]u-uk-i kaO-ta(l), and this 

may be correct although I once tried to restore the traces differently. The traces 

preceding the [}]u- seem to favor [t]a rather than [nu]. For lukkatta/i, adverbially 

used after a sentence connective, see CHD L~N 77a-b. "In the morning" would be 

in place here, implying that the activities of lines l-6a take place before daybreak. 

i 7 beg. I tentatively read aS-ka-as za-ak(x)-ki?# lA which, according to the photograph, 

seems possible but not certain. Between the (possible) AK (long form) and the 

traces of KI? there is a large ZU, which looks as if it were left from an original line. 

kar-pa-an-zi is certain, with one superfluous wedge in the PA. The next few signs 

are not clear at all. Instead of the GI of the hand copy I now see rather a small HA, 

but a restoration *ha\-as-sa-a]n-zi-ma is precluded by the traces and the space. 

After -ma I thought of KA.GAL-TIM, but this, too, is very uncertain. zakki-, usually 

with the determinative URUDU, is a metal part that serves for closing doors and 

lids of kettles (cf. KUB 17.10 iv 15ff. and dupl.). The typical verbs used with it are 

peSsiya- "throw" for locking (cf. KBo 5.11 iv 15ff.), and karp- "lift" for opening. In 

the instruction for the HAZANNU we read that the zakkis are collected in the 

morning and taken back to the office of the HAZANNU. Since round holes in 

thresholds have been found, e.g., in the south door of the gale chamber above 

Yerkapi (cf. O. Puchstein, "Boghaskoi. Die Bauwerke," WVDOG 19 [1912] 40), 

the zakki- may be a door bolt used in vertical direction to lock the door in the 

threshold. But a simple latch, which also would be moving up and down, is not 

excluded. 

i 8 I copied na-an, but there are traces of more wedges shown on the photograph, so 

na-at is possible. The pronoun -at as nom.-acc. plur. ntr. may refer to zakkfi l  A 

which must be a collective neuter plural, although a single zakki- is common 

gender. 
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COMMENTAR Y 45 

Our reading ku-ra-an-ni-it is based on collation. According to the CHD files the 

word occurs in the first tablet of the BEL MADGALTI instruction KUB 13.1 

(MH/MS) with joining 885/z, as seen by both H. A. Hoffner and H. Otten.1 With 

the correct position of the duplicate KUB 31.108 recognized by Ph. H. J. Houwink 

ten Cate, Schrijvend Verleden (ed. K. Veenhof, Zutphen 1983) 173 n. 6, the 

relevant lines read: 

9. na-a$-ta2 ku-ra-an-na SIG5-J/2 [($a-)]an-ha-an-du nu me-mi-an 

10. EGIR-pa u-da-u na-aS-ta L[(0 MESEN.NU.)]UN3 kat-ta ha-li-ya-az 

11. QA-TAM-MA u-id-du4 

12. nu LO.MESNI.ZU $A KASKAL.GID.DA a-'ti \-wa-re-e-5)eS e-ep-du 

na-aS-ta L0 MES[NI.ZU] 

13. URU-azkat-ta ku-ra-an-na §a-a[n-hu-wa-a(n)-z(i u-u)yi-*ni-ya-an-du^ 

14. na-a§-ta ku-ra-an-na §[a-a(n-ha-an-du)] 

"And they must inspect well the k. and report back, and (then) 

the watchmen must come down from (their) watch likewise. 

The long-distance lookouts must take (their) posts. The 

lookouts must drive down from the city to inspect the k., and 

they must inspect the A:." 

This passage seems to indicate that an understanding of the instrumental kurannit 

in our text as indicating the means of lifting can hardly be correct. If the 

instrumental is taken as comitative it would mean that the k. can also be lifted. 

Although we cannot determine what k. really is, it looks like some closing device, 

which in our text may be at or near a gate of the palace. In the BEL MADGALTI 

passage some k. seem to be located outside the city. Like zakki- the word kurarma-

occurs as (collective?) nom.-acc. plur. ntr. (KUB 13.1 i 9, 13), but also as common 

gender acc. sing, (ibid., i 14) and plur. (ibid., i 30, and KUB 31.108 i 7). 

After £ga§gastepas one expects -ma\ Jakob-Rost restored -m[a], but the surface of 

the tablet looks intact and empty here. I therefore added <-ma> as an emendation. 

Also required is a negation because the bolt of the main gate of the kaskastipa- is 

only lifted in §12 (i 67). The two signs U-UL are badly garbled but can hardly be 

anything else. 

1. The latter kindly informed us that it will be published in KBo 31. 

2. The verb sanh- with the particle -asla or -kan means "to search through" as opposed to sanh-

without any particle "to search for" (see H. A. Hoffner, "Studies in the Hittite Particles: On some 

uses of -kan" in (forthcoming) StMed. 7, eds. O. Carruba - S. Luraghi). 

3. The fact that for KUB 13.1 i 6 ME^haliya[talles the duplicate KUB 31.108 i 5 has 

Lti-MESEN.NU.UN confirms that ^haliyattalla- is the Hittite reading for LtiEN.NU.UN. 

4. Dupl. KUB 31.108 i 9: u-] wa-an-du. 

5. Dupl. KUB 31.108 i 10: a]-u[-r]i-i-e-es. 
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Since the lines 19b—21b with continuation in col. ii still deal with the lifting of the 

zakkis I put that addition here as the continuation of lines 6b-8b. Here the crux is 

the GI which is mentioned in connection with the lifting of the bolt or latch on the 

inside and with the opening of a storehouse, and should be given only to privileged 

officials. This comes very close to what we would call a key; but how can GI have 

this meaning? Is it because an arrowhead has barbs that a tool with a hook, with 

which one might have lifted the zakkiwas designated with the same word? The 

sign is clearly GI, not MUD.6 At the end of line 20 after man it is definitely out of 

place, so I consider it as not valid even though the surface does not show it to have 

been erased. 

i 20 wa-ak-aS-Si-zi, coll. (the horizontal of Si is very faint). A form of wakSiya- "to be 

lacking" is required here. 

i 21 For NIMGIR.ERIN.MES cf. H. G. Guterbock, FsOtten 74. 

§2 
i 12 sara arta. Despite HW2 I 205a s.v. sara ar-, this composite verb means "to be 

present," "available," "existing." The fact that this compound is used here with 

persons as subject shows that it means "is not present, available." Therefore, in the 

shelf lists it also should be "is there, is present" instead of "stands upright (on the 

shelf)." Note the singular form here, in contrast to the correct plural aranta where 

the text says "twelve ME$EDIs are standing." In contrast, man 12 ME$EDI"ma 

Sara UL arta must mean "But if the number of twelve MESEDI s is not available." 

§3 The addition on the rev., which apparently speaks of the duties of a drillmaster, fits 

best here. 

§4 
i 23, 25 Rather than assuming a change of gender between kuilc'1*PA (i 23), and n»an(-) 

(i 24) and kuin GlSPA-an (i 25) (cf. Jakob-Rost, p. 208), we now take kuit as the 

causal conjunction. 

§5 
i 27 end The traces allow for either [n]a-at-kan or [I ]a-at-kan. 

i 28 Restoration [sa-r)a-a after line 22. 

i 29 The vertical shown in IBoT after LUGAL-uS-ma does not exist; there is only a 

break. 

i 29-30 The restorations are tentative, based on the contrast to 30-31. Since the text only 

uses the declarative negation where the prohibitive would be possible, we restore 

UL in i 30 and 33. The restoration [appizzi$'<ma "as]y despite the position before 

6. Earlier I thought that these two signs GI were mistakes for the similar sign MUD; thus CHD U-N 

s.v. nata- 408b (earlier I also read GI^MUD-jf in line 8 instead of kurannit but this was later 

disproved by collation). The fact that the bilingual moon-omen KUB 29.11 + 1026/u obv. translates 

MUD (4a) by zakki- (4b; ed. H. G. Guterbock, Sachs Mem. 163, 170-71) is not in favor of reading 

MUD in i 20-21. 
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man, is tentative. A nominal sentence is certain, but the missing word may have 

been a different adjective. 

§§6-8 The "Austreteordnung" is by now well known, but there remain some problems. 

Sehur, of which Sehunanza (i 34) is a good "ergative" form, is known to be urine. 

Since gamarSuwanza (i 43), also "ergative" (for both cf. E. Neu, HS 102 [1989] 4 

with n. 12), is contrasted with it, I concluded (Oriens 10 [1957] 353) that kammarS-

referred to bowel movement. But then the man who is bothered by k. is said to go 

Sehunal It would seem, then, that S. covers the wider range of any kind of bodily 

waste. One of the participants in the Jerusalem seminar pointed to the fact that a 

healthy man can control his bowels and that therefore the case here mentioned 

would occur only if the man was suffering from diarrhea and this would explain 

why such a case would come before the king. 

§6 
i 33 Restoration with U-UL based on lines 47 and 48; -pat added to fill the space, le-e-

pat would also fit but see above to i 30. 

i 36 For (DVG)kalti- J. Friedrich, ZA 49 (1950) 251 n. 3, gave "Abort" on the basis of 

this text. But a vessel written kal-ti(-) or gal-di without a determinative is made of 

silver or gold and used for wine (KUB 10.13 iv 9\ 15'; KBo 11. 52 v 27\ 28'; in the 

KI.LAM festival: ABoT 5 ii 9 [I. Singer, StBoT 28, 35 ii 30], KBo 20.33 + obv. 19 

[ibid., 89], KUB 48. 9 ii 10, 18 [ibid., 96], with parallels KBo 25.180 obv.? 6', KBo 

25.176 rev. 26', 29'). A common gender form with determinative GlS, C]^kal-ti-usy 

is found in KBo 21. 37 rev.? 18'. The determinative DUG in our text also 

characterizes the kalti- as a vessel, obviously a vessel serving this very purpose. 

My rendering "pot," though perhaps too colloquial, is meant to convey this 

connotation. 

i 38 For ̂ taniyanalli- and duyanalli-1 maintain what I wrote RHA XV/60 (1957) 2-

3. For the former cf. TUG lar-ia-na-lis KBo 18.186 left edge 4, which must express 

quality or texture (cf. German "Drillich"?); cf. also KBo 18.181 rev. 8. 

§7 
i 40 For handaittari cf. col. iv 21,22; similarly E. Neu, StBoT 5,42 sub 3. 

I restore [^hi-i]-Ii and take the clause from $A to cszi as an asyndetic parenthesis 

explaining handaittari; cf. CHD L-N s.v. nu Ah5'. 

§8 
i 46 dUTU-Sl-sa-an-za i.e., dUTU '>mis"an"za. 

§9 
i 48 For hilammarsee the discussion p. 60. 

i 49 For Jakob-Rost's restoration ka[r-tim-mi-]ya-at-ta the space is too short. With -di-

instead of -tim- it is possible, and I gladly accept it. 

i 50 lustani-. My definition as "side door" (Oriens 10 [1957] 354, also Alp, Belleten 18 

[1959] 462 n. 16) was based on §11 of our text and on my understanding of the 
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§10 

ablatives GAL~yaz KA.GAL-az and lustaniyaz as meaning "through the main 

gate," "through the side door"; Melchert (Diss. 157ff.) calls this a perlative abl. 

When adding "In view of recent finds on Biiyiikkale the lustani- might be a 

postern" I had in mind the postern near the south-west corner of Biiyiikkale, for 

which see K. Bittel, MDOG 89 (1957) 32 fig. 28, P. Neve, Biiyiikkale. Die 

Bauwerke (BoHa XII) 39^0 and Tafel 22. It was blocked in the final stage of 

Biiyiikkale, so it may have been in use in Middle Hittite times. See now CHD L-N 

s.v. luStani-. 

i 59 For nahSaraz as nom. sg. see CHD L-N s.v. 

§11 
i 61 Sarkanti-. My translation is based on my understanding of §§29-36 as describing 

the king's sitting in court. Since these persons are taken there by guards one thinks 

of criminal rather than civil court cases, but whether "defendant" or "suspect" or 

still some other legal term for a person brought to court is appropriate remains 

open. 

§12 Here begins what I call "la sortie du roi." 

i 67 For kaskastipa- see the discussion p. 60. Here it is clear that the main gate (GAL 

KA.GAL) is at, or in, or part of the kaskastipabut not identical with it. 

i 68 Addition: na-as-za(l) LU.SUKUR[.GU§K]IN likely (coll.); Jakob-Rost read na-

arP, but there are clearly heads of two verticals. Rest illegible. 

i 68b Gl&ga-ia-a-ma. According to KUB 12. 51 r 12 (I-NU-TIMga-la-am-ma URUDU) 

it occurs in sets or pairs and can be made of copper. I wonder whether the Middle-

Assyrian (Gl^kalammu (CAD K, 66a) could be the same word. 

i 69b-72a This addition is introduced by an oblique wedge; K. Riemschneider suggested that 

this 'marker' was intended to replace a paragraph divider, of which traces are 

visible between lines 70 and 71. Following this suggestion 1 call the next section 

§12a. At the end of the addition (72) one still reads the erased words ZAG-az 

tienzi. It seems that the original new paragraph began with the words that now run 

to the middle of line 70, and that the scribe, in order to add the alternative case, 

erased them and then rewrote them in smaller script. 

i 69 L^§alasha. In our text several salaSha-men are turning the cart (i 69, iii 67-68). 

When the king leaves the palace on the cart the chief of the salasha-mtn walks in 

front (ii 23). In §42 (iii 60-62), where the guards give their spears to the salasha-

man, who delivers them to the gatekeeper when the cart returns home, he seems to 

be driving the cart. Men who are in charge of carts or mules may be called 

"grooms" even though one of them may occasionally drive the cart. In §19 (ii 20-

25), however, where only the chief of the grooms is said to walk in front of the cart, 

it almost seems that the king, whip in hand, is driving his own vehicle. 
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huluganni-. The translation "Kutsche" now used by many scholars does not 

describe this vehicle appropriately. It is true that it is a wheeled vehicle (here § 17 

ii 13-14, §20 ii 26, and §22 ii 43) cf. Alp, Belleten 18 (1959) 462 n. 16. From §18 

of our text we learn that one could sit in (or on) it, and from §§43+46 that it was 

drawn by mules. In KUB 10.17 i 20—25//18 i 34-39 the king, who arrived from the 

tarnu-house on a chariot, mounts a huluganni in order to go HattuSa Sara. I take this 

to mean that for the ascent to Buyukkale he used a lighter vehicle drawn by mules, 

which are better suited to mountainous terrain than horses. It is not easy to find an 

English name for such a vehicle; the term "cart" for a vehicle different from a 

(military) chariot and a (four-wheeled) wagon is taken from M. A. Littauer/J. H. 

Crouwel, Wheeled Vehicles and Ridden Animals in the Ancient Near East 

(Leiden-Koln 1979) pp. 4-5. 

For ^arkiu- see the discussion pp. 61-64. 

i 71 beg. Reading U-UL tar-ha-an is possible according to collation. Traces of U, HA, and 

AN are fairly clear. The UL is garbled, probably written over incomplete erasure. 

Of the TAR, the small vertical wedge is clear, the horizontals are visible despite 

other traces. Between tiyauwa[r] and the -pat at the end there is a break. I cannot 

think of a restoration; tiyauwar»pat would make good sense, ar-ki-u-i is added 

below the pat (collated; the Winkelhaken of the hand copy does not exist!); it must 

be read here for the sake of the context, followed by tapusza of line 72. 

i 72 mid. Although the first sign looks like BU rather than GU we accept Jakob-Rost's 

reading GlSGU.ZA in accordance with ii 26. 

Gl*huluganni. Of the last sign only one long horizontal is preserved below the 

break. This can only be f/i/l; there is no trace of the Winkelhakens or the vertical 

needed for NA. The traces at the end of the line seem to fit fftar-z/l The restoration 

"[near]" in the translation is suggested by line ii 15, where a MESEDI, probably 

the same, sets up the stool, so that the king can mount the cart. But the traces do not 

seem to fit anything like kattan, tapusza, etc. 

i 74 This sentence sets the scene. Literally "Then they are coming forward from the 

guard's courtyard," with the iter.-dur. in the middle form. §12 begins with the words 

"When the king goes out"; § § 12— 12a describe the immediate preparations for his 

'sortie,' and end with the statement that "they," i.e., the king and his entourage, 

will be leaving the courtyard. 

§§13-16 The sign combination "1 KAN" can only be understood as 1 IKU, since -kan as 

and particle or phonetic complement is out of place. With EGIR-pa namma iStarna 

23-26 each new sentence or section of 1 IKU is introduced. In §§13-16 certain officials 

are said to "stand" there, but also to be "running in front of the king"; in §§23-26 

they are said to "walk." The persons mentioned in §§23-26 are not the same. 

One gets the impression that the first group is waiting at certain intervals for the 
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king to come, ready to walk in front of him. For the value of the IKU (ca. 15 

mtrs.) we follow H. C. Melchert, JCS 32 (1980) 50-56. 

On the basis of EGIR-pa"ma "kan namma iStarna 1 IKU in ii 5 (§16) (and 

restored in ii 1, §15), ii 51 + 56 (§§25-26) and the same without namma in ii 44 

and 47 (§§23-24), I propose to restore [EGIR-pa-m]a-k£n in i 78 (§14). 

LC.MESzinzinuileS is hapax, I read -nu-u-, Jakob-Rost -na-u-\ both seem possible 

according to the photograph. 

GlSTUKUL. The sign is elongated, looking like MA. 

For the restoration, cf. ii 49, 53, 57f., but there is less room here, so I restored a 

shorter version. 

hilammili is derived from L^hilammi-, for which see I. Singer, ZA 65 (1975) 77-

78, S. Alp, Tempel 330. This functionary is active in cult scenes and belongs to the 

personnel of an E.NA4 (KUB 13.8 obv. 5-6). What exactly is meant by "wearing 

festive garments in the manner of /jilammi-men" we do not know. One may 

adduce the reliefs of Hoyiik, where men holding spears wear the same garments as 

those participating in the cult (cf. Bittel, Hethiter figs. 212 and 222). 

On the analogy of §§15-16 one expects n^at [LUGAL-i piran huyante§] but the 

space seems a little too short. 

For the LU.MES LIM SERI, cf. I. Singer, StBoT 27, 57 n. 4; F. Pecchioli Daddi, 

Mestieri 470f. 

The logogram looks like GlS.HI.A rather than PA.HI.A. For "slick, staff' the text 

writes giSPA, not PA alone. Neither "trees" nor "branches" (PA = Akk. artu, e.g., 

KUB 4.47 obv. 18f., KUB 17. 28 iii 44) being very likely, one may perhaps emend 

to GLS<PA>.HI.A. But the same writing also occurs in ii 59! Twice the same 

mistake? 

Does DUGUD modify the spear or the men? I decided for the latter as did Jakob-

Rost. It seems that they are so high in rank that they do not even have to hold their 

own spears! 

Cf. KUB 2. 3 ii 6-8: 1-EN DUMU.E.GAL-ma G^marin AN.BAR Gl$kalmu$ 

CI&I$TUHHAGl$ mukar »a ham. Singer suggested restoring [GlS/ca/mus] at the end 

of ii 11. In our text it is another DUMU.E.GAL who holds the kalmu$, see §21 ii 

33-34 and §38 iii 43-44. 

Gl$mukar. From KBo 2.4 i 25f., where the priest calls the Stormgod of Nerik by 

means of a mukar (GlSmuknaza andan halzai), it was learned that a mukar makes 
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a sound. In our text there is the mukar of the huluganni. For an implement that is a 

part of, or belonging to, a cart one thinks either of a bell or a rattle or sistrum. See 

below on ii 45-46; cf. O. R. Gurney, Schweich 35, less specific CHD L-N s.v. 

ii 13-14 Lit. "at the cart, on the left, next to the wheel." A different construction is found in 

ii 43. 

§18 In ii 15 the guard sets up a GLSGU.ZA, and in line 16 the king sits on the cart. But 

this does not mean that the GLSGU.ZA is put on the cart, because in §20 we read 

that a guardsman is holding it and then hands it to a L[U.GU].ZA (ii 26, 30). And in 

§47 (iv 13) it is again set up before the king alights from the cart (§49, iv 18). Thus 

it seems that the GLSGU.ZA serves as a stepping stool for mounting and alighting. It 

is known that the Hittites used Sumerograms for different seats rather freely: a 

SU.A often is a chair (not a stool as Akk. littu), and a GU.ZA is not always a 

throne but often also a simple chair (cf. A. Archi, SMEA 1 [1966] 76 n. 3). In our 

case it would be one grade lower in the hierarchy of seats, but still, it could be 

called giSGU.ZA because it was used by the king. 

ii 18 Apparently only a term containing the element SUKUR was written over the long 

erasure. Restoration rLUGlSl[S]UKUR.[GU$KIN] after lines ii 10 and 20. 

§19 

ii 23 GAL lumeSsalashaS. For the "grooms" see above i 69. 

ii 24-25 The significance of this passage was first recognized by S. Alp, Beamt. 8 n. 4; cf. 

Jakob-Rost, p. 212. In §49 the king is entrusted back to the GAL DUMU. 

MES.E.GAL. 

§20 
ii 27-28 Although the traces at the end of 27 could be SAG.D[U ...], Jakob-Rost's 

interpretation is ruled out by the pronoun -as (ii 28), which must be the subject, the 

same as in na-as, 26. In 28,1 restore only -f[c-p]a, against Jakob-Rost's -t[e-pa-

a]z, since the space is shorter than she assumed—the crack having opened — and 

the traces are two clear horizontals of equal length; in the photograph I think one 

even recognizes a trace of the vertical of [p]a in the break. I. Singer adduced KBo 

10. 24 i 10-13 (2nd tablet EZEN KI.LAM): mahhan»ma kc huitar sarazzi[yaz] 

^kaSgastipaz KA.GAL-az katla ari"When these animals (the figures listed at the 

end of tablet 1) arrive below from (or through) the gate of the upper gate building" 

(partitive apposition; differently I. Singer, ZA 65 [1975] 86 n. 81; see below p. 60). 

But here the situation is different. Now, because of the reading kaskastipa, the 

guard walks near the cart until he reaches the gale. For the allative with ar- see F. 

Starke, StBoT 23, 29. I understand katta ^kaskasl[ep]a ari as "arrives down, at the 

gate building." 

ii 28 The Cl^widuli also occurs in KUB 44.25 ii 1 and 6 (cf. M. Popko, Kultobjekte 132) 

in the phrase Gl^widuli piran 3-SU Sipanti and without determinative in KBo 

17.49:2, where USKEN also points to a cultic context. V. Haas neglected Popko's 
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examples when proposing (OLZ 76 [1981] 461) the meaning "Wagenkasten" on 

the basis of our text alone. That the body of a chariot or cart should receive 

libations is hard to imagine. One rather thinks of the locations in the temple like the 

hearth, throne, and the window, which are usually provided with offerings. For our 

text I thought of a wooden part (det. GlS) of the kaskaStipa-, such as a door leaf, a 

post or pillar, or a screen. Now G. Neumann (Or. 59 [1990] 234-38), taking 

"Wagenkorb" (i.e., the body of a chariot made of wickerwork) as established 

meaning, connected the word etymologically with a root that has to do with 

weaving and basketry. This would be compatible with the meaning "screen" 

considered for widuli- earlier. But the evidence is not sufficient for a clear 

definition of the word. 

ii 29 ha-an-da-a-an-\ ta-rfi, coll. The verb handai- (passive) in this text apparently has 

the specific meaning of "to be lined up" as best shown in §21. 

§21 
ii 32-38 I understand handai- (passive and pass, part.) and Sariya- as shown in the following 

paraphrase (M = MESEDI, D = DUMU.E.GAL, sp = spear, lit = lituus): 2 M with 

spears walk in front, lined up with one another, i.e., side by side; 1 D holding the 

lituus walks on their left, lined up with them, so that they form a front of three. The 

other Ms and Ds form three rows, to wit, 2 rows of Ms and 1 row of Ds, as 

illustrated in this sketch: 

D lit Msp M sp 

D M M  

D M M etc. 

cf. §38, according to which Msp who only hold staffs are not allowed to be lined up 

with D + lit. 

ii 36 "[... -T]IM 3," and 37 "2" with the second wedge in the crack, collated. 

§22 
ii 39 The Satammu is in charge of the storehouses etc.; cf. AHw s.v. The translation 

"quartermaster" is here chosen because of the military context. 

GI$BAN huittiyan, lit. "drawn bow." The bow string is not loose but tightened, so 

as to be ready for use. 

ii 39 end an-d[a-m]a-at-kan collated. "It is 'let' into a p." is a parenthetical clause referring 

to the bow; for anda tarna- in the sense of "insert," cf. A. Gotze, NBr 64f., 70. This 

means that the KV$pardugganni-(or -atari) is a (leather) bow case. 

ii 43 Lit. "on the left, at the cart, (namely) the wheel," different from ii 13-14. 

§23 
ii 44 GIS$UKUR.GAR.RA obviously implies <GU$KIN>.GAR.RA, but GU$KIN is left 

out in our text whenever LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN immediately precedes it (cf. iv 28, 

29). 
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ii 45-46 The presence of a Ll)A.ZU "physician" is surprising. The explanation may be that 

his function is to ward off possible illness, which he does both by pronouncing 

spells (hukkiSk-) and by using a noise-making instrument (mukar). If this is true, 

"sistrum" seems more appropriate for mukar than "bell." 

§24 

ii 48 It is clear from this passage that a LU.DUGUD is more than a LU.SIG5, since only 

an "advanced" (piran tiyanza cf. ii 53) LU.SIG5 is comparable in rank to a 

LU.DUGUD. The renderings "officer" and "corporal" are, of course, only 

approximations. For Ll)DUGUD see now R. H. Beal (Diss. 525^41), also for 

LU.SIG5 (ibid., 549-53); for the former he accepts Alp's "captain," the latter he 

defines as a "lower echelon officer." 

ii 50 GAL LU.MES.SUKURwa-aS-ina-aS written over partly erased [UGULA Ll-IM 

S ]E-RI. 

§25 

ii 51 end kat-ta, on the edge, is likely, though not easy to understand. In the parallel line 56 

there is no space on the edge for restoring [kat-ta]> since the LI of line 57 is written 

upward into that space. 

§26 
ii 59 For the tentative emendation to GlS<PA.>HI.A cf. above, to ii 7. 

§27 This section is difficult, and the interpretation here offered is tentative. ERIN.MES-

az as nom.sg. of a -t-stem is well known. In the translation I used the plural where 

it is easier in English, but the text uses the sg. throughout. It seems that the term 

here refers to the individual LU.MES LIM SERI, of whom two each were 

mentioned in §§25 and 26. Apparently in each case there was one on either side. It 

seems that in §27 we are told what these soldiers are supposed to do. This is why I 

translate the verbs in the plural, assuming that the Hittile singular forms still refer 

to ERIN.MES. 

takSulan, part. pass, neuter of the verb takSulai-. The verb is attested in the 

meaning "to make peace" (KBo 5.6 ii 7-10, KBo 11.1 obv. 10, 14, KBo 13.76 rev. 

23', KUB 24.9 ii 9). The finite verb in KUB 9.31 ii 56, 58 and the partic. in KUB 

9.32 rev. 17f. are used in the same sense. A deity is to be "pacified," takSulanza 

e§dut parallel to gangadanza (KBo 7.29, 11). A LU lakSulas "man of peace" is 

contrasted to LU kururas (KUB 26.19 ii 13, 16 etc.; simply mentioned KUB 23.77 + 

KUB 13.27:65, 77). Here, the takSuIan seems to be in contrast to the "foreign 

troops, either hostile GaSga troops or troops of Kummaha" of §37. But why is 

takSulan in the neuter form? Is antuhSatar to be understood as a noun? 

iSgarai-, "to pierce; to stick in, fix; arrange, line up." I am trying to understand 

takSulan tapusa isgaran harzi "keeps the peaceful (population) lined up on the 

side" as a kind of cordon intended to keep even harmless spectators at a safe 

distance; normally, a distance from left to right of 3 IKU, or somewhat over 1 IKU 
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on either side of the royal procession, except where the path narrows. The 

interpretation of anda paizzi here as "move inward," i.e., closer to one another is 

Singer's. 

§29 
ii 68 [$ar]-kdn-ti'in-ma collated. Here begins the description of the royal law court. For 

Sarkanti- cf. above §11, i 61. 

Col. Ill 

§§30-31 

§30 
iii 1 

iii 2 

iii 3 

iii 5 

§31 
iii 6 

iii 7 

§§32-33 
iii 16-17 

iii 20 

iii 21 

The king "demands a DINU" (iii 3). The MESEDI "lifts it out" (iii 3 rest.), and 

puts it into the hand of the GAL MESEDI... The MESEDIs "lift out" namma 1 

DIN AM (iii 11). It seems that the guard picks one case out and hands it to his 

superior while telling him the nature of the case. This looks as though the DINU 

here was an actual document, whether tuppu, /e^u, or usurtu. 

Restoration of widaizzi after §11, i 62 and §31, iii 9. 

Restoration after §31, iii 11. 

For the restoration cf. §31, iii 11, although here -asta is lacking. 

At the end of this line the restoration LUGAL-; memai already proposed by Jakob-

Rost, p. 190, is based on the fact that the king was asking for a DINU and on the 

analogy of §§6-8 with their repeated passing on of information. 

For the restoration of the verb at the end of the line we thought of either iyanta or 

aranta. The former would fit the fact that the chict-ME$EDI is going and -si must 

refer to him. However, in iii 7-8 the same two men are said to stand (ANA GAL 

MESEDI [ ... ] aranla), where the postposition should be restored as EGIR-an on 

the analogy of iii 15. 

For LtJKU$7 (L°lS) "chariotfighter" see Beal, Diss. 74-82. 

The dividing line after line 17 is obviously out of place. The new paragraph most 

probably begins with arahziyaz, line 16, because in iii 8f. and 19f. the MESEDI on 

the outside seems to be somehow involved with leading in the defendant. 

The subject of handanzi arc probably the iX}MESEDI and the two BELUTI of iii 18. 

The combinations appan arha (iii 21, 33, 66) and piran arha (iii 29, 32, 52) with the 

verb pai- "to go" and a direct object are comparable to the same construction of 

iStarna arha "through." We therefore translate appan arha pai- "to pass in the 

back" and piran arha pai- "to pass in front," where arha adds the idea of passing. 

piran arha uwa- (iii 26) with dat.-loc. would also mean "to pass in front." 
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§834-35 The iSTU DUMU.MES.E.GAL EGIR-anda of iii 24 as well as the iSTU 
LC,<MES?>ME5£D/EGIR-anda can hardly be anything but equivalent to ... appan 

"behind": "comes/goes from behind." The EGIR-anda of iii 23 may have the usual 

meaning of "afterwards," but this is hardly possible in iii 27. We take iii 27 to mean 

"the MESEDI who goes behind/follows" (sc. the DUMU.E.GAL of §34). I ask 

myself whether in iii 23 he could not bring a message behind the procedure or one 

that is additional to it. 

§36 
iii 32 At the beginning of this line there can be hardly anything but [DI]NU , thus also 

Jakob-Rost. We take the nominal sentence with a dative as the known expression 

for "to have": "A guard or a palace-attendant has a case." 

iii 34 Although apedani may refer to the sarkanti- or one of the claimants, it seems to 

make better sense if it refers to the guard. 

§37 
iii 35-36 ERIN.MES representing a Hittite noun in the sing, occurred in §27, where the 

military meaning was in place. But ERIN.MES = sabu also has the more general 

meaning of "people" (cf. CAD s.v., AHw s.v.), and this latter meaning may be 

better suited here. Why should only the meaning "soldiers" be used and no other 

people of foreign and enemy countries be brought to court? But I am reluctant to 

render the same term differently within one and the same text. 

§38 
iii 43 The $A is a mistake for ANA. 

§39 
iii 47 The traditional translation "mayor" for Akk. hazannu should be avoided. The 

instruction for the Hittite official whose title is written with this Akkadogram 

(Otten, BagM 3 [1964] 91-95, Or. 52 [1983] 133-42, Pecchioli Daddi, OA 14 

[1975] 93-136) makes it clear that he is responsible for the security of the capital. 

§40 

iii 54 hulalittat was interpreted by Jakob-Rost, p. 197, as "Es ist abgewickclt worden!" 

Our interpretation follows E. Neu, StBoT 5, 59, "Eine Suite (Begleitmannschaft) 

hat man gebildet." 

taruptat may also mean "it (sc. the group of defendants) has been assembled," but 

since this is the end of the court scene the other meaning of tarup- seems more 

appropriate. 

§41 This paragraph deals with the special case in which the king asks for a GIGIR 

instead of a huluganni. We are not told for what purpose, but maybe the text 

envisages the possibility that the king wants to drive to some other place. From §42 

to §49 the vehicle is the huluganni again; see below. The alternative that the king 

may use a GIGIR is again considered in the addition to §49, iv 23bff. From line 

iii 57 we learn that the GIGIR is drawn by horses, in contrast to the mule drawn 
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huluganni (cf. iii 67). Lines 57-59 contain a number of terms that are either rare or 

hapax. My tentative interpretation starts from the assumption that a two-wheeled 

chariot has to be steadied while the king mounts it. 

iii 55 The GU.ZA here as in §18 serves as a stepping device. 

iii 56 GISGIGIR epzi, "seizes, takes." I take in the sense of "mounts" the chariot. 

karSuwaS. From "cut off, bring to an end" I take karSuwas kuis MESEDI to mean 

"the M. who is of finishing," i.e., "who is in charge of the end of the ceremony" or, 

in this case, "of the king's departure"; cf. also §49 iv 24a. For other occurrences cf. 

E. Neu, GsKronasser 120-21. 

ZABARgjjrzi. A bronze object by which one can seize the horse, is likely to be a 

"bit." URUDU5urzy occurs in KUB 30.32 i 4; in KUB 42.28 iii 5-8' m]jm]surzi is 

counted by TAPAL, "pairs" or "sets," and nine such "sets" are with the 

KUS.KA.TAB.ANSE (cf. KBo 18. 170a rev. 8; for both passages cf. J. Siegelova, 

Verw. 150 and 486). 

Holding one of the horses by the bit obviously serves for holding it steady. That the 

MESEDI grasps the bit of the right horse with his right hand is most easily 

understood if he stands on the outside, facing the chariot. But what then happens in 

iii 58-59? "He keeps the chariot 'pressed' 'opposite.'" I understand this to mean 

that he holds it counterbalanced. This would best be done by holding the pole. Does 

his right hand, therefore, hold the bit of the horse which is on his right? For the 

chariot pole there is already Hittite hissa- (cf. HW s.v.) and Akkadian meseddu. In 

KBo 21. 87 ii 6' kapura KU.[ ... are mentioned among other objects of precious 

materials. The kapur might be a special feature near the tip of the pole like the peg 

or pin that attaches the yoke to the pole on the chariots found in Egypt as seen in 

M. A. Littauer-J. H. Crouwel, Chariots and Related Equipment from the Tomb of 

Tut(ankhamun (Tutcankhamun's Tomb Series, VIII; Oxford 1985) pi. LXXII. 

iii 59 akkurriyai. Meaning taken from the context; cf. HW2 without transliteration. 

§42 As mentioned above, from here on the vehicle is again the huluganni. In §49 iv 18 

the king alights from the huluganni\ and in §44 "(the king) travels by huluganni to 

the palace." I therefore take the clause in §42a iii 63 man i,l^hulugannaz"ma neari 

to mean "but if he (namely, the king) returns by hulugannisee Alp's review of 

IBoT 1, AnDergi II/5 (1944) 791 "(Kiral) arabadan donerken" "When (the king) 

returns by cart"; E. Neu, StBoT 5, p. 122 interprets this differently but not 

convincingly; but cf. ibid., p. 124 on appa nai- "sich (wieder) umwenden, sich 

heimbegeben") and consider §§42-49 (without the addition to §49) as the 

description of the king's return trip. 

iii 60 end I copied giSGU.ZA from traces on the edge, but the word hardly makes sense here. 

In the photograph I cannot make it out, nor even can I decide whether the traces 

might be a different word or whether they are valid at all. 
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iii 64 The adverb URVnisili "in Hiltite" is used in contrast to hattili "in Hattic" (i 65) and 

JOiii "in Luwian" (iv 45). It is written above the line and, strangely enough, it is the 

sole example of the young form of the sign LI in this text. 

§43 The command "to the side" (§42, iii 65) is carried out at the beginning of §43 

where I understand appan arha (iii 66) as "hinten vorbei" rather than "hinten 

weg." They pass the rear of the huluganni in order to get to the side. Similarly ser 

arha in iii 67 is "dariiber weg" (as in the frequent phrase £er arha wahnu-), but I 

cannot restore the verb. The plur. neyanzi (iii 68) and the form ^-^^SalaShiS (for 

-e£) demand a 3rd plur. here, too; "reach over" seems to be demanded by the 

situation, but I cannot think of a Hittite verb for it. 

iii 69f. In nu hantezzi appizzi kisari the subject apparently is still GlSSUKUR.HI.A (neut., 

cf. i 13) of line 68, the text saying "the spears" instead of "the spear bearers." Cf. 

§44 iii 73 and §46 iv 1-2. 

§44 Restorations at the ends of iii 74, 75 after iv 4; ends of 71 and 72 from context. In 

73 ha-an-te-ez-zi is erased; what is written after (and over the end of) the erasure 

is probably meant to be EGIR-an[(-) ... ], although the beginning of EGIR is 

garbled. After it a verb of motion is expected, iyanta, panzi, or the like. 

iii 72 The translation "chanter" for ALAN.ZU9 is another attempt at finding an English 

expression for this evasive profession, cf. CAD and AHw s.v. aluzinnu and my 

notes in RHA XXII/74 (1964) 95-97 and JNES 48 (1989) 307-09. It is based on 

the fact that in the festivals he usually memai "speaks, pronounces," and 

sometimes Hattic text follows. But it is true that in other contexts he does other 

things. 

iii 75ff. The Hattic call aha is commonly uttered on occasions like this. The translation 

"Welcome," guessed from the situation, should be considered as a tentative 

proposal only. 

§45 
iii 76-78 We tentatively restored iii 76 after §46, iv 5-6 despite the presence of -kan. The 

phrase para ep- seems to be an idiom for "to reach(?)" although the details are 

unexplained. ANSE.GIR.NUN.NA.HI.A might be subject or object. 

Unless our restorations in §45 are wrong, the same scene repeals itself in §§44-45 

and 46: when the aluzinnu arrive at the gate (having followed the spear men who 

probably precede the royal vehicle), they alone call out aha\ only when the carl 

actually arrives does the kitas participate. But why twice the same procedure? I 

can see only one reason: the KA.GAL of iii 74 and the ^hilamnaS [KA.GA]L of iv 

3-4 must be different gates. Note that there is a luStani near the latter, as in §9. For 

an evaluation see the discussion of hilammar below p. 60. 
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Col. IV 

§46 
iv 1-2 -ma-aSfot -ma "$ma$, haplography as elsewhere. 

SA LU.MES.SUKUR ... GISSUKUR[.HI.A] as in §43 iii 68-69. There is an isolated 

KI.MIN between lines 1 and 2; it probably is meant to be read after [5^4 

LU.MES.S]UKUR.GU$KIN-ja, standing for GlSSUKUR.yi.A: "The spear[s] of the 

spear-man and the ditto [of the] gold-spear[-men]"; huyanteS, com. gender, would 

be construed k«t<x cwecrv referring to the men, in contrast to the form used in §43 

iii 70. 

§47 The syntactic difficulties in this paragraph may in part be due to the fact that so 

much of it is the result of scribal changes. 

iv 8 After §a-a- a reading -r[/- is possible. The sign after the break according to the 

photograph does not look like RI, it might be PAT. We combine taksan sari[yas] 

and interpret it as "(only) half the file." The verb paizzi is in the addition but the 

GAL followed by a Winkelhaken is completely unconnected because the one sign 

missing at the beginning of iv 9 can only be restored as [nu]. 

§48 
iv 14 No matter what the scribe put in before -ma-kan in the addition, it cannot have 

essentially altered the sense. Therefore we translate the original version [SA 

E.GA]L-LIM-ma-kan. 

§49 
iv 21 The reading hantezzi[a]nni is confirmed by the photograph. It is so far the only 

attestation oi*hantezziatar. The translation is taken from the context. 

§52 
iv 31 The kue formally belongs to the 0lS$UKUR.HI.A, but is not taken up in the main 

clause. One expects ku-i-e-es, and our translation assumes that this was meant. 

iv 33 As already seen by Jakob-Rost, p. 201, ti-an-zi in this text is only used of the verb 

dai- "to put," "they step" is written ti-en-zi. The restoration kat-la-ma~at is then 

suggested by the context and the size of the gap. 

§54 
iv 37 haggazuwasSi is hapax but was already compared by Kammenhuber, MSS 14 

(1959) 73, with Hattic haggazuel The hittitized word seems to be formed with the 

Luwian suffix -a$si- which corresponds to the Hattic suffix -// in function. KBo 5. 

11 i 14 translates L°haggazuel with L^ekuttaraS, obviously a nomen actons from 

eku- "to drink." Because in our text the LtJhaggazuel brings both meat and milk, we 

chose the more general translation "steward." 

§§56-57 Since udan[du{-) in iv 44 can only be Hittite, one cxpecus that the adverb ending in 

-/i (iv 43) should mean "Hittite." mvnisili of iii 64 docs not fill the gap. Since there 
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it was an addition, it is possible that the original text in iv 44 used the longer 
mvnesumnili which would fill the gap. luili is preserved in iv 45, but there the 

Luwian wording is broken away. 

The restoration ^[SUKUR.GUSKIN in iv 43 is based on the assumption that we 

have here again a case of a relayed message. Someone tells the gold-spear-man, 

and the gold-spear-man tells it to spearmen. If this reconstruction were correct, it 

would be interesting that the person of higher rank is addressed in "literary" Hittite 

but tells it to the rank and file in the "vernacular" Luwian. For the missing verb 

form one may think of upandu (cf. DLL s.v. upa-). 

§59 
iv 51 The traces after the sa- seem to be the heads of two horizontals. There is no word 

space before them. The only restoration we can think of here, particularly in 

contrast to iv 47 katta ne[yany is sar[a. For a similar shape of RA see ii 65 (in 

tatrantan). 

ARCHITECTURAL TERMS 

1. (£)halentuwa 

My definition of halentuwa as "palace" in CRRAI 1971, 307-14 was based mainly on the 

following two considerations. In our text, when the guards come "up," they lake position in the 

yard near the halentuwa, and in the evening when the king goes home, he goes to the 

halentuwa. And the other is the passage in the outline of the AN.TAH.SUM festival, 9th and 

10th days7 according to which a salli asesSar with the queen lakes place in the palace of the 

queen, and one with the king in the halentuwa. Jakob-Rost, independently in her edition of the 

Me§edi-text, proposed "Wohnpalast," i.e., residential palace or the residential part of a larger 

palace complex. In §1 of our text where the halentuwa is situated on one side of the courtyard 

such a special part could be meant. The very fact that religious ccremonies like the Salli a$es§ar 

can be carried out in the halentuwa would be more easily understandable if the term referred to 

the palace as a whole, including sections destined for such cercmonies. Buyukkale contains 

some buildings that obviously served religious purposes, and although the main excavated level 

belongs to the 13th century, there is no reason why the royal acropolis of an earlier date should 

not also have included such buildings. The frequent beginning of festival texts "When they open 

the halentuwa" followed by the putting on of the regalia and paraphernalia by the king is easier 

understood if the king here sets out from his own home rather than from a special building. 

It seems that halentuwa is always used for the actual building. E.GAL is often used for the 

institution while expressions of the type E.GAL huhhaS ("palace of the grandfather") refer to 

specific buildings. I never thought of halentuwa as the Hittite reading of E.GAL. The newly 

discovered equation of halentuwa with hikalli in the Hurrian-Hiltilc bilingual8 now shows that 

7. Compare JNES 19 (1960) 81, 85. 

8. Compare H. Otten, AA 1984, 373, Neu, Hurritische 15 with n. 32. 
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the Hittite translator used halcntuwa to render a Hurrian loanword derived from E.GAL9. I 

cannot find the arguments used by S. Alp, Tempel, for his interpretation of halentuwa as "cella, 

adyton" convincing. 

2. ^hilammar 

For hilammar I maintain my old definition as "pillared hall" as explained in R1A Bd.IV 

404-05. To repeat my main arguments: the hilammar cannot be the gate because it has itself a 

gate. In a ritual a certain ceremony takes place in the hilammar if the house has one, but on the 

roof if it does not have a hilammar.10 Since this is a ritual to be performed for a client, it 

reminded me of the simple porch consisting of a roof on wooden supports found in Anatolian 

village homes. Furthermore, the choice of KI.LAM as logogram for hilammar is hardly based on 

phonetic similarity alone. Particularly since the EZEN KI.LAM deals with the delivery of 

products to the royal court, and an open hall is more suited for the market place than the gate. 

Also, the fact that the neo-assyrian kings called the bit hilani a tamsTl okal mat Hatti (cf. 

Renger, R1A Bd.IV 406) and describe it as having columns, indicates that their model had 

columns or pillars. 

3.ka§ka§tipa 

The kaSkaStipa is only attested in our text and the KI.LAM festival. There is no doubt that it 

is a building closely connected with a gate. Singer concluded from i 66-67, compared with i 8 

and iv 27, that kaskastipa is identical with GAL KA.GAL. It cannot, however, be the reading of 

KA.GAL; because the latter is pluralc tantum, whereas kaskastipa forms an allative sing. 

kaSkaStipa (i 67, ii 28). In the passage KBo 10.24 i 10— 1311 both terms appear next to one 

another: 

(10) mahhan "ma /re (11) huitar Sarazzi [yaz\ 

(12) ^kaSgastipaz (13) KA.GAL-az kalla ari 

Because appositions of two nouns of identical meaning are not attested, I must take this as a 

partitive apposition meaning "the main gate of the kaskastipa " I therefore translate kaskastipa 

as "gatebuilding," but it is true that the two terms can be used interchangeably. The derivation 

from Hattic ka§tip"door" 12 is possible also for "gatebuilding." 

9. My mistaken reading £.HA.LIM.DU8.A (CRRAI 1971, 308) was corrected by H. Ehelolf apud H. 

Otten, IM 26 (1976) 13 Anm. 2, to (2 w™NfG.$U.)LUH.HA IGI.DU..A. 

10. KBo 5.2 iv 4ff. with dupl. KUB 45.12 rev. llff. 

11. Compare I. Singer, StBoT 28, 16. 

12. E. Laroche, OLZ 57 (1962) 30. 
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4. &arkiu 

The arkiu is a structure situated near a door or gate. In our text it is mentioned (§12a) when 

the huluganni is turned so that the king can mount it when he comes out of the palace (§18). A 

similar situation is mentioned in the KI.LAM festival, KBo 10.24 iv 7-1213: 

(7) SAL.LUGAL-a$S"a Cl$hulugannin (8) ^halentuwa KA-a$ 

(9) piran wahnuwanzi (10) nu" Z "San SAL.LUGAL-a£ 

(11) Gl$huluganniya esa (12) ta LUGAL-i EGIR-an iyatta 

"And they turn the huluganni of the queen in front of the palace door, then 

the queen sits down on the huluganni and follows the king." 

During their ride the royal couple is accompanied by music. Thereafter we read (ibid., 20-23) 

(20) dHalkias aski kaltirraz (21) ari nu &arkiui kattan14 

(22) iSTU E mvAnkuwa (23) harpan DUG KA$ »ya aria 

"He (the king) arrives at the door of the Grain goddess from below, and at 

the arkiu there stand piled up (products) from Ankuwa and a vessel of 

beer." 

So here the arkiu is at the door of a temple. 

In the first tablet of the same festival (KBo 10.23 ii 12-3515) the departure of the king from 

the private apartments is described as follows: 

(12) 1 ̂ MESEDI"ma "kan hantezzi (13) ^halen[t]uas llarkiui 

(14) menahhan[d]a aria (15) GlSSUKUR L°ME[$E]D1 harzi 

(16) GlSP[A] "ya[... ] anda harzi (17) mahhan["ina"ka]n DUMU.E.GAL 

(18) menahha[nd]a auSzi (19) nu kaS halzai 

(20) namma <<a$"kanpidi [... ] (21) n~a$ ANA 2 DUMU.MES.E.GAL 

(22) piran iyatta (23) n »asta mahhan LUGAL -uS 

(24) KA-azpara tizzi (25) DUMU.MES.E.GAL <>ma »z l(j mf^MESED1 

(26) ^arkiui kattan (27) GUB-7az ASAR " SUNU harkanzi 

(28) LlJ meSalAN.ZU, "ma -kan (29) INA KA E L°$A.TAM 

(30) SA SAL.LUGAL ^-arkiui ka[t ]tan (31) LUGAL-i"kan menahhanda 

(32) aranta (33) n>'a§ta mahhan LUGAL-un 

(34) menahhanda uwanzi (35) [nuah]a halziyanzi 

13. Compare I. Singer, StBoT 28, 19. 

14. The dividing line after 21 must be disregarded. 

15. Compare I. Singer, StBoT 28, 11. 
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"One MeSedi stands opposite the first arkiu of the palace (or: stands in 

front opposite the arkiu of the palace). He holds a Mesedi-spear, he also 

holds a staff. But when the palace attendant sees (the king) coming, he 

calls out 'kaS.y Then he [turns(?)] on the spot and walks in front of two 

palace attendants. Then, when the king steps out of the door, the palace 

attendants (and) the Mesedi keep their places at the arkiu on the left. But 

the chanters stand in the door of the house of the queen's treasurer at the 

arkiu opposite the king. And when they see the king coming, they call out 

'ahar 

In the ritual of the heSta-house (IBoT 3.1) the king on his way to the /ie&a-house reaches its 

door (obv. 13', 17'), and there follows (obv. 21 '—25')* 

(21) LUGAL-u§"kan anda paizzi arkiui tiyazi (22) ME QATIpianzi 

UGULA L^MUHALDIM tuhhuossar pai LUGAL-U£(23) anda "kan paizzi 

DAM LCGUDU12 SA GU.GAL.GAL memal (24) $A GLSMASAB harzi KA-

aS arta (25) ta"§si"kan DUMU.E.GAL DIB-z/ ta LUGAL-J GAM-an 

suhhai 

"The king goes in; he steps into the arkiu. They give (him) hand water, 

the chief of the cooks gives (him) resin. The king goes in. The wife of the 

GUDU-priest stands at the door holding groats of broad beans in a basket. 

A palace attendant lakes (it) from her and pours (it) out next to the king." 

So far Singer's definition16 of arkiu as "passageway of the gate" would fit, but it does not 

necessarily follow from the context. The arkiu could be a structure adjacent to or in front of the 

door. It could be so closely attached to the door that reaching it would be virtually the same as 

reaching the door. 

There is, however, one text already adduced by C. Mora17 which contradicts Singer's 
definition. In KUB 20.87 i 1-15 we read: 

(1) LUGAL-US ^halentuwaz (2) uizzi ta^arkiuiya (3) tiezzi LUGAL-US 

eSari (4) UGULA L0 MESSAGI tapisanin GUSKIN (5) LUGAL-i pai 

LUGAL-u$$"a GU4.MAH (6) Sipanti nu GAL MESEDI GU4.MAH 

(7) $UM-an tezzi GAL MESEDI {8) ANA LU.ME$GI§PA tezzi 

(9) UGULA LU.ME$GISPA ANA L°SANGA tezzi (10) U LLJGUDU12 

iSpantuzzeSsar SA DINGIR-L/M (11) ANA L°SANGA pai LLJSANGA-

S"a GU4.MAH (12) sipanti t»an AN.BAR-A£ G,SPA-/7 GUL-ahzi 

(13) n^as iyannai ape EGIR "SU (14) iyanniyanzi nu KASKAL-AN para 

(15) SiR-RU 

16. StBoT 27, 106-11. 

17. Athenaeum 65 (1987) 557-59. 
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"The king comes out of the palace and steps into the arkiu. The king sits 

down. The chief of the cupbearers gives a gold tapiSani-vessel to the king, 

and the king sanctifies a bull. The chief of the Mesedi pronounces the 

name of the bull. The chief of the Mesedi tells it to the heralds. The chief 

of the heralds tells it to the SANGA-priest, and the GUDU-priest gives the 

libation vessel of the deity to the SANGA-priest, and the SANGA-priest 

sanctifies the bull and hits it with an iron rod, and that one (the bull) starts 

to walk (and) the others start behind him and sing along the way." 

Obviously, this ceremony could not have taken place in the passageway of a gate. Moreover, 

the statement "comes out of the palace and steps into the arkiu" can hardly mean that he steps 

only into the doorway. I rather think that the arkiu is a separate structure in front of the door, 

large enough for this ceremony. The 120 sheep and 10 head of cattle of KUB 30.41 left edge 4, 

mentioned by Singer,18 would fit even less into the "passageway of a gate/' 

My reason for proposing "canopy" or "awning" for the structure in front of the door was my 

idea that kattan might stand for katta "below." A few examples for such a use of kaltan in other 

contexts can be found.19 However, in the example quoted above from the KI.LAM festival (KBo 

10.23 ii 26-27) arkiui kattan GUB-/az obviously means the same as arkiui tapusza ZAG-za 

(IBoT 1.36 i 70). In other words, the phrase arkiui kattan tiyazi must mean "he takes his stand 

at the arkiu, steps near the arkiu" In addition, there are numerous examples for arkiui tiya- 20 

which could mean the same, but which also could mean "steps into the arkiu;" this latter 

meaning is also expressed by the phrase arkiui anda paizzi (KUB 44.47 ii 7-8). Similarly, arkiui 

artari may mean "stands in" or "stands at the arkiu"21 The text KBo 10.20 iii 44 says that the 

king and queen worship the Mother Goddess in the arkiu. We learn from the following lines 

(KUB 2.3 ii 32ff.) that the arkiu could be near a huwasi stone and could be located inside an 

enclosure, but this is an exceptional situation. 

(32) LUGAL-U£"SANDU-AS NA<huwa§iya (33) anda paizzi N^huwasiya 

(34) USKEN L^ALAN.ZU9 mcmai (35) ^kTtas halzai 

(36) t"as ^arkiui tiyazi 

"The king goes in to the stele of the Stormgod (enters its enclosure22) and 

prostrates himself before the stele. The chanter speaks, the reciter calls 

out. Then he steps into the arkiu." 

18. StBoT27, 110. 

19. KUB 7.1 ii 24; KUB 9.6 i 13; KUB 10.11 vi 5f, 16 where kattan interchanges with katla\  VBoT 24 
ii 9f. 

20. Compare KBo 22.189 ii 1; KUB 2.3 ii 36. 

21. KUB 20.76 ill. 

22. Compare O. Gurney, Schweich 40f. 
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64 THE HITTITE INSTR UCTION FOR THE ROYAL BODYGUARD 

In the KI.LAM festival, KBo 10.24 iv 31-32, the products of the city Nenassa are presented 

to the king in the "lower arkiu" (kalteri arkiui). This would imply the existence of an upper 

arkiu. We wonder whether in KBo 20.8 obv. 7-9 the fragmentary context mentioning the arkiu 

and the roof of the makkizzi-buMing refers to such an upper arkiu. In KBo 10.24 iv 19-21 (cf. 

above p. 61) kattiraz literally means "from the lower," but since there is no noun it is not clear 

whether the lower arkiu is meant here. I cannot accept Singer's 23 or Mora's 24 interpretations.25 

A structure near the door which allows for the ceremonies just mentioned might still be a 
canopy although the verbs "to go" or "step into (it)" do not fit our definition of a canopy. It 
might be some other kind of light structure which would not have left tangible archaeological 
remnants. For lack of a better word we have kept the tentative translation "canopy," but are 
printing it in italics. 

23. StBoT 27, 108-09. 

24. Athenaeum 65 (1987) 558-59. 

25. Because of the fragmentary state of the text I cannot decide whether in KBo 14.82 ii 4-5 andurza 

"inside" and arkiui menahhanda "opposite the arkiu" are in contrast to one another, implying that 
the latter was outside. 
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GLOSSARY 

This glossary contains all preserved and partially preserved words of IBoT I 36. The state of preservation 

is not indicated. 

HITTITE 

-a-

-a/-ya 

"he, she, it" 

-aS 

-an 

-at 

-at 

-at 

-uS 

"and, but, also" 

-C-Ca 

-V-Ca 

-V-ya 

pers. pron. 

nom. sg. com. 

acc. sg. com. 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. 

nom. pi. com. 

nom.-acc. pi. neut. 

acc. pi. com. 

encl. conj. 

i 4, 23,40,41,42,44,45,47,48, 

51, ii 12, 13,26, 27,28,31,41 

(2x), 42, 62, 63, iii 2,8, 10 (2x), 

22,23,24,25 (2x), 27,28,29 

(2x), 32, 33, 34, 52, iv 10,11, 

24a, 34, 35 (2x), 48 

i 21,24, 25,26, 31 (2x), 33,46, 

54, 55, 57,58, ii 16,69, iii 36 

i 40, ii 22, 39,65,67, iii 3,4, 5, 

56, 59, iv 29, 39,41 

i 3,4 (2x), 5, 15,27,61,71,74, 

77, ii 8, 17, 18 (2x), 33, 35,38, 

45,48 (2x), 52 (2x), iii 7,13,15 

(2x), 18,39,41,43,46,49, iv 6, 

15,16,31,32 

i 8, 14, iii 39, 60, 62 

i D-E 2 

i 22,44,46, ii 12, 34, iii 6, 12, 

15, iv 6 

i 21, 36, 37,52, ii 62, iii 21, 56, 

iv 24a 

i 73 (2x), iii 8,16,25,28 

65 
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66 THE HITTITE INSTRUCTION FOR THE ROYAL BODYGUARD 

-a/-ya (cont.) 

aha 

akkuriya-

anda 

andan 

antuhSa-

andurza 

apa-

appa 

appalai-

"and, but, also" (cont.) 

logogram + -ya 

"welcome" 

a-ha-a 

"to tilt" 

ak-kur-ri-ia-i 

"in,into" 

an-da 

encl. conj. (cont.) 

"in, inside" 

an-da-an 

"human being, man" 

an-tu-u-wa-ah-ha -aS 

"inside" 

"that" 

a-pa-$° 

a-pa-a-sa 

a-pa-aS 

a-pu-u-un 

a-pa-at 

a-pe-e-da-ni 

a-pe-e 

a-p6-e-da-a§ 

"back" 

a-ap-pa 

see also EGIR-pa 

"to deceive" 

ap-pa-Ia-a-iz-zi 

exclamation 

3. sg. pres. 

prev. 

a. ar-

a. har(k)-

a. iyannai-

a. pai-

a. tarna-

postpos. 

adv. 

adv. 

dem. pron. 

nom. sg. com. 

acc. sg. com. 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

nom. pi. com. 

dat.-loc. pi. 

adv. 

3. sg. pres. 

i 11,22, 33,39,41,63 (2x), 66, 

76, ii 3, 6,7, 11,23,29, 33,37, 

42,45,50 (2x), 54 (2x), 58, iii 

27,64,66, iv 2,33,34,38,40 

iii 75, iv 4 

iii 59 

i 16, iii 74, iv 4 

iii 58 

ii 31 

i 4, ii 63, iv 23, 26 

i 73, ii 39 

i D-E 4(?), 48 

iv 10 

i 57 

i 19b, 10, iii 19 (a. tapu§a), 53 

i 37,52, ii 30, iii 21 

i 36 

i 59,63, ii 34, iv 21,23 

iii 25, 28 

i 44 

i 21, iii 34, 53, iv 9 

iii 45,48 

iii 48 

iii 25 

i 55 
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GLOSSARY 67 

appizzi-/ 

appizziya-

ar-

ar- (mid.) 

ara 

ara-

arahza 

arahzina-

arha 

"low, of lower rank, last" 

ap-pi-iz-zi-iS 

ap-pi-iz-zi-an 

ap-pi-iz-zi 

ap-pi-iz-zi-a$ 

"to arrive, reach" 

a-ri 

a-ra-an-zi 

"to stand" 

"to be available" (w. sara, 

see p. 46) 

ar-ta 

ar-ta-ri 

a-ra-an-ta 

adj. 

nom. sg. com. 

acc. sg. com. 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. 

gen. sg. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

a-ra-an-ta-ri 

ar-ta-at 

"right, just" 

a-a-ra 

"friend, companion" 

a-ra-aS 

a-ri 

"outside" 

a-ra-ah-za 

a-ra-ah-ze(-ia-) 

a-ra-ah-zi(-ia-) 

"outer, foreign" 

a-ra-ah-zi-na-an 

"away" 

(for appan/piran arha see p. 54) 

ar-ha 

3. sg. pret. 

adv. 

nom. sg. com. 

dat.-loc. 

adv. 

adj. 

acc. sg. com. 

prev. 

a. iya- mid. 

a. la-

i l l  

iii 51 

iii 70 

ii 66,67 (<-a£>) 

i 44 (-&?/]), 46 (id.), 51, ii 28, iv 

35 

i v 4  (-asta, anda) 

i 12 (§ara ), 18,19, D-E 1,76 

(kattan), iii 12, 31, iv 19, 21, 23 

i 35 (piran) 

i 11,16 (anda), 75, ii 2,3 

(katti"), 6, 7 (katli")y 

9 (-kan)y iii 8, 13, 15 (EGER-au), 

18 (id.) 

iv 32 

ii 20 (kattan) 

iii 41, 48 

i D-E 3,43 

i D-E 3,43 

i 7,64, iii 19,22, 33 

iii 8 

iii 16 

iii 35 

ii 62 

i 54 (-kan) 
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68 THE HITTITE INSTR UCTION FOR THE ROYAL BODYGUARD 

arha (cont.) ar-ha (cont.) 

^arkiu-

arnu-

a§§-

aSka-

-a$ta 

a wan 

au($)-

"through" 

"canopy(?)" (see pp. 61 ff.) 

^ar-ki-u-i 

"to bring, communicate" 

ar-nu-uz-zi 

"to be left (over)" 

a-aS-zi 

a-a§-§a-an-zi 

"door" 

aS-ka-aS 

a-aS-ka 

a-aS-ka-az 

-aS-ta 

a-wa-an (arha) 

"to see, look" 

a-ut-ti 

prev. (cont.) 

a. mcr-

a. pai-

a. da-

a. tarna-

a. warS-

EGIR-an a. pai-

EGIR-an a. pittiya-

awan a. pai-

piran a. pai-

piran a. uwa-

Sera. [... ] 

postpos. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

gen. sg. 

all. sg. 

abl. sg. 

particle 

adv. 

2. sg. pres. 

i 53 (-kan) 

ii 62 

i 24 (-kan), iii 39 (-aSta) 

iii 14 

i 69 (-asta) 

iii 21 (-kan), 33 (-kan) 

iii 66 

ii 42 (-kan), iv 11 (-kan) 

iii 29 (-kan), 32 (-kan), 52 

iii 26 (-kan) 

iii 67 (-§an) 

i 51 (-asta, istarna a.), iv 8 

i 70, 71 

i 41 

i 14 (-kan) 

iii 42 (-kan) 

i 7 

i 33 

i 16 

i 6 (sanh-), 8 (uwa-), 20 (id.), 21 

(2x, id.), 51 (har[k]-), 53 

(peda-), 55 (id.), 64 (uwa-), 68b 

(wars-),13 (tarna-), ii 34 

(handai-), 35 (iya- mid.), iii 11 

(karp-), 20 (handai-), 38 (da-), 

68 (nai-), 74 (ar-), iv 3 (id.), 23 

(pai-), 24 (tiya-), 25 (pai-) 

ii 42, iv 11 

i 57 
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GLOSSARY 69 

au(§)- (cont.) 

epp-/app-

e$-/as-

e$-/a$- (mid.) 

edVad-

LVhaggazu wa ssi-

hali-

&halentuwa-

halzai-

"to see, look" (cont.) 

a-u$-zi 

a-ug-ta 

us-ki-iz-zi 

uS-kan-zi 

"to take," "to reach" (?, with 

para, see p. 57) 

e-ep-zi 

ap-pa-an-zi 

"to be" 

e-es-zi 

"to sit down" 

e-£a 

"to eat" 

a-ta-an-zi 

"waiter(?)" (see p. 58) 

ha -ag-ga -zu- wa -as-si-es 

"watch" 

ha-a-li 

"palace" (see pp. 59f.) 

6ha-le-en-tu-wa-as 

^ha-le-en-tu-u-wa-as 

&ha-li-tu-u-wa-as 

£ha-le-en-tu-u-wa-za 

^ha-le-en-tu-u-az 

see also E.GAL 

"to call (out)" 

hal-za-i 

hal-za-a-i 

hal-zi-an-zi 

hal-zi-ia-an-zi 

hal-zi-i§-sa-an-zi 

3. sg. pres. 

3. sg. pret. 

iter.-distr. 3. sg. 

pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

gen. 

dat.-loc. pi. 

abl. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

iter. 3. pi. pres. 

i 55 

i 56 

i 59 

i 19 

i 54, 56, iii 56 (-za), 58 

i 9 (-za), iii 77 

(~kany para), iv 6 (para), 32 

i 40 

ii 17 (-sail) 

iv 39 

nom. sg. com. iv 37 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. i 19 

i 5 

iv 25 

iii 71 

i 10 

i 64 

i 65 

iii 36, iv 5, 6, 44, 46 

iii 78, iv 4 

iii 75 

i 66 (-za), iii 40 (id.) 
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70 

handai-

hantezzi-

hantezziatar 

har-/hark-

ha§S-

haiku-

hatti l i  

^hila-

THE HITTITE INSTR UCTION FOR THE ROYAL BODYGUARD 

act. "to line up" 

(w. -a$ta/-kan) 

mid. "to be lined up" 

(w. -a$ta/-kan) 

"to be available" 

ha-an-da-a-iz-zi 

ha-an-da-a-an-zi 

ha-an-da-a-it-ta 

ha-an-da-it-ta-ri 

ha-an-da-a-it-ta-ri 

ha-an-da-a-an-ta-ri 

ha-an-da-a-an-za 

ha-an-da-a-an-te-es 

"first, foremost" 

ha-an-te-ez-zi 

ha-an-te-ez-zi-as 

"front position, front line" (see 

p. 58) 

ha-an-te-ez-zi-an-ni 

"to have, hold" 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

3. sg. pres. mid. 

3. pi. pres. mid. 

part. nom. sg. com. 

part. nom. pi. com. 

i 57 (Sara, -kan) 

iii 20 (-asta), 45 (-Iran), 48 (id.) 

iv 21 

i 40, iii 47 

iv 22 

ii 29 (-kan), iii 44 (id.) 

ii 35 (-asta) 

ii 33 (-kan), 35 (id.) 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. iii 69, 73 (eras.) 

gen. sg. ii 64, 65 

har-zi 

dat.-loc. sg. 

3. sg. pres. 

har-kan-zi 

"to open" 

ha-as-Sa-an-zi 

"narrow" 

ha-at-ku-u$ 

"in Hattic" 

ha-at-ti-li 

ha-at-ti-i-li 

"court(yard)" 
6hi-i-la-an 

3. pi. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

nom. sg. com. 

adv. 

acc. sg. com. 

iv 21 

i 23,25, 26, 51 (-aSta), 68b, 72b, 

ii 11, 12, 16, 23,26,34,44,45, 

61 (2x), 62, iii 8 (-za), 14 (id.), 

16 (id.), 19 (id.), 33 (id.), 43, 53, 

57, 58 (-za + -san, anda), 59, iv 

29, 34 

i 11,27, 76,79, ii 6,7, 10,33,50, 

52, 55, 57, 59, iii 46, 60, iv 31, 33 

i 20,68 (EGIR-pa) 

ii 63 

i 65 

i 65 

i 6 
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GLOSSARY 71 

^hlla- (cont.) 

^hilammar 

hilammili 

hink-

huwai-

huittiya-

huek-/huk-

"court(yard)" (cont.) 

^hi-i-la-as 

^hi-i'li 

^hi-i-la-az 

"portico" (see p. 60) 

^hi-lam-mar 

^hi-lam-na-ag 

^hi-lam-ni 

^hi-lam-na-az 

"in the manner of hilammi-mcnr 

(see p. 50) 

hi-lam-mi-li 

hi-lam-me-li 

act. "to entrust" 

(w. EGIR-pa)  

mid. "to bow" 

hi-ik-zi 

hi-in-ga-ri 

hi-in-kan-ta 

see also SUKENU(M)  

"to run" 

hu-wa-a-i 

hu-ia-an-zi 

hu-ia-an-za 

hu-ia-an-te-es 

"to draw" 

hu-it-ti-an 

"to pronounce spells" 

hu-uk-ki-is-ki-iz-zi 

gen. sg. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

abl. sg. 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. 

gen. sg. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

abl. sg. 

adv. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. sg. pres. mid. 

3. pi. pres. mid. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

pi ran h. 

part. nom. sg. com. 

piran h. 

part. nom. pi. com. 

piran h. 

EGIR-an h. 

part, nom.-acc. sg. 

neut. 

itcr.-distr. 3. sg. 

pres. 

i 4 

i 9, B-C 1,40, iv 29,32 

i 74 

i 51, iv 8, 15, 

iv 3 

i 48, iii 62, iv 36 

i 50 

i 77, ii 49, 57 

ii 53 

ii 25 (EGIR-pa), iv 20 (id.) 

ii 25 (EGIR-an) 

ii 17 

i 35 (EGIR-an) 

i 3 , 7 ,  i i  1 8  

ii 13,23 

ii 4, 8, 32, iv 2 

iv 1 

ii 39 

ii 46 
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72 

hulaliya-

Gl$huluganni/a-

THE HITTITE INSTR UCTION FOR THE ROYAL BODYGUARD 

humant-

iya- (mid.) 

lyannai-

lmma 

innara 

"to encircle" 

hu-u-la-li-it-ta-at 

hu-u-la-li-ia-u-wa-ar 

"(light) cart" (see p. 49) 
Gl$hu-lu'ga-an-ni-i<> 

GlShu-lu-ga-an-ni-in 
Gl$hu-lu'ga-an-ni'ia-as 

Gl*hu-lu-ga-an-na-as 

Gl*hu-lii'ga-an-ni 

GI$hu-Iu-ga-an-ni-ia 
Gl$hu-lu-ga-na-az 
Gl^hu-lu-ga-a-an-na-za 
Cl$hu-lu-ka~a-an-na-az 

"each, all" 

hu-u-ma~an-te-e$ 

hu-u-ma-an-da-a-as 

"to walk" 

i-it 

"to walk" 

i-ia-at-ta 

i-ia-an-ta 

l-ia-an-ta-n 

"to start walking" 

i-ia-an-na-i 

i-ia-an-ni-an-zi 

see kui$"a<> imma kuiS 

"at random" 

in-na-ra 

in-na-ra-a 

3. sg. pret. mid. 

verb, subst. nom. 

acc. sg. neut. 

nom. sg. com. 

acc. sg. 

gen. sg. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

abl. sg. 

nom. pi. com. 

dat.-loc. pi. 

2. sg. imp. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

adv. 

iii 54 

iii 39 

ii 24, iii 61 

i 69, iii 68, iv 12 

iii 76 

ii 12 

i 72b(?), ii 13, 16, 26, 38,43, iii 

48 

ii 22 

iv 18 

iii 63 

iii 71 

i 27, iii 37 

i 34 

i 49 (-kan, sara), 50 (-kan, 

katta) 

ii 34 (-kan), 62, iv 12 

ii 32, 36 (-asta), 38 (EGIR-pa), 

45,50 (katti»), 52 (katta), 54 

(katti"), 57, 58 (katti"), iii 19 

(andurza tapusa), 46, iv 3 

(EGIR-an) 

ii 47 

ii 24 (-kan, para), 21 (kattan), 

31, (-kan, anda), iii 22 

ii 19 (-za, kattan) 

i 48 

i 48 
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GLOSSARY 73 

ishiul 

isgarai-

iSkidahh-

istanana-

istarna 

idalu-

ka-

Gl^galama-

Gl$kalmus-

DVGkalti-

gamarSuwar 

-kan 

"binding rule, prescript, 

instruction" 

iS-hi-u-la-a§ 

"to line up" (see p. 53) 

is-ga-ra-a-an 

iS-ka-ra-a-an 

"to give a sign" 

is-ki-da-a-ah-hi 

"altar" 

is-ta-na-a-ni 

"between" 

is-tar-na 

"bad, evil" 

i-da-a-lu 

"this" 

ke-e-ez 

"?" (see p. 48) 
G1*ga-la-a-ma 

"lituus" 
Gl$kal-mu-us 

G1$kal-mu-sa-as 

"pot" (see p. 47) 

DVGkal-ti-ia 

"bowel movement(?)" 

ga -ma -ar-su-wa -a n -za 

-kan 

gen. sg. 

3. sg. pres. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

adv. 

acc. pi? neut. 

all. sg. 

"erg." sg. 

sentence part. 

iv 53 

part, nom.-acc. sg. ii 61 

neut. 

ii 61, 62 

iii 64 

i 24 

i 51 (/'. arha), 78, ii 1,5,44,47, 

51,56 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. i D-E 1 

dem. pron. 

abl. sg. i 17,18 

i 68b 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. ii 34 

gen. sg. iii 43 

i 36,41 

i 43 

i 4 (anda pai-), 5 (para nai-), 5 

(EGIR-pa tamaSS-), 14 (ass-), 

14 (para pcda-), D-E 4 ([ ]), 22 

(sara uwa-), 24 (arha da-), 27 

(sara uwa-), 33 (pai-), 33 

((amass-), 43 (id.), 47 (para 

pai-), 49 (kartimmiia-), 49 (Sara 

it), 50 (katta it), 50 (para pai-), 

52 (katta pai), 53 (arha mtr-), 
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-kan (cont.) 
-kdn (cont.) 

sent. part, (cont.) 

kappuwai-

Gl$kapur 

karp-

karS-

kartimmiya-

karuSSiya-

"to notice" 

kap-pu-u-iz-zi 

"yoke peg(?)" (see p. 56) 

Gl$ka-a-pu-ur 

"to lift" 

kar-pa-an-zi 

kar-pa-an-za 

"to cut, close(?)" (see p. 56) 

kar-su-wa-s° 

"to be/get angry" 

kar-di-mi-ia-it-ta 

"to be silent" 

ka-ru-u$-§i-an-zi 

3. sg. pres. 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. 

3. pi. pres. 

part. nom. sg. com. 

verb, subst. gen. sg 

3. sg. pres. mid. 

3. pi. pres. 

54 (arha la-), 57 (sara handai-), 

60 (katta pai-), 61 (id.), 62 (id.), 

63 (id.), 73 (para tarna-), 74 

(para uwa-), 78 (EGIR-pa 

istarna, nom. sent.), ii 1 (id.), 5 

(id.), 9 (ar-mid.), 15 (para 

uwa-), 23 (para iyannai-), 29 

(handai-), 31 (anda iyannai-), 

33 (handai-), 35 (id.), 39 (anda 

tarna-), 41 (arha pai-), 44 

(EGIR-pa istarna, nom. sent.), 

47 (id.), 51 (id.), 56(id.),iii4 

(dai-)y 21 (EGIR-an arha pai-), 

25 (piran arha uwa-), 29 (piran 

arha pai-), 32 (id.), 33 (EGIR-an 

arha pai-), 42 (ass-), 43 

(handai-), 45 (id.), 47 (id.), 62 

(sara peda-), 76 (para epp-), iv 6 

(katta pai-), 10 (awan arha 

pai-), 14 (Sara uwa-), 15 (id.), 

16 (id.), 18 (katta tiya-), 25 

(anda pai-), 31 (para pai-), 34 

(id.), 35 ([ ]) 

i 46 (-xa) 

iii 58 

i 7, 8 (2x), 67, iii 11 (-asta, para) 

i 20 

iii 56, iv 24a 

i 49 (-kan) 

iv 14 
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G L O S S A R Y  75 

^kaSkaStipa-

katta 

kattan 

katti» 

kattera-

ki$- (mid.) 

kiSSan 

kisSar(a )-

L^klta-

kuwapi 

"gate building" (see p. 60) 

^ga -as-ga-as-te-pa-as 

^ka-a -as-ka-aS-te-pa 

^ka-a-aS-ka-a-as-ti-pa 

^ka -a-a§-ka-as-te-pa-az 

"down" 

kat-ta 

"down" 

"below, next to" 

kat-ta-an 

"next to" 

kat-ti-is-mi 

"lower" 

kat-te-ra 

"to become" 

ki-Sa -ri 

"thus" 

ki-is-sa-an 

"hand" 

ki-iS-sa-ri-i 

ki-is-Sa-ra-az 

"reciter(?)" 

LVki-i-ta-a$ 

"when, where, how" 

"somewhere, anywhere'1 

(after man) 

ku-wa-pi 

gen. sg. 

all. sg. 

abl. sg. 

prev. 

k. iya-

k. nai-

k. pa l-

k. peda-

k.dai-

k. tiya-

adv. 

adv., postpos. 

adj. 

all. sg. 

3. sg. pres. 

adv. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

abl. sg. 

nom. sg. com. 

conj., adv. 

i 8 

ii 28 

i 67 

iv 27 

i 50 (-kan), ii 51 (?) 

iv 47 

i 52 (-kan), 60 (id.), 61 (id.), 62 

(id.), 63 (id.), iv 7 (id.) 

i 53 {-asta), 55 (id.) 

iv 29 

iv 18 (id.), 24 (-asta) 

ii 27 

i 36,41, 76, ii 14, 19, 20, 27, iii 

34 

ii 3, 7 (-ti«-mi»-)> 10, 50, 54 

(-mi«-ia»)y 58 

iv 15 

iii 70 

iii 64, iv 43, 46,48 

iii 4 

iii 57 

iii 72, 75, iv 4,6 

i 21,28, 57, ii 32, 63, iii 24, iv 9 

(2x), 23, 30 

oi.uchicago.edu
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kui-
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kui§"a§ imma 

kui-

kuiSki 

kuit 

kuitman 

kuranna-

kurur 

kutt-

la-

lamniya-

luili 

"who, which" 

"someone, something" 

ku-iS 

ku-in 

ku-it 

ku-e-da-ni 

ku-i-e~e$ 

ku-e 

"whoever" 

ku-i-na-an im-ma ku-in 

"someone, something" 

ku-iS-ki 

ku-in-ki 

ku-it-ki 

"because" 

ku-it 

"while, until" 

ku-it-ma-an 

"?" (see p. 45) 

ku-ra-an-ni-it 

"hostility" 

ku-u-ru~ra-as 

"wall" 

ku-uz-za 

ku-ut-ti 

ku-ut-ta-az 

"to unbind, take off' 

la-a-i 

"to call, name" 

lam-ni-iz-zi 

"in Luwian" 

lu-u-i'Ii 

rel. pron., indef. 

pron. (after 

man) 

nom. sg. com. 

acc. sg. com. 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

nom. pi. com. 

nom.-acc. pi. neut. 

indef. rel. pron. 

acc. sg. com. 

indef. pron. 

nom. sg. com. 

acc. sg. com. 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. 

conj. 

conj. 

instr. sg. 

gen. sg. 

nom. sg. com. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

abl. sg. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

adv. 

i 10, 16, D-E 1,23,35,45,57, 

61,72b, ii 20, 26,60,64,66, iii 1, 

9,16,19, 27, 33,42, 53 (2x), 56, 

iv 21, 22, 24 

i 25,43, 62, iii 36,51,iv 34 

ii 64, 66, iv 29 

i 70 

i 27, iii 15, 18,42,45 

i 14, iii 60, iv 31 

iii 36 

i 19b, 12, 13, iii 9, iv 20, 22 

i 73 (2x), iii 35 

i 20 

i 23, 56, iii 43 

iv 37 

i 8 

iii 35 

i 10, 16 

i D-E 4 

i 17, 18 

i 54 (-kan, arha) 

i 30 

iv 45 
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lukkatta 

iustani-

-ma 

"in the morning" 

lu-uk-kat-ta 

"postern" (see pp. 47f.) 

lu-uS-ta-ni-ia 

lu-us-ta-ni-ia-az 

lu-u<>~da-ni-ia-az 

"but, however" 

-ma(-) 

adv. 

all. sg. 

abl. sg. 

conj. 

mahhan "when" conj. 

ma-a-ah-ha-an 

makkeS- "to become too many" 

ma-ak-ke-es-zi 3. sg. pres. 

man "if, when" conj. 

ma-a-an(-) 

ma-a-n 

manni (n)kuwa- "near" adj. 

ma-an-ni-ku-wa-an 

ma -an-ni-in-ku-wa -an 

i 6 

i 51, iv 35 

i 53, iv 7 

i 61 

i 5, 7, 8 (<-ma>), 19b (2x), 11, 

13,16, 17, 18, B-C 1, D-E 3, 25, 

27,29, 30, 38,39,43,45,47,48 

(2x), 50 (2x), 51, 53, 54, 55, 57, 

60,64, 65,68b, 69, 70, 71, 78, ii 

1,5,9,11,15,16,17,20,21,22, 

23,24,26,27, 32, 38, 39 (2x), 

44,47,49,51,53,56, 57,60,62, 

63,66,68, iii 5,12,13,14,17, 

19,23,24,25,29,31 (2x), 35, 

38,41,42,45,47,48,51,54,55, 

58,60,61,63,67,68,75,76, iv 1 

(2x), 2, 3,4, 5,10, 12, 14 (2x), 

16,18,20,22, 23 (2x),24c,31, 

34,35,36,42,45,47 (2x), 50 

i 22,23, 64, ii 23, 27, 29, iii 13, 

17,20, 52,61,74,76, iv 3, 5, 8, 

12,18,24,42 

i 13 

i 19b, 20, 11, D-E 1,D-E 3, 29, 

31,39,43,50,53,54,57, 70, ii 

63,64,66,68, 70, iii 7,15(2x), 

23,31,35,37,42,47,51,55,63, 

iv 15, 18,20,22, 35(?) 

i 21, D-E 3, 33,48, ii 48 (2x), 52 

(2x), iii 8, iv 23 

i 17 

i 19 
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manninkuwahh-

-mi-

mema-

memiya(n)-

menafihanda 

mer-

Gl5mukar 

nahSaratt-

nai-

namma 

naSma/naSSu 

^^niSili 

nil 

"to come near" 

ma-an-ni-in-ku-wa-ah-hi 

"my, mine" 

(dUTU -Sl)'S° 

"to say, speak" 

me-ma-i 

"word, message" 

me-mi-an 

"against, opposite" 

me-na-ah-ha-an-da 

"to go away, disappear" 

mi-ir-zi 

"sistrum(?)" (see pp. 50f.) 

Gl$mu-kar 

Gl$mu~u-kar 

"fear" 

na-ah-sa-ra-az 

"to turn" 

ne-ia-an-zi 

ne-e-a-ri 

ne-ia-an 

ne-e-an-te-es 

"then, again" 

nam-ma 

"either, or" 

A na-aS-ma B 

A na-aS-ma B na-as-ma C 

na-aS-Su A na-aS-ma B 

"in Hittite" 

"and" 

nil 

3. sg. pres. 

poss. pron. 

nom. sg. com. 

3. sg. pres. 

acc. sg. 

adv., postpos. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

3. sg. pres. mid. 

part. nom.-acc. sg. 

neut. 

nom. pi. com. 

adv. 

conj. 

adv. 

conj. 

iii 72 

i 46 

i D-E 3, D-E 5, iii 5 

iii 23 

i 9, iii 59, iv 24b, 24c 

i 53 (-/can, arha) 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. ii 12 

ii 45 

nom. sg. com. i 59 

iii 68 (-asta, EGIR-pa) 

i D-E 4, iii 63 

iv 47 (katla) 

i 5 (-kan, para ) 

i 77, ii 1,5, 17, 51, 56 (2x), 64, 

iii 6, 11, iv 5, 6, 50 

i 20, D-E 1(?), iii 7,31,47,53 

iii 54 

i 21,21b, 12-13,49-50, ii 65, iii 

35-36 

iii 64 

i 20,21, 21b, 10 (2x), 19,22,23, 

42,43,45,51,56, 58 (2x),61, 

65,66, 67,68, 72b, 78, ii 5, 22, 
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nu (cont.) "and" (cont.) 

nu (cont.) 

conj. (cont.) 

na-as-ta 

nu-kan 

nu-uS-sa-an 

nu-za 

nu-za-kan 

nu-wa-ra-an 

na-aS 

na-aS-kan 

na-aS-za 

na -aS-za-kan 

na-an 

na-an-Sa-an 

na-an-za 

na-an-si 

na-at 

na-at-kan 

na-at-Sa-an 

na-at-za 

na-at-Sa-ma-as 

nu-us-si 

nu-uS-si-kan 

nu-uS 

nu-u$-ma-a$ 

nu-uS-ma-aS-k£n 

25,30, 32,34,44,46,47,51 

(eras.), 56,60, 68, 70, iii 9, 15, 

18,37,42,51, 53 (3x), 55, 57 

(2x), 59, 63,64,66,69,71 (2x), 

72,75, 77, iv 3,4,6, 13, 18, 19 

(2x), 21, 22, 23,24,27,29, 35, 

37 (2x), 43 

i 6, 8,20,21,51,53, 55,64,68b, 

73, ii 34,35, iii 11,20, 38, 68, 74, 

iv 24,25 

i 14,62 

i 16,44,46, iv 26 

i 9, iii 14,33,43,56, iv 32(?) 

i 5 

i 57 

i 23, 34, ii 12,13,26,28,42, 63, 

iii 2, 10 (2x), 22,23, 25, 27, 29, 

34,52, iv 11, 24a, 48 

ii 31, iii 32, iv 10, 34,35 

i 68(?) 

i D-E 4 

i 25, 54, 58, ii 69 

i 24 

i 31 (2x) 

i 21,26 

i 3, 8, 15,40, 71, 77, ii 8, 18,45, 

65,67, iii 3, 5, 7, 13, 15, 18, 39, 

49, 56, 59,60, iv 29, 32 

i 4, 14,27,61,74, ii 33, 35, iii 4, 

43,62, iv 15,31 

i 4 

ii 18, iii 39, iv 39,41 

iii 46 

i 35, 36, 39 

i 24,49, 54, ii 29, iii 45 

i D-E 2 

ii 6, 10 

iii 47 
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pai-

T H E  H I T T I T E  I N S T R  U C T I O N  F O R  T H E  R O Y A L  B O D Y G U A R D  

pai-/piya-

para 

"to go" 

pa-i-mi 

pa-iz-zi 

KI.MIN 

pa-a-an-zi 

pa-id-du 

pa-is-ki-it-ta 

pa-i§-kan-da 

pa-is-kan-ta 

"to give" 

pa-a-i 

pi'-an-zi 

"forth, out, away' 

pa-ra-a 

1. sg. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

anda p. 

andan p. 

EGIR-an arha p. 

EGIR-a/Kta p. 

arahza p. 

a wan arha p. 

katta p. 

kattan p. 

para p. 

pi ran arha p. 

3. pi. pres. 

anda p. 

EGIR-pa p. 

EGYR-anda p. 

katta p. 

para p. 

3. sg. imp. 

iter.-distr. 3. sg. 

pres. mid. 

3. pi. pres. mid. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

prev. 

p. eppVapp-

p. iyannai-

p. karp-

p. nai-

36 

33 (-Aran), 44, 45, ii 13,39,42, 

ii 6, 10, 28,30, 34, 61, 71, iv 8, 

1,48 

i 63, iv 23(-a$ta), 25 (-kan) 

v 10 

ii 21 (-kan), 33 (-kan) 

ii 27, 28 

64 

i 42 (-kan), iv 11 (-kan) 

52 (-kan) 

41 

47 (-kan), 50 (-kan), iv 34 

[-kan) 

ii 29 (-kan), 32 (-kan), 52 

v 36 

3,67, iii37, iv 9 

4 (-kan), iv 26 (-asta) 

ii 15 

ii 39,41, 49 (2x) 

v 7 (-kan) 

v 32 (-kan) 

42,45 

63 (-kan, katta) 

60 (-kan, katta), 61 (id.) 

63 (-kan, katta) 

i 21,25, ii 21, 22, 30 (para), 41, 

iii 62, iv 39 

i 21,28, iii 61, iv 41 

iii 77 (-kan), iv 5 

ii 24 (-kan) 

iii 11 (-asta) 

i 5 (-kan) 
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para (cont.) "forth, out, away" (cont.) prev. (cont.) 

pa-ra-a (cont.) p. pai-

p. pai-/piya-

p.piya-

p. pcda-

p. tarna-

p. tiya-

p. uwa-

"further" 

parna- "house" 

par-na("ssa) 

KV$pardugganni- "bow case" 
KV$par-du-ug-ga -a n-ni 

-pat 

-pat 

adv. 

all. sg. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

emphatic part. 

piya-

pehute-

piran 

peSSiya-

"to send" 

pf-i-e-ez-zi 

pe-e-ia-an-za 

pf-i-e-es-ki-iz-zi 

"to lead away" 

p&-hu-ta-an-zi 

"before, in front of' 

pf-ra-an 

"before, in front of' 

"to throw" 

p6-e§-si-an-zi 

3. sg. pres. 

part. nom. sg. com 

iter.-distr. 3. sg. 

pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

prev. 

p. ar- (mid.) 

p. huwai-

p. tiya-

p. arha pai-

p. arha uwa-

postpos. 

3. pi. pres. 

i 47 (-kan), 50, iv 31 (-kan), 34 

(id.) 

ii 30 

i 30 (-za), 31 (id.), 32 (id.), 62 

(id.) 

i 14 (-kan) 

i 73 (-kan) 

iii 44 

i 8b (-asta), 21 (2x, id.),21b(?, 

-San), 65 (-aSta), 74 (-kan), ii 15 

(-kan) 

i 36, 37 

iii 61 

ii 40 

i B-C 1.D-E2, 34,51, 71, iii 10, 

1 4 , 2 3 , 2 5 , 2 8 ,  i v 8 , 9  

i 31 (para, -za), 32 (id.) 

i 12 

i 62 (para, -za) 

iii 52 

i 35 

i 3,7, ii 4, 8, 13, 18, 32, iv 2 

ii 48, 53 

iii 29 (-kan), 32 (id.), 52 

iii 26 (-kan) 

ii 22, 63 

iv 27 

oi.uchicago.edu



82 

peda-

peda-

pidda-

punuSS-

L^8ala§ha 

-San 

Sanh-

Sara 

Sarazzi-

THE HITTITE  INSTR  UCTION FOR THE ROYAL BODYGUARD 

"place, spot" 

p6-e-ta-an 

pi-di 

"to transport, carry, take to" 

pe-da-i 

p6-e-da-i 

pe-e-da~an-zi 

"to run" 

pfd-da-a-i 

pft-te-an-zi 

pft-ti-ia-an-zi 

"to question" 

pu-nu-us-sa-an-zi 

"groom(?)" (see p. 48) 

L^§a-Ia-a$-ha 

^Sa-la-aS-ha-aS 

LCj.MES §a-a-ia-a$'hi-es 

lu.meS sa-a-la-as-hi-is 

Lti-MES §a -a -la -as-ha -as 

-$a-an 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. i 9, iii 14 

dat.-loc. sg. iv 9 (<pidi>) 

"to sweep" 

$a-an-ha-an-zi 

"up" 

Sa-ra-a 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

stem form 

nom. sg. com. 

nom. pi. com. 

gen. pi. 

sentence part. 

"up,above" 

"upper" 

Sa-ra-a-az-zi 

3. pi. pres. 

prev. 

S. ar- (mid.) 

s. iya- (mid.) 

s. pai-

peda-

s. uwa-

adv. 

adj. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

i 53 (-kan, katta) 

i 55 (-a§ta, katta), iii 55, 62 

(-kan, sara) 

i 14 (-kan, para) 

iii lO(EGIR-pa) 

ii 17 

iii 66 (EGIR-an, arha) 

i 58 

iii 60 

iii 61 

i 69 

iii 67 

ii 23 

i 4 (tiya-), 21 ([uwa-/pai-]), 16 

(ar- mid.), 24 (dai-), 44 (ar-), 46 

(id.), ii 16 (e$-/as- mid.), iii 58 

(har[k]-), 67 ([ ]), iv 26 (uwa-) 

i 6 (-asta) 

i 12 

i 49 (-kan) 

i 2 

iii 62 (-kan) 

i 22 (-kan), 28 (id.), iv 15 (id.), 

16 (id.), 17 (id.), 27 (San) 

i 57, iv 51 (?) 

iv 16 
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Sariya-

Sarkanti-

-si 

-§i-

Sehur 

iter 

-smas 

-smi-

suwa-

ZABAR §[jfzj-

"file" 

Sa-a-ri-ia-as 

sa-a-ri-i-e~eS 

"defendant^)" (see p. 48) 

sar-kan-ti-is 

§ar-kan-ti-in 

sar-kan-ti 

Sar-kan-ti-i 

Sar-kan-te-eS 

Sar-kan-du-us 

sar-kdn-ti-us 

sar-kan-ti-i-us 

"(to) him/her" 

-Si 

"his, her" 

-Si-it 

-& 

"urine" (see p. 47) 

se-e-hu-na-an-za 

se-e-hu-na 

"up,above" 

Se-er 

"to them" 

°S-ma-as 

-sa-ma-as 

(-ma)-as<-ma-as> 

"their" 

°$-mi 

"to fill" 

su-u-un-ta-an } 

"bit" (see p. 56) 

zabai*§u-u-ur-zi 

nom. sg. com. 

nom. pi. 

nom. sg. com. 

acc. sg. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

nom. pi. 

acc. pi. 

encl. pcrs. pron. 

erg. sg. 

all. sg. 

adv., prev. 

encl. pers. pron. 

end. poss. pron. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

ii 37, iv 8 

ii 36, 37 

iii 31 

i 61, ii 68, iii 13, 17,20,21,32, 

52 

iii 18 

iii 22 

iii 51 

iii 1 

iii 53 

iii 9 

i 21, 24, 26, 35, 36,49, 54, ii 29, 

39,40, 63, iii 6, 12, 14,45 

encl. poss. pron. 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. i 35 

all. sg. iii 61 

134 

i44,45,46 

iii 67 (§. arha [ ]) 

i 71, 76, ii 6, 10, 20, 49, 50,53, 

54, 58, iii 41,47 

iii 37,46 

ii 57, iv 1 

ii 3,7,50, 54,58 (all with 

kalti") 

part, nom.-acc. sg. ii 41 

neut. 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. iii 57 
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ta 

da-

tahaya-

dai-

takSan 

takSulai-

tamai-

tamaSSVtameSS-

tapuSa 

tapuSza 

"and" 

ta 

"to take" 

da-a-i 

ta-an-zi 

(Hattic) "barber" 

ta-ha-ia 

ta-ha-ia-an 

"to put" 

da-a-i 

ti-an-zi 

ti-ia-an-te-eS 

"half, middle" 

tak-Sa-an 

"to make peace" (see p. 53) 

tak-Su-la-a-an 

"other" 

ta-ma-i$ 

ta-ma-in 

da-me-ta-ni 

da-ma-a-e-e$ 

"to press" 

ta-ma-a$-zi 

ta-ma-a-as-zi 

ta-me-eS-Sa-an-zi 

ta-me-e§-!>a-an 

"to/on the side" 

ta-pu-Sa 

ta-pu-u-Sa 

"to/on the side" 

ta-pu-us-za 

conj. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

part, nom.-acc. sg. 

neut. 

adj. 

nom. sg. com. 

acc. sg. com. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

nom. pi. com. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

part, nom.-acc. sg. 

neut. 

adv. 

adv. 

i 6, ii 43 

i 24 (-kan, arha), ii 31 (-za), iv 

10 

iii 39 (-asta, arha), 43 (-za), 50 

(id.) 

stem form i 65 

Hitt. acc. sg. com. i 65 

3. pi. pres. 

part. nom. pi. com. iv 9 

adv. 

i 25 (-san, EGIR-pa), 52, iii 4 

(-kan), 56, iv 30 (katta) 

i 15, iv 33 

ii 35,45, iv 8 

ii 60 

iv 20 

iii 17 

i 36 

iii 44 

i 43 (-za-kan) 

i 34 (-za-kan) 

i 6 (-za-kan, EGIR-pa) 

iii 59 

iii 19 (andurza t.) 

ii 60, iii 65 

i 70,72 
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tarh-

tarriyanalli-

tarkummiya-

tarna-

tarup-

tatrant-

te-Aar-

tiya-

"to be able" 

tar-ha-an 

"man of third rank" (see p. 47) 
L^tar-ri-ia -na -a l-li-is 

L^tar-ri'ia-na-al-li 

"to announce" 

tar-kum-mi'ia-an-zi 

"to let go" 

tar-na-i 

tar-na-an-zi 

tar-na-an-za 

tar-na-an 

"to complete, assemble" 

ta-ru-up-ta-at 

"raging, goring" 

ta-at-ra-an-ta-an 

"to say, speak" 

te-ez-zi 

"to step, lake a stand" 

ti-i-e-ez-zi 

ti-ia-zi 

ti-ia-az-zi 

ti-en-zi 

ti-ia-u-an-zi 

ti-ia-u-wa-ar 

ti-in-ti-es 

ti-ia-an-te-es 

ti-iS-Sa -kan~zi 

part, nom.-acc. sg. i 71 

neut. 

nom. sg. com. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

3. pi. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

part. nom. sg. com. i 13 

part, nom.-acc. sg. ii 40 (-kan) 

neut. 

3. sg. pret. mid. 

adj. 

acc. sg. com. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

inf. 

i 38 

i 37 

i 58 

i 73 (-aSta anda), 73 (-kan, 

para), ii 64, 66 

iii 14 (arha) 

iii 54 

ii 65 

i 36, 37 (2x), 38, 39,42,43,45, 

iii 53, 54,64, iv 48 

i 48,49, iii 11, iv 18 (-kan, 

kalta) 

ii 28 (EGIR-an), iv 24 (-asta, 

katta) 

ii 14 (kattan), 43, iii 34 (kattan) 

i 4 (San), 70, 71, iii 45 

i 70 

subst. verb, nom.- i 71 

acc. sg. neut. 

part. nom. pi. com. ii 48 (piran) 

ii 53 (piran) 

iter.-distr. 3. pi. iv 30 

pres. 
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tepaweSS-

tittanu-

L^duyanalli-

dunnakeSSar 

THE HITTITE  INSTR  UCTION FOR THE ROYAL BODYGUARD 

dudduSke-

uwa-

uwate-

ukturi-

uda-

"lo become few" 

te-pa-u-e-es-zi 

"to put" 

ti-it-ta-nu-zi 

ti-it-ta-nu-wa-an-zi 

"man of second rank" (see p. 47) 

L^du-ia-na-a]-li-iS 

L^du-ia-na-al-li 

"inner chamber(s)" 

du-un-na-ke-eS-ni 

du-un-na-ki-is-na 

du-u[n-

"to (be in) command" 

du-ud-du-uS-ki-iz-zi 

"to come" 

u-iz-zi 

u-wa -an-zi 

u-i$-kan-da -ri 

"to bring" 

u-wa-te-ez-zi 

u-wa-da-an-zi 

"permanent, unchanging" 

uk-tu-u-ri 

"to bring" 

u-da-i 

u-da-an-du 

3. sg. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

nom. sg. com. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

all. sg. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

EGIR-pa u. 

EGIR-anda u. 

para u. 

piran arha u. 

3. pi. pres. 

para u. 

Sara u. 

itcr.-distr. 3. pi. 

pres. mid. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

adj. 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. imp. 

iii 38 

ii 15, iv 13 

ii 70 

i 39 

i 38 

iv 30 

iv 49 

iv 42 

i B-C 1, D-E 2 

i 21,21b, iv 43 

iii 24,25 

iii 24 

i 21 (-asta, 2x), 21b (-asta), 65 

(-asta), ii 15 (-kan) 

iii 26 (-kan) 

i 8b (-asta) 

i 22 (-kan), 28 (-kan), iv 15 

(-kan), 16 (-kan), 17 (-kan), 27 

(-San) 

i 74 

iii 17 

ii 68 

i 71 

iii 23 

iv 44 
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uttar 

-wa(-)/-war-

wahnu-

waks-

warS-

waStul 

weh-/wah-

wek-

wemiya-

weSS'/wass-

weda-

GI§ widuli-

-za 

"word, matter" 

ut-tar 

-wa(-) 

-wa-r° 

"to (make) turn" 

wa-ah-nu-an-zi 

wa-ah-nu-wa-an-zi 

"to lack, be missing' 

wa-ak-aS-si-zi 

"to wipe" 

wa-ar-si 

"fault" 

wa-as-tul 

wa-as-du-li 

"to turn" 

u-e-eh-zi 

"to ask for, demand'1 

u-e-ek-zi 

"to find" 

u-e-mi-an-zi 

"to dress" 

u-e-es-sa-an-ta 

"to bring" 

u-i-da-a-iz-zi 

"?" (see pp. 5If.) 
Gl$u-i-du-u-li-ia 

-za 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. i 46 

quotative part. 

3. pi. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. sg. pres. 

3. pi. pres. 

3. pi. pres. mid. 

3. sg. pres. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

reflexive part. 

-za epp-/app-

-za ed-/ad-

-za halzai-

-za har(k)-

-za iyannai-

-za kappuwai-

-za piya-

-za da

i 36,49, 50, 56, 57, iii 54 (2x) 

141,42,44,45,57 

i 69 

iv 12 

i 20 

i 69 (-asla, arha) 

nom.-acc. sg. neut. ii 66, 67 

dat.-loc. i 54, 56 

iii 69 

iii 3, 55 

iii 16 (EGIR-pa) 

i 77, ii 49, 53, 58 

i 62, iii 9, 53 

ii 28 

i 9, iii 56 

iv 39,41 

i 65, iii 39 

iii 14,33,58 

ii 18 

i 46 

i 29, 31 (2x), 62 

iii 43, 50, iv 47 
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-za (cont.) -za (cont.) 

(URUDU)2aid!ci-

zanu-

zinna-

-az 

"(door) bolt" (see p. 44) 

URUDU za-ak-ke-eS 

urudu za -ak-ki-in 

za-ak-ki^ A 

"to cook, boil" 

za-nu-wa-an 

"to finish" 

zi-in-na-an-ta-ri 
L^zinzinuil (a/i)- "z-man" 

LUME§zj-in-zi-nu-u-i-lc-e-cs 

reflexive part. 

(cont.) 

-za tamcss- i 5, 33,43 

~za[? ] i D-E 4, 68 

-azhar(k)- iii 8,16, 19 

-azda- ii 30 

nom. sg. com. i 20 

acc. sg. com. i 8, 67, iv 27 

nom.-acc. pi. neut. i 7 

part, nom.-acc. sg. iv 38,40 

neut. 

3. pi. pres. mid. iii 51 

nom. pi. com. i 75 

SUMERIAN 

LTJA.ZU 

L0ALAN.ZU9 

ANSE.KUR.RA 

GISBAN 

"physician" 

L0A.ZU 

"chanter(?)" (see p. 57) 

LTI.MESALAN ZLJ9 

L0.MESALAN .ZU,-T/M 

ANSE.GIR.NUN.NA "mule" 

ANSE.GIR.NUN.NA 

anSE.GIR.NUN.NA.HI.A 

"horse" 

ANSE.KUR.RA 

ANSE.KUR.RA.HI.A 

"bow" 

giSban 

pi. 

pi. 

pi. 

ii 45,46 

iii 74, 77, iv 

iii 72 

iii 67 

iv 5 

iii 57 

ii 65 

ii 39 

DUB "tablet" 

DUB iv 53 
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DUGUD 

DUMU.E.GAL 

DUMU.KIN 

KUSE.SIR 

E.GA 

E.GAL 

E NA«KlSlB 

kuSE.MA.URU.URU 

E LCMUyALDIM 

EGIR-pa 

see LU.DUGUD and 

LU.SUKUR.DUGUD 

"palace attendant" 

DUMU.E.GAL 

DUMU.E.GAL-TIM 

DUMU.MES.E.GAL 

DUMU.MES.E.GAL-TIM 

see UGULA DUMU.MES.KIN 

"shoe" 

KUSE.SIR 

"house" 

E 

"dairy" 

E.GA 

"palace" 

E.GAL-LIM 

E.GAL-L/M-a(z • 

see also ̂ halerttuwa-

"store house" 

E NA<KI$IB 

"quiver" 

kuSE.MA.URU.URU 

"kitchen" 

E L°MUHALDIM 

"back" 

EGIR-pa 

pi. 

abl. sg. 

"again, back" 

prev. 

E. hasS-

E. hink-

E. nai-

E. pai-

E. pidda-

E. lame§§-

E. dai-

E. wcmiya-

adv. 

i 21 (2x), D-E 2,29, 64, ii 11, 

21, 27, 33, 39, iii 23, 31,44 

ii 36 

ii 29, 37,42, iii 13,24, 30 

(<MES>?), 64, 66, iv 40 

i 60, iii 12, iv 10 

i 54, ii 49, 53, 57 

i 19b, 13 

iv 38 

i 46, 58, iv 14,52 

iv 35 

i 20 

ii 40 

iv 38,48 

i 68 

ii 25, iv 19 

iii 68 (-asta) 

iii 15 

iii 10 

i 6 {-za-kari) 

i 24 (-san) 

iii 16 

i D-E 4, ii 1,5,44,47,51,56, iii 

24,28 
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EG IR-pa (cont.) 

EGIR-an 

"behind" (cont.) 

see also appa 

"after, behind" 

EGIR-an 

EGIR-ancfa (see p. 55) "afterwards" 

EGIR-a/i-da 

"after, behind' 

EGIR-a/i-cia 

ERIN.MES 

GA 

GA.KU, 

G,GAG.U.TAG.GA 

GAL 

EGIR-an-(a 

"troops" 

ERIN.MES 

ERIN.MES-az 

ERIN.MES-an 

see E.GA 

"sweet milk" 

GA.KU, 

"arrow" 

giGAG.U.TAG.GA 

"great, big" 

GAL 

GAL-/s 

GAL-az 

GAL-/a-az 

"chicF' 

GAL1-1-1^-^Sa-a-la-as-ha-as 

GAL DUMU.MES.E.GAL 

GALl0 meSKUS, 

GAL LU.MES.SUKUR 

postpos. 

prev., postjx)s. 

E. ar-(mid.) 

E. Ijink-

E. huwai-

E. iya-

E. pai-

E. pittiya-

E. liya-

E. [ ? J 

adv. 

adv., prev. 

pi. 

nom. sg. com. 

acc.sg. 

nom. sg. com. 

abl. sg. 

ii 38 

iii 12, 15, 18 

ii 24 

i 35, iv 1 

iv 2 

iii 21 (-tan, E. arha), 33 (id.), 73 

iii 66 (E. arha) 

ii 28, iii 2 

iii 6 

iii 23 

iii 24, 27, 28, 37, 39,41,49 (2x), 

iv 24 

iv 19 

i 76, iii 35, 36 (2x) 

ii 60 

iii 35 

iv 40 

ii 40 

i 24, iv 8(7), 22 

i 21 

iv 26 

i 60,62,63, 67 

ii 23 

ii 16, 21, 22,24, iii 12, iv 20 

iii 7 

ii 50 
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GAL (cont.) 

GAR.RA 

GI 

GISGIGIR 

GlS 

GISGU.ZA 

GUB-la-

GUD 

GUSKIN 

L0I.DUS 

"great, big" (cont.) 

GAL ME-SE-DI 

see also KA.GAL 

"decorated, inlaid" 

(G|SSUKUR) GAR.RA 

(giS$UKUR.GUSKIN) GAR.RA 

"key(?)" (see p. 46) 

GI 

"chariot" (sec pp. 55f.) 

C|SGIG1R 
GlSGIGIR-za 

"wood, (wooden) stick" 

GLS.HI.A 

"stool" (see p. 51) 
CISGU.ZA 

see also LU.GU.ZA 

"left" 

GUB-/a-as 

GUB-la -as 

GUB-Ii 

GUB-za 

GVB-Ia-az 

GUB-la-za 

"ox" 

GUD 

see giSSUKUR.GUSK1N, 

LU(GIS)SUKUR.GUSKIN and 

UGULA.10.SUKUR. 

GUSKIN 

"gate keeper" 
L01.DU» 

abl. sg. 

pi. 

nom. sg. com. 

gen. sg. 

dat.-loc. sg. 

abl. sg. 

i 22 (2x), 39,41,42,44,45, ii 

25, iii 4,5 (2x), 6, 7,14,18,53, 

54, iv 19 (2x), 24 

iv 29 

ii 11 

i 20,21 

iii 55, 56, 59, iv 24a 

iv 23, 24 

ii 7, 59 (or both GlS<PA>.HI.A?, 

see p. 50) 

i 72b, ii 15,26, 30, iii 55, iv 10, 

13 

ii 61 

iv 24c 

iii 67 

ii 13 

ii 26, 33,43, 61, iii 23, 58, iv 11 

(2x) 

i 71 

ii 65 

i 28,49,52, 54,55 (2x), 56, 58, 

66, iii 62, iv 26, 36 
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L0I.DU, (cont.)  

GiSjo 

IGI 

IKU 

KA 

KA.GAL 

KASKAL 

KI.MIN 

"gate keeper" (cont.)  

LU.MESJ DU, 

LO.MESj ,DU»-as 

"doorleaP' 

GISIG-TIM 

"eye" 

IGI.HI.A 

(length measure of ca. 15 m.) 

IKU 

"door, doorway" 

KA-us 

KA-as 

"gate" 

KA.GAL 

KA.GAL -TIM 

KA.GAL-a<f 

KA.GAL-az 

"road, route, journey" 

KASKAL- is  

KASKAL-AN 

"ditto" 

KI.MIN 

pi. 

dat.-loc. pi. 

pi. 

pi. 

(pi. tantum) 

acc. pi. com. 

dat.-loc. 

(pi. tantum) 

dat.-loc. pi? 

dat.-loc. pi. 

abl. 

nom. sg. com 

acc. sg. 

L0KISAL.LUY 

KU, 
LU 

LU.DUGUD 

LU.GU.ZA 

LU.SIG3 

sweeper" 

LO.MESKISAL.LUH pi. 

Lf-MESKISAL.LUH-A.I< dat.-loc. pi. 

see GA.KU, 
"man, human being" 

LU-LUM 

"officer" (see p. 53) 

LU.MES.DUGUD- TIM pi. 

"man-of-the-stool" 

LU.GU.ZA 

"corporal(?)" (see p. 53) 

LU.MES.SIGR TIM pi. 

i 8,15 

i 3 

i 68 

i 5 

i 78, ii 5,38,44,47,51,56,62 

i 69 

i 4,17, 19 

iv 16 

iv 16 

iii 72, 74, iv 4, 5, 14 

i 60,67 

ii 63 

i 12, iii 25, 28 

iv 2 

(= GISSUKUR.HI.A), 

iv 36 (= paizzi)  

i 8b 

i 3 

i 32 

ii 48, 52 

ii 30 

ii 48, 53 
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LO.SUKUR 

LUGISSUKUR 

LU.SUKUR.DUGUD 

LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN 

LUGISSUKUR. 

GUSKIN 

LU LIMSERI 

UJ.ME^mvHahha 

LUGAL 

L0MUHALDIM 

spearman 

LO.SUKUR 

LU.MES.SUKUR 

"spearman" 

LUG|SSUKUR 

"high-ranking spearman" 

LU.MES.SUKUR.DUGUD 

"gold-spear-man" 

LU.SUKUR.GUSKIN 

LU.ME$.SUKUR.GU$KIN 

"gold-spear-man" 

LUG|SSUKUR.GU$KIN 

"man-of-a-field-balallion" 

LU.MES Ll-IMSE-RI 

"people from the city of Plahha' 

L\J.ME$mvHa-ah-ha 

"king" 

LUGAL 

LUGAL-u.s 

LUGAL-uh 

LUGAL-i 

see E L0MUHALDIM 

pi. 

pi. 

pi. 

pi. 

nom. sg. com. 

acc. sg. 

dal.-loc. sg. 

iv 47, 50 

ii 47, iii 38 («HI.A»), 69,73, 

iv 1,8, 9,45 

ii 40 

ii 9,17 

i 21,21b, 18, 30,68, ii 10,20,44, 

iii 2, 10, iv 26,29,43,45 

i 16, 18, iv 2 

i 66, ii 18 

ii 2, 51, 56, iii 69 

iv 1,2, 14 

ii 25 

i 29, 30,64, ii 15,16, iii 3, 36, 

55, 56, iv 18,24, 25 

iv 19 

ii 8,9,22, iii 54, iv 24 

•"^NI'G.LAM 

NIMGIR.ERIN.MES 

"festive dress" 

t0gNI'G.LAM.HI.A 

"army bailiff" 

NIMGIR.ERIN.MES 

see also UGULA 

NIMGIR.ERIN.MES 

pi. ii 49, 53, 57 

i 21, ii 3, 7, 50,54, 58, iii 54 

ciSpA "staff, stick" 

ciSpA 

GlSPA-an acc. sg. 

i 23,24,76, ii 23, iii 57,58 

i 25 
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GlSPA (cont.) 

G,sPA-uwant-

SIGJ 

SIGs-a- (mid.) 

SIR 

L05A.TAM 

L0SU.I 

GLSSUKUR 

"staff, slick" (cont.) 

GlSPA.yi.A 

"provided with a staff" 
GlSPA-u-wa-an-le-eS 

GlSPA.HI.A-u-wa-an-fe-e£ 

"good" 

SIG3- TIM 

see also LU.SIG, 

"to become good, to be done" 

SIG s-at-ta 

"to sing" 

SIR-RV 

"quartermasler" 
L0SA.TAM 

"barber" 
UJ$U.I 

"spear" 
GISSUKUR 

pi. 

adj. 

nom. pi. com 

pi. 

3. sg. pres. 

GIS$UKUR.(GUSKIN.)GAR.RA 

see also GAR.RA 

GISSUKUR.HI.A pi.  

GISSUKUR.GUSKIN 

G,STUKUL 

UD 

UGULA DUMU. 
MES.KIN 

"gold-spear" 
G,SSUKUR.GUSKIN 
"club" 
GISTUKUL.HI.A 
"day" 

UD-az 

"chief-of-messengers" 

UGULA DUMU.MES.KIN 

pi. 

abl. sg. 

i  27,  28,  i i  7  (<PA>?), 50,  55,  59 

(<PA>?), i i i  43,46 

ii i  49 

i i i  41 

i  77,  i i  49,  53,  57 

iv 37 

iv 3 

it  39 

i 66,68b 

i 23,  51 (2x),  53,  55,  56,  i i  11,  

21,27,30,44,  i i i  42,63,  iv 29,  

34,35,47 (2x),  50 

i 11,13,14,  58,  it  6 ,  10,33,52,  

57,69,  i i i  38 (2x),  50,  60,  62,68,  

73,  iv 1,9,31,33 

ii  11 

i  75 

i 19 

i  62 
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UGULA NIMGIR. 

ERIN.MES 

UGULA LIMSERI 

UGULA LIMTI 

UGULA. 10 

UGULA. 10.SUKUR. 

GUSKIN 

UGULA. 10. MESEDI 

GlSUMBIN 

uzuUR 

URU 

ZABAR 

ZAG 

ZI 

"o verscer-of-a rm y-ba ili ffs" 

UGULA N1MGIR.ERIN.MES 

"commander-of-a-field-

batallion" 

UGULA LI-IM SE-RI 

"commander-of-lhousand" 

UGULA U-IM-T1 

"overseer-of-len" 

UGULA. 10 

"overseer-of-ten-of-the -

goldspear" 

UGULA.IO.SUKUR.GUSKIN 

"overseer-of-len-body-guards" 

UGULA. 10.ME-SE-DI 

"wheel" 

G|SUMBIN 

"limb" 
UZUyR 

"city" 

URU-ri 

"bronze" 

ZABAR 

"right" 

ZAG-s" 

ZAG-a.? 

ZAG-an 

ZAG-za 

ZhG-az 

"soul, will" 

ZI-/Y 

dat.-loc. sg. 

nom. sg. com. 

gen. sg. 

acc. sg. com. 

abl. sg. 

instr. sg. 

iii 47 

ii 50 (eras.), 54, 58 

i 63 

i 21, iii 7 

i B-C 1, D-E 2 

i 22,25, 39,40, iii 54 

ii 14, 26,43, iv 11,24b, 24c 

iv 38,40 

i 70 

iv 47, 51 

ii 62 

iv 24b 

iii 57 

i 70 

i 70, ii 9,62, iii 22, 27, 28,57 

i 32,33,47 
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AKKADIAN 

ANA "for, to" 

A-NA 

BELU(M) 

DINU(M) 

LU&AZANNU(M) 

INA 

ISTU 

mI$TUHHU(M) 

ITTI 

Li lKAR TAPPU (M) 

LlMU(M) 

LIMSERI 

"lord" 

BE-EL (ERIN.MES) 

BE-LU 

BE-LUM 

BE-LU-TI 

BE-LU-T1M 

"case, process" 

DI-NU 

DI-NAM 

"hazannu" (sec p. 55) 

l ( )HA-ZA-AN-NU 

"in, into, towards" 

I'NA 

"from, by, with" 

IS-TU 

"whip" 

Gl5lS-TU-UH-HA 

"(together) with" 

IT-TI 

"charioteer" 

LX}KAR-TAP-PU 

"1000" 

see UGULA LIM 

"field bauillion" 

LI-IMSE-RI 

see also LU LIMSERI and 

UGULA LIMSERI 

st. c. 

nom. sg. 

acc.-gen. pi 

nom. sg. 

acc. sg. 

nom. sg. 

acc. sg. 

nom. sg. 

i D-E 4, 23,25, 28, 34,39,41, 

44, 58, ii 21,25, 30, 31, 34, 38, iii 

2,4,5,7, 10,18,20, 25,31 (2x), 

38,53 (2x), 60, 62, 64 (2x), 67, 

73, iv 10, 20,40,43,45 

i 76 

iii 9, iv 22 

iv 20 («-LU»-LUM) 

iii 6,14, 18 

i 63, iii 15 

iii 5, 32 

iii 3, 11 

iii 47 

i 19b, 13,46 

i 17, 18, ii 40, iii 12,24,27,29, 

63, iv 38 (2x) 

ii 12,21 

i 15, 52, iv 24, 36 

iv 24c 

ii 60 
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HX3MESEDU "body guard" 

H(1ME-SE-DU 
WME-SE-DI 

nom. sg. 

gen. sg. 

LO-MES ME-SE-DI pi. 

NAMANDU(M) 

QATAMMA 

QATU(M) 

QATU(M) 

LO.MES ME-SE-DL-TIM 

LU. MES ME-SE-DU- 77 

LO.MES ME -SE -DU -TIM 
LX]ME-$E-DU-TIM 

see also GAL ME$EDI and 

UGULA.10.ME.SED/ 

(measuring vessel) 

NA-MA-AN-DU 

"likewise, thus" 

QA-TAM-MA 

"hand" 

QA-AS(-SU) 

"finish" 

QA-TI 

acc.-gen. pi 

nom. sg. 

si. c. 

slat. 

5A "or 
SA 

-SU "his, her(s)" 

-SU 

-SU 

SUKENU(M) "to bow, prostrate" 

US-GE-EN 3. sg. pres. 

U "and" 

U 

iii 27, 56 

i 9, 17 (2x), B-C 1, D-E 3,21, 

21b, 24,25,26,29,33,35,37, 

40,45,48, 50,53,54,56,61,66, 

72b, 74, ii 15,26, iii 1,3,8,9,16, 

19,31,53 (2x), 55,63, iv 10,23, 

24a, 25, 31, 34, 53 

i 7, 8,9,10, 11,28,69, ii 29,31, 

32 (2x),34, 36, 37, iii 15,16,27 

(<MES>?), 45,60, iv 24, 30, 31 

iv 39 

i 60, iii 25, 29,42,66 

i 2, ii 41, iii 20, 37,64, 

i 27, 34 

iv 39,40 

i D-E 5 

ii 16 

iv 53 

i 9,40, 74, ii 11,21,27,37 (2x), 

40, 60, iii 43, 69 (2x), 73, iv 1, 

24a, 31, 50,51(7), 53 

i 5, 13 

ii 16 

i 23, iv 19,21,23, 24, 24b, 24d 

iii 69 
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UL "not" 

O-UL i 8, 20, 21, 12,32,47,48,55,56, 

60,71,73 (2x), ii 10, iii 29,32, 

41 (2x), 43,44,49, 59, 75, iv 5, 

15, 17,22, 33,53 

NUMBERS 

2 

3 

12 

l-a£ 

l-za 

l.KAM 

2 

3 

3-e-eS 

12 

nom. com. 

abl. 

nom. com. 

i 6, 17, 18, D-E 2,61,64, ii 5, 

37, 38,39,40,44,47,51,56, iii 

11, 63, iv 38, 39, 40 

iii 8 

i 19b 

iv 53 

i 75, 78, ii 2, 9, 32, 34,37,47,51, 

56, iii 6, 13, 14, 18,44, iv 15 

ii 36, 62 

ii 35, iii 13 

i 10,11 

DIVINE NAMES 

dLAMMA (protective god) i 23 

•UITJ-S/ "My Sun" = Majesty i 46 

GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES 

mu&ahha Lt) Ha-ah-ha i v  1 , 2 , 1 4  

mvQa$ga E R I N . M E S U R u - a -as-ga i i i  3 5  

mvKummaha ER\N.ME§VRUKum-ma-ha i i i  3 6  

mvNiSiIi "in Hittite" (adv.) 

mvni-Si-li i i i  6 4  
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FRAGMENTARY AND ACEPHALOUS 

hu-u-x[ ii 69 

n[a- i D-E 2 

L0X[ iv 51 

L[U i 78 

]x-an i 1, ii 69 

]-an-zi iv 34 

x-e ii 68 

x x-ia?  i 79 

i D-E 2 

]-ii iv 43 

]x-zi(-) i 7 
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